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PART 1 General part
Adoption
This degree statute was adopted by the dean on 30-06-2022, after consent was received from the degree committee
on 30-06-2022 and consent from school council on 30-06-2022.
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1 About the degree statute
The Higher Education and Research Act stipulates in article 7.59 that an institution such as HAN University of
Applied Sciences (hereafter HAN) is obliged to adopt and publish a student charter. The Student Charter consists of
two parts: the institution-specific part (which we call the 'Student Charter') and the degree-specific part (which we
call the 'Degree Statute').
The degree statute consists of three parts:
Part 1: General part.
Part 2: The Education and Examination Regulations, which outline the education, final assessment, exams
and modular exams for your degree course.
Part 3: Other regulations.
Part 1 is purely informative. No rights can be derived from it. Rights and obligations can be derived from the other
parts; these are legally applicable regulations.

1.1 Which degree course(s) does this degree statute apply to?
This is the Degree Statute for the following HAN degree course(s) composed of units of study:
Degree course

Degree format

CROHO number

Degree after graduation

Master Engineering Systems

Fulltime

49136

Master in Science

Master Engineering Systems

Part time

49136

Master in Science

This degree statute contains information on the structure, organisation and execution of the degree course, the
student facilities, counselling and study coaching, the education and examination regulations and the other degreespecific regulations that describe student rights and responsibilities. When this document subsequently refers to 'the
degree course', we mean the above degree course(s).

1.2 How do you read this degree statute?
We use regular UK spelling rules.
When we use 'you', we mainly mean you as an internal or external student enrolled in this degree course at HAN.
But we also mean others, such as prospective students.

1.3 How long is the degree statute valid for?
A new degree statute is written for each HAN degree course every academic year. The degree statute for a certain
academic year applies to everyone enrolled in the degree course for that academic year. It does not matter which
phase of your degree course you are in, whether you are an internal or external student, or when you started. You
can find the digital version of the degree statute here: Both part-time and fulltime:
https://www.hanuniversity.com/en/programs/master/engineering-systems/fulltime.
This degree statute applies to the 2022-2023 academic year: from 1 September 2022 to 31 August 2023. For
students starting their degree course on 1 February 2023, two different degree statutes apply consecutively during
their first 'year': the current one and that of the next academic year.
Did you enrol in the degree course in a previous academic year? And is the degree course working with a renewed
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curriculum or modifications in the education and examination regulations? You can read how this is organised in
Part 2, chapter 8 (Transition Regulations).

1.4 How does the degree statute come about?
The degree statute for the degree course is adopted by the dean each year. It is based on the model degree statute:
a model that applies for the entire HAN.
The school council exercises the participation rights on the degree statute, but only in so far as the HAN participation
council has not already exercised these rights through the model degree statute and in so far as these rights have
not been conferred to the degree committee. How this works exactly is set out in the Participation Council
Regulations and the Regulations of the Degree Committee.
Advice is requested in advance from the degree course’s board of examiners.
The relevant HAN organisational bodies strive to publish the new degree statute each year before 1 July.

1.5 Consistency of degree statute, student charter and enrolment regulations
The Degree Statute is part of de Student Charter. The Student Charter applies to the entire HAN. The Student
Charter lists all the rights and obligations of students and HAN.
The Student Charter can be found here:
https://hanuniversity.com/en/study-and-living/studying-at-han/rights-and-responsibiliti/index.xml
You can find the rules for application, admission, educational requirements, selection and enrolment in the
Enrolment regulations. The degree statute only contains a number of specific additions to this. These additions may
not contradict the rules from the enrolment regulations.
The enrolment regulations can be found
at: https://hanuniversity.com/en/programs/master/engineering-systems/fulltime/admission-finances/ .
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2 Education at HAN
Your degree course is part of the HAN educational offerings. HAN has an overarching mission and vision on higher
education. Your degree course embodies this vision in its own way. HAN's mission and vision are described in the
HAN Institutional Plan. You can find this plan on www.han.nl.
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3 Information about your degree course
3.1 Mission and vision of your degree course
The Master’s Degree course Engineering Systems is a programme of Applied Sciences. This means that knowledge
and techniques from fundamental research are applied in an industrial environment, where complex processes
require advanced systems. The Applied Sciences take definite shape in the minor projects and the final master
thesis: the Major Project.

We educate people (fulltime or part time) to be engineers who are capable of solving complex, practice-related
problems themselves. Engineering Systems describes all aspects that are necessary to design, to develop, to
improve, to use and to maintain a technical system. Engineering Systems encompasses all stages and all aspects of
the life cycle; so not only the technical content, but also the working methods, including the business processes: the
focus is on systems thinking.

This approach is in keeping with the aim of the professional master: the professional practice provides the frame of
reference for the development of the curriculum. After completing the master’s degree program, you are considered,
as a highly qualified technical professional, to be able to make a contribution to the development of your profession
and your organization, across the boundaries of his own discipline.

The focus of the Master’s Degree course is the modelling of smart, dynamic systems, which are systems that
perceive and respond to the world around them. Because of this focus, the program has two modules that all
students work through: Systems Modelling and Applied Control.

Our views on target groups and the realization of education are part of our presentation: our views on cooperative
learning are important for the realization of our education. We offer education for mixed groups, which means
students who proceed straight from a bachelor to a master program (both international students and students from
HAN bachelors) and part-timers. They all bring their own contribution and learn from each other.

The area of expertise of the Engineering Systems Engineer does not stop at the border. On the contrary: the
programs are taught completely in English to accommodate the international context in which the program
functions. Society is changing at an increasingly faster rate. This is also true for professions and labor
organizations. Professionals are facing issues of increasing complexity. All these issues require a multidisciplinary
and cross-sectorial approach.
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3.2 Content of your degree course
This section gives a broad description of your degree course. You can find the rules and details in Part 2, the
education and examination regulations, and in the regulations in Part 3.
3.2.1 Scope
The scope of the degree course is represented in credits and study load. One credit is equal to 28 hours of study
(this is an average indication). This is also stipulated as such in the Higher Education and Research Act. Your
master course has a study load of 90 credits.
3.2.2 Degree content
This section gives a broad description of your degree programme. You can find the rules and details in part 2, the
Education and Examination Regulations. In the appendix to chapter 6 the description of the study units can be
found.

Part of the degree statute are the following documents:
Manual Major Project. (An explanation of the graduation project)
Practical guide (for example for n overview of the exams)
Assessment Why and How

The degree statute, assessment why and how, the practical guide and the instructions to the major project can be
found on Onderwijs Online General Information.

The professional master’s programme Engineering Systems is offered as a full-time program and a part-time
programme. The degree course covers 90 EC.
60 EC for the teaching phase, 30 of which are elective and 30 credits of the program are offered to all
students jointly, and
30 EC for the major project.

The full-time programme takes approximately 18 months, including the major project, based on a weekly study load
of 40 hours and a break during the summer.
The part-time study takes approximately three years, based on a weekly study load of 20 hours, including the major
project. The programme is divided in modules of 15 EC.

Degree programme overview

An overview of the modules and the descriptions of the study units can be found in the appendix belonging to part 2
chapter 6. We offer you the following modules:
Compulsory: Compulsory are the modules Systems Modelling and Applied Control.
Two elective modules: They are grouped by tracks. For other combinations of modules (i.e. trackless
graduation) permission is required from the Exam Board.
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Tracks

Modules

Automotive Systems

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics
Advanced Controller Design
Hydrogen Technology
Innovations in Powertrains
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions
Smart Infrastructure
Smart Vehicles

Control & Embedded Systems Big Data & Small Data
Advanced Controller Design
Distributed Systems
Sustainable Energy

Hydrogen Technology
Sustainable Energy Systems (mandatory for SE)
Smart Power Supply
Students from the Sustainable Energy / Automotive track can join the
theoretical part of Big Data & Small Data.

Compulsory: Major Project / graduation project
The major project will demonstrate that the student is able to work at master level in the professional working field.
Detailed information about the major project can be found in the manual (#OO, major project).

3.3 Organisation of your degree course
The curriculum is constructed of elements with focus on theory, application and skills, in relationship to the endqualifications as defined in the next chapter. The teaching units are organized around a theme (an overview of the
modules can be found part 2, chapter 6).

In every module the student is offered
theoretical background (7.5 EC),
Capita Selecta (2.5 EC) and a
minor project (5 EC).

With most of these activities including literature survey, oral presentations and reporting, the student will obtain
guidelines in presentation and reporting skills, and will receive comments on these communication achievements for
a majority of his/her presentation and reporting results.

Design of these activities as well as the assessments will be such that you will develop skills to formulate a problem,
to solve that in a step-by-step iterative approach and to draw conclusions, which are of value to and in
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communication with the (non-specialist) problem owner(s), see figure. You will also practice skills to analyze the
problem at an abstract level and break it up into elements to understand their relationships and organization (system
analysis) and to interpret the individual element performance in terms of the total engineering system performance
(synthesis). Non-technical skills will be addressed as well, including working in teams (multidisciplinary, with a global
international focus), self-management of the learning process, and research skills.

Figure 1 Learning processes

Each semester consists of two terms. A term lasts
between 9 and 10 weeks. The units of study are a
combination of lectures, assignments, exercises, etc.
for one specific topic. The scores for all parts of a
programme should be satisfactory (all pass).

3.4 How we educate and supervise
The purpose of the program is to educate you so that you can operate at Master level.

The intended learning outcomes of the master’s degree course are based on the professional profiles and/or
professional qualifications drawn up by (or in collaboration with) the relevant professional field. We expect students
to develop an increasing degree of independence and self-management in shaping their learning pathway.

HAN is committed to offering support with studying and with making choices about your program at HAN. Study
coaching is therefore an important part of our education. The study coaches help you to develop the level of selfmanagement you need to complete your studies. They are also first point of contact in special situations, for
example if your studies are not going as planned or if you have a disability or chronic illness. They can help you look
for ways to improve your progress.

Exams and final assessments may only be administered by examiners designated by the degree course. The quality
of exams and final assessments is monitored by the board of examiners and by external experts.
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How do we implement this in practice?

The curriculum is constructed of elements with focus on theory, application and skills, in relationship to the endqualifications as defined in the preceding chapter. The teaching units are organized around a theme: the earlier
mentioned modules. In every module the student is offered

theoretical background (7.5 EC),
Capita Selecta (2.5 EC) and a
project (5 EC).

All modules are scheduled on one day. Systems Modelling for example on Monday, Applied Control on Wednesday.
The schedule of the modules can be found in The practical guide. For the sake of clarity: not only the lessons but
also the written exams are scheduled on the same day.

Education, supervision and examinations can be offered online or physically at HAN. The choice depends on the
character of the teaching unit and unfortunately sometimes on the presence of COVID19.

3.5 Internships and/or workplace
Master graduation projects (the major project) are motivated by real-life problems, supplied by engineering
companies or institutes. In most cases, the major project is carried out at the company or the research group (the so
called problem owner).

The main educational goal of doing a major project is that the student demonstrates that he/she can act and function
at master level. In some detail, within the context of the major project, students will at least demonstrate their
capabilities on the final qualifications of the master program.

To make it more transparent, we split ‘acting and functioning at Master level’ up into three connected goals. These
goals are:

The solution of a practical problem for the benefit of the client.
Development of new knowledge and applications for the technical domain.
Further development of the student’s professional master competences, so called Final qualifications in the
Degree Statute, represented and described in a major project report or an article that the student is able to
amplify on and to defend.

More detailed information can be found in de module description (part 2) and the Instruction Manual Major Project.
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3.6 How the professional field is involved
In a world that is steadily becoming more complex and more dynamic, professional Master programs fulfil a need for
renewal in the qualification structure of higher education. Key aspects of these programs are multi-disciplinarity,
flexibility and innovation. Professional Masters offer solutions to the tension between training people to meet the
current demands of the labor market and training them for professions that, as yet, do not exist and the exact nature
of which is hard to predict.

The Master belongs to the specialization master programmes, which means that the programme provides students
with a more in-depth understanding of their field and increases the level of professional practice. Intake varies from
experienced professionals to Bachelor graduates. The English-language Master has a strong focus on international
professional practice.

Associated large industries and specialized companies acknowledge the need for Systems Engineers at Master’s
level. This is reflected in the support of a number of companies. The HAN research and competence groups work
with students for projects in the industry. The professional research and teaching staff support students in the broad
field of engineering.

The HAN Research Centres do important work in the field of research and educational innovation. They maintain a
growing network with other educational institutions, the business community, local authorities and non-profit
organizations in the region. With their research, professors respond to issues encountered by these organizations in
practice. They involve (Masters) students, lecturers and doctoral candidates in this process. Each research Centre
has its own knowledge network, consisting of a group of experts from both education and the professional field. This
assures that a continuous process of coordination with professional practice can take place.

3.7 Research groups and research centres
The following research centres and professors are involved in the programme:
HAN Automotive Research

Lector: Dr. P.A. Veenhuizen and
Lector: Dr. ir. Frans Tillema

HAN Balanced Energy Systems Group

Lector: Dr. ir. A.J. de Graaf

HAN Lean Research Group

Lector: Dr. ir. J. Slomp

The Research Groups are contributing to and controlling the quality of the Master program by supplying
considerable human input of lecturers and presence in
the Program Board
the Master Advisory Counsel
the Board of examiners
Program Committee
Teaching in courses / units of study
by coaching major project students
by pre-assessing the reports of the major projects
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To monitor the quality of the program, HAN attaches great importance to the opinions of experts from the
professional field for which the program trains its students. The Professional Advisory Committee is composed of
representatives from the professional field and field of work. These experts assemble several times a year in the
meetings of the Professional Advisory Committee.

3.8 Other
Quality asurance of the degree course:
The aim of our quality assurance is to work continuously on improving and guaranteeing quality. The degree
programs regularly (twice per module) surveys the opinions of students on all kinds of matters relating to education
in its broadest sense. This first relates to the education that students participated in during certain periods, but also
to matters such as the study materials, scheduling of contact hours and study tasks.
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4 Exit qualifications and professional requirements
4.1 The professional field
In a world that is steadily becoming more complex and more dynamic, professional Master programs fulfil a need for
renewal in the qualification structure of higher education. Key aspects of these programs are multidisciplinarity,
flexibility and innovation. Professional Masters offer solutions to the tension between training people to meet the
current demands of the labor market and training them for professions that, as yet, do not exist and the exact nature
of which is hard to predict.

The Master belongs to the specialization master programmes, which means that the programme provides students
with a more in-depth understanding of their field and increases the level of professional practice. Intake varies from
experienced professionals to Bachelor graduates. The English-language Master has a strong focus on international
professional practice.

Associated large industries and specialized companies acknowledge the need for Systems Engineers at Master’s
level. This is reflected in the support of a number of companies.

4.2 Professional requirements
We educate people to be engineers who are capable of solving complex, practice-related problems themselves. In
this context teamwork is at the centre of the Minor Projects of all modules.
Engineering Systems describes all aspects that are necessary to design, to develop, to improve, to use and to
maintain a technical system. Engineering Systems encompasses all stages and all aspects of the life cycle; so not
only the technical content, but also the working methods, including the business processes: the focus is on systems
thinking.

4.3 Exit qualifications
This section describes your exit qualifications at the end of the degree course. These exit qualifications are formally
set in the education and examination regulations [and correspond with the professional requirements described in
section 4.2].
This section describes your exit qualifications at the end of the degree course. These exit qualifications are formally
set in the education and examination regulations.
When you graduate, you conform to the exit qualifications of the degree course. In other words, you have certain
(required) knowledge, understanding, skills and (if relevant) attitude, for the profession you have been educated for.
The exit qualifications for your degree course are outlined below.
Nr. Exit qualification

Description

1

To be able to critically analyze the engineering problem through active
communication with the problem owner, to translate this to a problem formulation,
feasible solution approaches and scientifically valid conclusions and
recommendations, to be communicated again to the problem owner.

Analyzing and defining
problems
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Nr. Exit qualification

Description

2

Design

To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a model at an
abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms of model and problem
requirements) and to validate results against the real life situation and problem
formulation.

3

Testing

To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a concrete level,
and to validate results against the real life situation and problem formulation.

4

Managing Work
Processes

To be able to put engineering activities within the perspective of engineering
company processes, including quality control principles. To be able to incorporate
the economical (cost) and societal (safety, sustainability) consequences in the
design or development process.

5

Conducting research

To have gained specialized scientific knowledge and skills in the field of
engineering.

6

Communication and
collaboration

To be able to work on a problem within a multidisciplinary context in an industrial
environment. To be able to work on a problem in an international engineering
context in an industrial environment

7

Professional
development

To be able, through self-reflection, to improve one’s own professional acting

The level of the exit qualifications is geared to the Dublin Descriptors.
As a result, our degree courses are guaranteed to be at the correct national and international level. The degree
certificates meet all legal requirements and are therefore comparable with and equal to similar degree certificates
from other universities of applied sciences in the Netherlands and abroad.
Qualifications (Dublin descriptors) that signify completion of the second cycle (master level) are awarded to
students who:
have demonstrated knowledge and understanding that is founded upon and extends and/or enhances that
typically associated with Bachelor’s level, and that provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing
and/or applying ideas, often within a research context;
can apply their knowledge and understanding, and problem solving abilities in new or unfamiliar environments
within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to their field of study;
have the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgements with incomplete or
limited information, but that include reflecting on social and ethical responsibilities linked to the application of
their knowledge and judgements;
can communicate their conclusions, and the knowledge and rationale underpinning these, to specialist and
non-specialist audiences clearly and unambiguously;
have the learning skills to allow them to continue to study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or
autonomous.

Differentiating between cycles:
Cycle

Knowledge and understanding

Bachelor

[Is] supported by advanced text books [with] some aspects informed by knowledge at the forefront of
their field of study ..
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master

provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing or applying ideas often in a research*
context ..

doctorate includes] a systematic understanding of their field of study and mastery of the methods of research*
associated with that field..

Applying knowledge and understanding
Bachelor

[through] devising and sustaining arguments

master

[through] problem solving abilities [applied] in new or unfamiliar environments within broader (or
multidisciplinary) contexts ..

doctorate [is demonstrated by the] ability to conceive, design, implement and adapt a substantial process of
research* with scholarly integrity .. [is in the context of] a contribution that extends the frontier of
knowledge by developing a substantial body of work some of which merits national or international
refereed publication ..

Making judgements
Bachelor

involves] gathering and interpreting relevant data ..

master

demonstrates] the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgements
with incomplete data ..

doctorate [requires being] capable of critical analysis, evaluation and synthesis of new and complex ideas..

Communication
Bachelor

[of] information, ideas, problems and solutions ..

master

[of] their conclusions and the underpinning knowledge and rationale (restricted scope) to specialist
and non-specialist audiences (monologue) ..

doctorate with their peers, the larger scholarly community and with society in general (dialogue) about their
areas of expertise (broad scope)..

Learning skills
Bachelor

have developed those skills needed to study further with a high level of autonomy ..

master

study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or autonomous..

doctorate expected to be able to promote, within academic and professional contexts, technological, social or
cultural advancement ..
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We have furthermore geared the level of the final qualifications to the Dublin descriptors. These are internationally
accepted criteria for Masters level:

DUBLIN DESCRIPTOR

QUALIFICATION

Knowledge and understanding

Analyzing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyze the
engineering problem through active communication with the problem
owner, to translate this to a problem formulation, feasible solution
approaches and scientifically valid conclusions and recommendations, to
be communicated again to the problem owner.

Provides a basis or opportunity for
originality in developing or applying
ideas often in a research context.

Conducting research: To have gained specialized scientific knowledge
and skills in the field of engineering.
Applying knowledge and understanding Design: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem
to a model at an abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms
of model and problem requirements) and to validate results against the
Through problem solving abilities
real life situation and problem formulation.
applied in new or unfamiliar
environments within broader (or
Testing: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem
multidisciplinary) context.
to a concrete level, and to validate results against the real life situation
and problem formulation.
Managing work processes: To be able to put engineering activities within
the perspective of engineering company processes, including quality
control principles. To be able to incorporate the economical (cost) and
societal (safety, sustainability) consequences in the design or
development process.
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Making judgements
Demonstrates the ability to integrate
knowledge and handle complexity, and
formulate judgements with incomplete
data.

Conducting research: To have gained specialized scientific knowledge
and skills in the field of engineering.
Analyzing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyze the
engineering problem through active communication with the problem
owner, to translate this to a problem formulation, feasible solution
approaches and scientifically valid conclusions and recommendations, to
be communicated again to the problem owner.
Design: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem
to a model at an abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms
of model and problem requirements) and to validate results against the
real life situation and problem formulation.
Managing work processes: To be able to put engineering activities within
the perspective of engineering company processes, including quality
control principles. To be able to incorporate the economical (cost) and
societal (safety, sustainability) consequences in the design or
development process.

Communication
Of their conclusions and underpinning
knowledge and rationale (restricted
scope) to specialist and non-specialist
audiences (monologue).

Analyzing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyze the
engineering problem through active communication with the problem
owner, to translate this to a problem formulation, feasible solution
approaches and scientifically valid conclusions and recommendations, to
be communicated again to the problem owner.
Communication and collaboration: To be able to work on a problem
within a multidisciplinary context in an industrial environment.
To be able to work on a problem in an international engineering context
in an industrial environment.

Learning skills
Study in a manner that may be largely
self-directed or autonomous.
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5 Academic calendar
This chapter outlines the lecture days, lecture times and the holidays and lecture-free weeks.

5.1 Lecture days and lecture times
A detailed timetable can be found in the Practical Guide.

Lecture times:
A handy tool for viewing your timetable each week can be found on HAN Insite .
https://www1.han.nl/insite/en/students/timetables-lecture-times-academic-calendar/
Period 01 09:00 – 09:45

Start Mathematics 0

Period 02 09:45 – 10:30
Period 03 10:45 – 11:30
Period 04 11:30 – 12:15
Period 05 12:15 – 13:00

Period 06 13:00 – 13:45

Start lessons part time students/ fulltime students

Period 07 13:45 – 14:30
Period 08 14:30 – 15:15
Period 09 15:30 – 16:15

Period 10 16:15 – 17:00
Period 11 17:00 – 17:45

Pause

Period 12 17:45 – 18:30

Start guest lectures

Period 13 18:30 – 19:15
Period 14 19:15 – 20:00
Period 15 20:00 – 20:45

Period 16 20:45 – 21:30

5.2 Holidays and lecture-free weeks
The calendar for this academic year can be found on HAN Insite. It gives the lecture weeks and holidays.
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6 HAN organisation
This chapter gives information about the organisation of HAN. Here you also find information on participation, quality
assurance and the facilities you as a student can use.

6.1 Schools
At HAN, the degree courses are divided over 14 schools.
Your degree course belongs to the School of Engineering and Automotive..
Below is a list of all the schools.
School

Academie (NL)

Abbreviation

School of Business and Communication

Academie Business en Communicatie

ABC

School of Built Environment

Academie Built Environment

ABE

School of Education

Academie Educatie

AE

School of Engineering and Automotive

Academie Engineering en Automotive

AEA

School of Finance

Academie Financieel Economisch Management

AFEM

School of Health Studies

Academie Gezondheid en Vitaliteit

AGV

School of IT and Media Design

Academie IT en Mediadesign

AIM

School of Social Studies

Academie Mens en Maatschappij

AMM

School of Organisation and
Development

Academie Organisatie en Ontwikkeling

AOO

School of Allied Health

Academie Paramedische Studies

APS

School of Law

Academie Rechten

AR

School of Sport and Exercise

Academie Sport en Bewegen

ASB

School of Applied Biosciences and
Chemistry

Academie Toegepaste Biowetenschappen en Chemie

ATBC

International School of Business

International School of Business

ISB

6.2 Management and organisation of the school
On HAN Insite you can find information about the set-up, organisation and staff of your degree course, and about
the school they belong to.
6.2.1 Board of examiners and examiners
The members of the board of examiners can be found on: https://onderwijsonline.han.nl/information/view/kBylXQy2
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You can contact the board of examiners for your degree course via the board of examiners secretarial office The
central e-mail address of the Board of examiners of the Academy Engineering and Automotive is:
examencommissie.AEA@HAN.nl. The AEA Board of examiners is subdivided into the Engineering Chamber,
Automotive Chamber and Master Chamber. For specific matters concerning these respective chambers, these can
be reported directly via the e-mail addresses: Examencommisie.engineering@han.nl,
Examencommissie.Automotive@han.nl, Examboard.TM@han.nl.
The members of the board of examiners are appointed by the HAN Executive Board.
The tasks and responsibilities of our board of examiners can be found in the Regulations of the Board of Examiners.
These include additional rules regarding final assessment and examination in so far as these are within the powers
of the board of examiners. See also the Regulations of the Board of Examiners in Part 3 of this degree statute.
The board of examiners decides, amongst other things, whether you meet the conditions set out in the education
and examination regulations.
The board of examiners appoints examiners for each exam and modular exams. One or more appointed examiners
administers that exam or modular exam and determines the result.
Other duties and powers of the board of examiners include:
Assuring exam quality.
Granting exemptions.
Handling requests for an extra opportunity for an exam or a modular exam.
Handling requests for modified exam or modular exam formats.
Handling complaints.
You can find all the further rules on exams, modular exams and the final assessment that apply to you in the
education and examination regulations (see Part 2). For rules on how these are organised, please refer to the Exam
Regulations (see Part 3).
6.2.2 Participation and consultation
Below is a short overview of the HAN committees and councils. They discuss and also influence the policies and
decisions made at HAN.
Degree committee
There is a degree committee for each degree course or group of courses. A degree committee consists of an equal
number of staff members and students. The degree committee advises the course department about promoting and
guaranteeing the quality of the course department. Each year it also evaluates the degree course’s compliance with
the education and examination regulations. The degree committee also has a right of consent and advisory rights.
Through this committee, you can contribute ideas and make decisions about the education and organisation of your
degree course.
Would you like to become a member of the degree committee? You can request more information
from educationoffice.tm@han.nl. The degree committee has its own regulations (see Part 3).
School council
Each school has its own school council. This council has the right to discuss all matters concerning the school and
to ask the dean about these matters. The council also has the right to be consulted on school policies. The school
council gives you the opportunity to contribute ideas and decide on school policies.
Would you like to know more about the school council? Contact the school council secretarial
office: academieraad.aea@han.nl.
Participation council
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The participation council allows staff and students to participate at HAN level. This council has a right of consent on
certain aspects of policy, on the main features of the institution budget, the general applicable part of the education
and examination regulations and more. The participation council has an equal number of students and staff. The
participation council deals with general HAN policy.
Would you like to join the participation council? You can ask for more information from the secretarial office for the
participation council: secretariaat.mr@han.nl. Would you like to learn more about the participation council? Go
to https://www.han.nl/over-de-han/organisatie/bestuur/medezeggenschap/index.xml.

6.3 Student facilities
As a student, you can rely on good coaching and guidance during your academic career. Within your degree course,
you and your study coach look at what coaching you need, your study progress and your career development. We
look at your talents, ambitions and support needs.
In addition to the coaching offered within your degree course, you can use the services offered by HAN Study
Success. This is a team of experts who work together on one goal: your growth as a student.
On www.han.nl, under the 'Studying' tab, you will find all information about the facilities that are offered in- and outof-school. The right of students to the various facilities is regulated in section 3.1 of the Student Charter. The various
contact details are included in chapter 5 of that statute. The Student Charter can be found at:
https://hanuniversity.com/en/study-and-living/studying-at-han/rights-and-responsibiliti/index.xml
The main facilities are briefly summarized below. For more information about these facilities, see
www.hanuniversity.com or www.han.nl .

SUPPORT

HAN Study Success
All HAN students can contact HAN Study Success for support, advice, training and coaching. This is a network of
experts in various areas of student supervision. They have expertise in:
Study skills, language skills and personal development.
Degree transfers and study delays.
Psychological support.
Student finance, support funds and support and questions about finances.
Studying with special circumstances, chronic illness or pregnancy.
Course selection and further studies.
Various statutory and university of applied sciences regulations.
Complaints, objections and appeals procedures.
Studying as an elite athlete.
Purpose and spirituality.

HAN Language Centre
HAN Language Centre can help you with all your language and translation needs. You can also sign up for various
language courses, coaching sessions or workshops. HAN students receive a discount on all foreign language
courses.
At HAN Language Centre you can also take a writing or spelling course. There is also a special course (in Dutch) for
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students with dyslexia. The courses are intended for both Dutch and international students.

Confidential counsellors
At HAN we treat each other respectfully. Unfortunately, incidents can occur in which you as a student or staff
member have to deal with unacceptable and/or disruptive behaviour. If this happens, contact one of the confidential
counsellors to discuss what you can do about it. You can choose which confidential counsellor you speak to. More
information and the contact details of the confidential counsellors can be found on HAN Insite.

Complaints and Disputes Office
Do you have a complaint, dispute, objection or appeal? The first step is to try to work it out together, possibly with
the support of the study coach. If this does not help, you should submit your complaint to the Complaints and
Disputes Office. The Complaints and Disputes Office ensures that complaints and letters of appeal are delivered to
the right persons within the HAN organisation. The office also takes care of the secretarial duties of the Examination
Appeals Board.
E: Bureau.klachtengeschil@han.nl
T: 026-3691504
A: Verlengde Groenestraat 75 Nijmegen / Postbus 6960, 6503 CD NIJMEGEN
I: Klacht en bezwaar (han.nl)
Ombudsman
Do you have a complaint that does not fall under the existing complaints and appeals procedures? Then you can
turn to an independent ombudsman. The ombudsman has a mediatory role.
The position is vacant at the moment. Discuss your complaint with one of the confidential counsellors. You can also
go to the Complaints and Disputes Office.
INFORMATION FACILITIES

Student Affairs Enquiry Desk via ASK@han.nl
Do you have questions about your degree course? For example, about enrolment, payment of tuition fees,
examinations, lecture timetables or the study information system (SIS)? You can ask the staff at the Student Affairs
Enquiry Desk via ASK@han.nl.

Study and Multimedia Centres
The Study and Multimedia Centres offer a physical library collection at diverse HAN locations. The locations also
have places to study and quiet zones.
On the website HAN Study Centres - HAN Study Centres you can find the digital collection, which you can also
consult at home. Here you can also find study materials for the Information Skills lessons.
More information about the services, opening hours and contact details can be found on the website of the Study
and Multimedia Centres: HAN Study Centres - HAN Study Centres.
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HAN Information Centre via ASK@han.nl
The staff at the HAN Information Centre can tell you everything about degree courses, forms of collaboration,
promotional activities and the organisation of the entire HAN.
I: Contact form (hanuniversity.com)

International Office
HAN is also active internationally. The activities are extremely varied. For example, the International Office works on
internationalisation of the curriculum, expanding the international network of partner universities, studying abroad for
HAN students and lecturer exchanges. The International Office also coordinates HAN’s efforts in three important
internship projects for community work in South Africa, India and Curacao. Finally, the International Office offers
practical support regarding scholarships (including Erasmus+) and filling in forms such as the Learning Agreement.
The International Office is also the first point of contact for international students. The International Office is located
in Arnhem (Ruitenberglaan 31) and Nijmegen (Kapittelweg 33). Drop by to ask your questions or visit the Insite page
of the International Office.
I: International office (hanuniversity.com)
OTHER FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Sports facilities
As a HAN student you can purchase a sports card. This allows you to use the sports facilities of HAN Seneca (the
HAN centre for sport and health), the sports facilities of the Arnhem council and the sports facilities of Radboud
University Nijmegen.
HAN Employment
HAN Employment mediates between employers and jobseekers doing a work-study or part-time degree course.
HAN Employment also publishes vacancies for alumni.
HAN Employment offers companies the opportunity to post vacancies on the job bank.
Students doing work-study and part-time degree courses are offered training sessions (SollicitatieBoost) and
network sessions (Meet & Match).
Entrepreneurship
Students with entrepreneurial ambitions can come here for coaching/starter supervision, entrepreneurship
education, help in applying for financing, networking and entrepreneurial events.
You can also contact the centre about doing an internship or graduation assignment in your own company. And HAN
offers various minors on entrepreneurship.
Health and safety for students
Would you like to know more about the rules for safe and healthy work practices at HAN? Or do you want to know
which resources we have in this area? Visit the special health and safety pages for students on Insite.
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PART 2 Education and Examination Regulations
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1 About the education and examination regulations
These education and examination regulations are included in the degree statute that apply to your degree course.
The education and examination regulations are adopted each academic year. The education and examination
regulations cover the education, exams, modular exams and final assessment for your degree course and your
rights and obligations.

1.1 Terms and definitions
The terms and definitions used in these education and examination regulations are given below.
The Dutch term is given between brackets.
School
(Academie)

An organisational unit with interconnected degree courses, research and
knowledge services.

Graduation specialisation
(Afstudeerrichting)

A specialisation within a degree course as defined in the education and
examination regulations.

Assessment criteria
(Beoordelingscriteria)

Clearly defined and unambiguous standards that can be used to give a
motivated assessment of whether and to what extent a student meets the
required level of knowledge, understanding and skills and (if relevant) attitude
assessed in an exam or modular exam.

Assessment dimensions
(Beoordelingsdimensies)

Assessment dimensions give a global description of the aspects on which a
student's performance and/or the resulting products should be assessed.
These descriptions need to be global because the assessment dimensions
should apply to any type of student performance that demonstrates their
qualification.

Professional task
(Beroepstaak)

A meaningful, complete task as carried out in all its complexity by a
professional practitioner in an actual professional setting with all its
complexities.

Professional requirements
(Beroepsvereisten)

Well-defined qualifications regarding the knowledge, understanding and skills
and (if relevant) the attitude a student needs to carry out the profession they
are studying for.

BRIN number
(BRIN-nummer)

The Basisregistratie Instellingen (BRIN) is a database for educational
institutions that is published by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science. It contains all schools and related institutions. Each educational
institution is identified in the database with a number.
The BRIN number for HAN is 25KB.

Examination Appeals Board
(College van Beroep voor de
examens)

This is the board referred to in article 7.60 of the Higher Education and
Research. The board deals with appeals submitted by students against
decisions made by HAN.

CROHO

CROHO is the central register for degree courses in higher education.

Exit qualifications
(Eindkwalificaties)

Well-defined outcomes regarding the knowledge, understanding and skills
and (if relevant) the attitude a student should acquire by the time they
complete their degree course.
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Recognition of Prior Learning
(Erkenning Verworven
Competenties, EVC)

Recognition of prior learning gained outside the degree course that leads to a
Certificate of Prior Learning from the Nationaal Kenniscentrum EVC, the
national research centre for the recognition of prior learning. Recognition of
prior learning can lead to exemption from exams and modular exams for
unit(s) of learning outcomes or unit(s) of study that focus on the
competences already gained through the prior learning.

External student
(Extraneus)

A person enrolled at a university of applied sciences or university who can
participate in exams, modular exams and final assessments but not in the
education or supervision.

HAN

HAN University of Applied Sciences This abbreviation is used in internal
documents to improve the readability of documents.

Head examiner
(Hoofdexaminator)

Appointed by the board of examiners as the head examiner responsible for
the results of examination and assessment in cases where more than one
examiner has been appointed for an exam or modular exam.

Degree format

The manner in which a degree course is organised: full-time, part-time or

(Inrichtingsvorm)

work-study.

Register (Intekenen)

Registering for educational components, exams and modular exams. OSIRIS
uses the term ‘Enrol’ for this.

Elective unit of study (Keuzeonderwijseenheid)

A unit of study that can be chosen from two or more elective units of study.
Once selected, the unit of study becomes part of the student's study
programme and final assessment. The exams and modular exams for the
non-mandatory units of study that the student did not select do not need to
be taken for the degree certificate.

Learning outcome
(Leeruitkomst)

A measurable result of learning experiences.

Exams taken independently of the
standard programme
(Leerwegonafhankelijk tentamen)

An exam or modular exam that the student can take without having
participated in the educational activities linked to that exam.

Module
(Module)

An internally coherent and to some extent independent part of the part-time
and work-study degree course. A module consists of one or more units of
study and is aimed at a realistic cluster of qualifications derived from
professional practice.

Module certificate
(Modulecertificaat)

Written statement by the board of examiners that a student has successfully
completed a module in a part-time or work-study degree format.

Unit of study / study unit
(Onderwijseenheid)

A basic unit of HAN education that is aimed at achieving clearly defined
objectives in terms of knowledge, understanding, skills and (if relevant)
attitude. These are assessed in an exam and awarded a certain number of
credits.

Degree committee
(Opleidingscommissie)

The statutory public participation body as referred to in article 10.3c of the
Higher Education and Research Act, which is responsible for e.g.
guaranteeing the quality of the degree courses listed in Part 2, chapter 1.
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SIS (Alluris/OSIRIS)

The HAN study information system. This academic year, HAN is switching
from study information system Alluris to study information system OSIRIS.

Student

A person enrolled as a student in a degree course at HAN with the aim of
participating in educational activities and sitting for exams and modular
exams.

Study coach
(Studiebegeleider)

A staff member responsible for the study coaching of one or more students.

Study load in hours
(Studiebelastingsuur)

A unit of 60 minutes that is spent on study and is used to measure the study
load of each unit of study.

Academic year
(Studiejaar)

The period starting on 1 September and ending on 31 August of the following
year.

Credit
(Studiepunt)

One credit is equal to 28 hours of study (this is an average indication).

Exam

A test of the student's knowledge, understanding, skills and (if relevant)

(Tentamen)

attitude in conjunction with each other. Also, the assessment of the results of
that test. The exam is the concluding component of a unit of study or unit of
learning outcomes.

Exam opportunity
(Tentamengelegenheid)

An opportunity offered within the degree course to sit for an exam or modular
exam.

Exam sitting (Tentamenmoment)

The sitting/time at which an exam or modular exam is administered/held.

Track with special feature (Traject
met bijzondere eigenschap)

A degree track that distinguishes itself from the standard track because of a
different duration, intensity, language or format. In all cases, the study load
and the qualities in the area of knowledge, understanding and skills that a
student has to acquire by the end of the track are the same as those of the
degree course.

Deregister (Uittekenen)

When a student is registered for certain educational components, exams or
modular exams, that student must deregister if they decide they no longer
wish to participate. OSIRIS uses the term ‘disenrol’ for deregistering.

Exemption
(Vrijstelling)

A decision made by the board of examiners that a student does not have to
take exam(s) and modular exam(s) relating to one or more specific units of
study. This decision is based on the board's opinion that the student already
sufficiently masters the required knowledge, understanding, competences
and/or skills and (if relevant) attitude.

Higher Education and Research
Act (WHW)

Higher Education and Research Act (in Dutch: Wet op het Hoger Onderwijs
en Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek - WHW).

Other terms and definitions have the meanings given to them in the national laws and regulations.

1.2 Which degree course(s) do these education and examination regulations apply to?
These are the education and examination regulations, as defined in article 7.13 of the Higher Education and
Research Act, for the following HAN degree course(s) composed of units of study:
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Degree course

Degree format CROHO number Location of the degree course

Engineering Systems fulltime

49136

Arnhem

Engineering Systems part-time

49136

Arnhem

not applicable.
Degree course

Degree format

CROHO number

Where to find degree statute

not applicable

1.3 Which education and examination regulations apply to you?
At HAN, the education and examination regulations are renewed every year. This does not mean everything
changes each year. Generally only a small number of changes are made to the study programme and the
organisation.
These education and examination regulations apply to the 2022-2023 academic year, so from September 2022 to 31
August 2023.
Amendments made to the education and examination regulations do not apply to events or matters in the past, but
only to the new academic year. Special rules may apply when switching from 'earlier' education and examination
regulations to new education and examination regulations. These rules can be found in the transition regulations:
Part 2, chapter 8.
In exceptional cases the education and examination regulations must be amended during an academic year.
Amendments can only be made during an academic year if this is reasonably necessary and does not disadvantage
the students. Transition regulations may also apply in these cases: see Part 2, chapter 8. The overview of adopted
amendments is included in Part 2, section 8.5.
In cases not provided for in these education and examination regulations, the dean will decide. If a case is subject to
the authority of the board of examiners, a decision will be made by the chair of that board of examiners. Those with
an interest in the decision will be informed of that decision within four weeks.
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2 Regulations concerning admission
The rules concerning application, admission, admission requirements, selection and enrolment for all degree
course(s) to which this degree statute applies, can be found in the Enrolment
Regulations:https://www.hanuniversity.com/en/programs/master/engineering-systems/fulltime/admission-finances/.
This chapter contains the applicable rules for admission into the degree course and which by law must be included
in the education and examination regulations.

2.1 Maximum number of admissions
Not applicable

2.2 Admission requirements
A requirement for admission to a master course is holding a bachelor degree from a university of applied sciences or
university or possessing knowledge, understanding and skills at the level of a bachelor degree from a university of
applied sciences or university.
The following specific requirements also apply to this degree course:
Holding a bachelor degree in Automotive, Electrical Engineering of Mechanical Engineering or possessing the
knowledge, understanding and skills at the level of this bachelor degree.

Language:
This degree program is offered in English. If you want to successfully complete a degree program offered in English,
you need to have sufficient mastery of the language. Detailed information can be found on:
Admission into master Engineering Systems (hanuniversity.com).

CV and motivation
In addition to the general admission requirement a motivation letter and a CV have to be submitted. Detailed
information can be found on:
Admission into master Engineering Systems (hanuniversity.com).

Marks:
In addition to the general admission requirement can be admitted with a bachelor in Automotive, Electrical
Engineering or Mechanical Engineering and at least a 7 (10 point scale) for physics and mathematics. Detailed
information can be found on:
Admission into master Engineering Systems (hanuniversity.com).

2.3 Employment requirements for part-time degree course(s)
In addition to the entry requirements provided above, the part-time degree program is subject to the requirement that
you have a job position that will enable you to successfully complete (the major project) the degree program. This
job must allow you to perform the work activities as described in the units of study of the module major project.
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2.4 Workplace-learning agreement for the work-study degree format
Not applicable

2.5 Extra contribution
Not applicable
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3 Description of the degree course
In this chapter you can read about the format and structure from the degree course. You can also read about the
study load of the different units of study and modules offered in the degree course. This chapter contains a general
description. Part 2, chapter 6 describes the exact content of the degree course.

3.1 Structure and format of the degree course
3.1.1 Structure of the degree course
The degree course consists of a coherent set of units of study.
The study load of a degree course is represented in credits. The study load of a unit of study is at least one credit.
One credit is equal to 28 hours of study (this is an average indication). The study load of this master course
is 90 credits.
Each year of study is structured so that the standard study load for a full-time degree format is 60 credits.
The standard study load of the part-time degree course is 30 credits per year of study.
You can follow the degree course in the following degree formats:
Full-time
Part-time
At location: Arnhem.
The standard scheduled duration of the degree course is 1 1/2 years of study.
The part-time degree format has a standard scheduled duration of 3 years of study.
The structure of the study programme for this degree course is provided in Part 2, chapter 6.
3.1.2 Structure of the work-study degree format
Not applicable
3.1.3 Elective units of study
There are also a number of times during the degree course when you can choose from different units of study, up to
a total of 30 credits. Part 2, chapter 6 stipulates which units of study you can choose from.
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register for the educational components you wish to
follow. See Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for more information.
3.1.4 Graduation specialisation
Part 2, chapter 6, describes the graduation specialisations, with the corresponding units of study and exams and
modular exams. The ‘admission requirements’ for the graduation specialisation are also stipulated here. You can
choose one of the following graduation specialisations:

Automotive Systems

Master in Engineering Systems, Automotive Systems (hanuniversity.com)

Control & Embedded Systems

Master of Engineering Systems, Control Systems track (hanuniversity.com)
Master of Engineering Systems, Embedded Systems track (hanuniversity.com)
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Sustainable Energy

Master of Engineering Systems, Sustainable Energy track (hanuniversity.com)

3.2 Tracks with special features
Not applicable
3.2.1 Combined track
Not applicable
3.2.2 Other track with special feature
Not applicable

3.3 Language in which the units of study are offered
The degree course Engineering Systems is offered in English.
The units of study can be found in the overview of units of study in Part 2, chapter 6.

3.4 Extra educational components
As a student you can take one or more extra modules, units of study or units of learning outcomes at HAN. If you
choose to do this, you will be expanding your study load. You can do this at HAN by:
taking one or more extra modules,
taking one or more extra units of study or units of learning outcomes.
You do not need approval from the board of examiners to participate in an extra module or one or more extra units
of study or units of learning outcomes.
Capacity limits may apply for participation in an extra unit of study or an extra module.
Extra educational components are not part of the degree course. The results of extra educational components will
be listed separately on the degree certificate.

3.5 If the content or structure of your degree course changes
We regularly change or update components of the study programme so we can guarantee the quality of the degree
course and the value of your degree (certificate). This means the education and examination regulations for a
following academic year may contain amendments to the study programme you will follow.
Changes to the study programme can have certain consequences. If you have a study delay, for example, you may
need to pass a different exam or modular exam than you initially thought. A change may also mean an exam or
modular exam is still offered, but you can no longer follow the educational activities for that particular component.
A change cannot mean that units of study or exams and modular exams you have already passed no longer count
towards the final assessment. The law only allows this in highly exceptional cases.
The transition regulations in Part 2, chapter 8 stipulate, where needed, how this works for each change made to the
study programme.
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3.6 Registering for educational components offered from February 2023
For education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register for the educational components you wish to follow.
The ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ in Part 3 of this degree statute stipulates what
is expected of you regarding registering and deregistering for educational components. The regulations also contain
exceptions for situations where registering for an educational component is not necessary.
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4 Study coaching and study facilities
The learning objective and basic principle at HAN is that you are responsible for your own learning process. We also
want you to feel acknowledged during your entire time as a student. You are entitled to good study coaching. Each
degree course offers support for this. If needed, HAN can also offer you academic, psychological and financial
support. The HAN Study Success network offers you support for successful study progress.

4.1 What does HAN offer to assist you with your studies?
HAN offers facilities that enable you to do well in your studies. Examples of these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

facilities for students with a disability;
facilities for pregnant students and students with informal care tasks;
special support for international students;
special support for students from minority groups.

HAN Study Success also offers support for successful study progress. Students who need this can get extra
support. You can contact your study coach or HAN Study Success for more information about the facilities and
coaching offered at HAN. See also Part 1, chapter 6
In addition to the general facilities, your degree course also offers at least the following facilities:
1. study coaching as described below;
2. two exam opportunities each academic year.

4.2 How is study coaching organised?
The study coaching starts with the introduction to the study coach at the start of the academic year. In the first year
of study, your personal study coach will invite you to come and talk with them at least two times. Furthermore, study
coaching is integrated in the education in the units of study.
Furthermore:
Coaching is mainly integrated in the study program as part of the units of study, for example in the minor
projects.
International students are also assisted by the coordinator of International Affairs with regard to issues not
directly related to the program (housing, banking, insurance, etc.).
During the Major Project phase the student’s supervisor of HAN University has several meetings with the
student. The frequency of these meetings depends on the progress of the Major Project. The HAN supervisor
is also in contact with the company’s supervisor or HAN Research Group Supervisor to ensure that the
necessary requirements will be met.
Students with a functional disability can ask for more time during exams.
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5 Exams and final assessment
This chapter covers, in general terms, the exams, modular exams and final assessment for your degree course.

5.1 Coherent set of units of study
The degree course consists of a coherent set of units of study that are stipulated and described in Part 2, chapter 6.
For each unit of study there is an exam.

5.2 Exam
The result of an exam for a unit of study is used to determine whether the student has the knowledge, understanding
and/or skills and (if relevant) attitude required to successfully complete that unit of study. The assesment
dimensions and assessment criteria of the exams and modular exams are set out in Part 2, chapter 6.
5.2.1 Entry requirements
Some units of study have qualitative entry requirements for participating in the educational activities, exams and
modular exams for that unit of study. You can request permission from the board of examiners to deviate from these
entry requirements. The entry requirements are described in the units of study in Part 2, chapter 6. The following
entry requirements apply to your degree course:
5.2.2 Mandatory participation
In some cases you may only do an exam or modular exam if you have participated in the educational activities for
the unit of study belonging to that exam or modular exam.

Minor projects cannot be examined without participation.

Part 2, chapter 6 of this degree statute further stipulates which units of study have full or partial mandatory
participation. The board of examiners may grant full or partial exemption of mandatory participation. In that case, an
equivalent requirement is imposed instead.
5.2.3 Exam format
The format of an exam or modular exam is specified in Part 2, chapter 6, in the description of the unit of study
concerned. The board of examiners may deviate from this format in special cases, on request or at their own
initiative.

5.3 The examiner
Each exam and modular exam is designed and assessed by one or more examiners, as decided and appointed by
the board of examiners.
The examiner determines the outcome of the exam or modular exam and the result. If more than one examiner is
appointed, the head examiner sets the final result.
5.3.1 When have you passed an exam?
The examiner gives the result of an exam as a grade.
The result of an exam is expressed in one of the following numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10.
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You pass the exam if you earn a grade of 6 or higher.
You fail the exam if you earn a grade of 5 or lower.
In the case of fraud, an F is recorded for the exam result in SIS.
5.3.2 When have you passed a modular exam?
The examiner gives the result of a modular exam as a grade.
A grade for a modular exam is rounded to a number with 1 decimal place.
Grades with the decimals 1, 2, 3 or 4 are rounded down.
Grades with the decimals 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 are rounded up.
Contrary to the main rule above, the result of one or more modular exams can be expressed in a grade or in the
qualification 'pass' or 'fail'. The unit of study descriptions in Part 2, chapter 6, specify which modular exams are
assessed with a grade and which with a 'pass' or 'fail'.
You pass a modular exam if you earn a grade of 5.5 or higher or a 'pass' qualification.
You fail a modular exam if you earn a grade of 5.4 or lower or a 'fail' qualification.
In the case of fraud, an F is recorded for the modular exam result in SIS.
5.3.3 How is the overall grade calculated for an exam with modular exams?
When the overall grade for the exam is calculated, the grades earned for the modular exams are weighted as
specified in the unit of study descriptions given in Part 2, chapter 6. The final exam grade is then rounded off as
follows:
Exam grades with the decimal 1, 2, 3 or 4 are rounded down to whole numbers.
Exam grades with the decimal 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 are rounded up to whole numbers.
5.3.4 Applicable result
The final grade for an exam or modular exam is the highest grade achieved. You are allowed to resit an exam or
modular exam even if you pass it.
The unit of study descriptions in Part 2, chapter 6, stipulate if compensation regulations for exams and modular
exams apply.
5.3.5 When do you get a 'pass/fail' qualification for an exam?
Contrary to section 5.3.1, a pass/fail can be given instead of a grade in the following cases:
you have an exemption for one or more modular exams, so the result of that exam cannot be expressed in a
grade,
the HAN conversion tables do not apply.

5.4 Number of exam opportunities each academic year
You have two opportunities each academic year to take an exam or modular exam. The descriptions of the units of
study in Part 2, chapter 6, specify how many exams and modular exams are conducted each academic year and in
which term.
Please note that if the degree course has more than 2 exam opportunities a year, you may still only use two of those
opportunities.
In the following exceptional situations, the unit of study description in Part 2, chapter 6, may stipulate that only one
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opportunity will be offered each academic year to take an exam or modular exam:
if the nature of the education and assessment of the unit of study make it impossible to offer a second
opportunity. In that case, the student will always be notified sometime during the unit of study about whether
their performance to date is sufficient for them to pass the exam or modular exam for that unit of study, or,
if it is not possible to offer a second opportunity due to physical or logistic reasons and the next opportunity
cannot be offered until the following academic year, and
an alternative has been offered that prevents further study delay.
The student will be informed of this exception when they apply for the unit of study and, if possible, before the start
of the academic year.
5.4.1 Registering for exams and modular exams
Part 2, chapter 6, describes whether, how and by which date you have to register for an exam or modular exam.
Please note: For all exams and modular exams held after 31 January 2023, you need to register for the exam and
modular exam opportunities you wish to participate in. The ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ in Part 3 of this degree statute stipulate what is expected of you regarding registering and deregistering for
exams and modular exams held after 31 January 2023. These regulations also stipulate the exceptions for a number
of situations where registration is not necessary for certain exams and modular exams.
5.4.2 Request for extra exam opportunity or different exam format
You can submit a request to the board of examiners for an extra opportunity for an exam or modular exam.
You can submit a request to the board of examiners to take an exam or modular exam in a different format.
The request must be motivated and include at least a description of the reason and importance.
The Regulations of the Board of Examiners (see Part 3) gives further details on the procedure.

5.5 Modified exam format
Do you have a disability or chronic illness, or is there another reason such as pregnancy that means you cannot
participate in the regular format of the exam or modular exam? Then you can ask the board of examiners to conduct
the exam or modular exam in a format adjusted to your situation.
The board of examiners will decide, if needed after consultation with you and the examiner, which format can
reasonably be used for the exam or modular exam, which facilities will be offered and which different rules will apply.

5.6 Oral exams and oral modular exams
An oral exam or oral modular exam is conducted by means of a conversation between the examiner(s) and the
student. Oral exams and oral modular exams are public. In special cases, the board of examiners can deviate from
this rule. This decision will be announced and explained to everyone involved.

5.7 When is the result of an exam announced?
It depends on the exam format when the result of an exam or modular exam is announced:
You will be informed of the result of a written exam or written modular exam within at least 15 working days.
This result will be recorded in the study information system (SIS).
The result of an oral exam or oral modular exam will be decided directly after the exam and announced within
no more than 5 days. This result will be recorded in SIS.
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You will be notified of the result of a practical exam or practical modular exam immediately after the exam, or
if that is not possible, within 5 working days. This result will be recorded in SIS.
A result entered into SIS may only be adjusted in the following cases:
If a demonstrably incorrect result has been entered into SIS.
In cases of fraud, deceit or impersonation.
If an examiner has revised their assessment for a well-founded reasons.
If you have lodged an appeal to the Examination Appeals Board or the Higher Education Appeals Tribunal
against an assessment, the appeal is judged to be valid and the result has been revised by the examiner.
Has a result changed after being entered into SIS? Then you will receive notification of this.

5.8 Exams: review and discussion rights
You are entitled to receive further explanation about the assessment of your exam or modular exam. This is set out
in the HAN rules on discussion and review rights below. Both the discussion and individual review are closely
monitored to ensure no fraud takes place.
Discussion and review rights are organised as follows:
5.8.1 Group discussion
Within 10 working days after the results of an exam or modular exam, the examiner organises a group discussion,
unless there is clearly no need for this among the students.
5.8.2 Review and discussion of individual work
After the group discussion or if there was no group discussion, you as an interested party are entitled to review and
discuss your own work with your lecturer and the examiner, unless you could reasonably have already done this
during the group discussion. You are allowed to review and discuss everything: the assessed exam or modular
exam, the questions, assignments and grading system.
Students must have the option to review and discuss their own work within 6 weeks after the result.
5.8.3 Other exam formats
If an exam has been administered in a format that cannot be reviewed or discussed as outlined in the procedure
above, the unit of study description in chapter 6 will specify how the review and discussion is organised. The same
principles will be guaranteed as in sections 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 above.

5.9 Exams taken independently of the standard programme
All exams and modular exams for this degree course are taken independently of the standard programme.

5.10 When and how can you request exemption from an exam or modular exam?
Part 2, chapter 6 describes for each exam and modular exam which knowledge, understanding, skills and
attitude you need to demonstrate and how they will be examined and assessed. You can request an exemption from
the board of examiners for one or more exams or modular exams if you demonstrate that you already master the
knowledge, understanding, skills and attitude associated with the exam or modular exam.
You can demonstrate this with:
evidence showing you previously passed an exam in higher education;
an official report showing recognition of prior learning;
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evidence that you gained the required knowledge, the required understanding and/or the required skills
elsewhere.
The learning outcomes, assessment criteria of the exams and modular exams as specified in Part 2, chapter 6, form
the guidelines for the board of examiners to grant the exemption.
Instead of a grade or the 'pass' qualification, you receive the qualification of 'exemption' for an exam or modular
exam.
The procedure for granting exemptions can be found in the Regulations of the Board of Examiners (Part 3).
The board of examiners may designate certain previously passed exams and modular exams and/or any previously
earned credits and degree certificates as entitling students to exemption from one or more exams or modular
exams.
The designated exams, credits and certificates are outlined in an appendix to the Regulations of the Board of
Examiners. The board of examiners may also consider these as grounds for exemptions from one or more exams or
modular exams for units of study that are part of abridged tracks.

5.11 Final assessment
You pass the final assessment if you have passed all of the exams related to that final assessment. This will differ if
the board of examiners has specified that an extra assessment is needed of your knowledge, understanding and
skills. In that case, you will also need to pass that extra assessment (exam). Only then will you pass the final
assessment.
5.11.1 Cum laude
If you pass all the exams that count towards the final assessment with a grade of 8 or higher on your first attempt,
you will pass that assessment 'cum laude'. These are the overall exam grades for each unit of study; separate
grades for the modular exams are not taken into account. If an exam comprises several modular exams, only the
grades for the modular exams that were passed on the first attempt will count towards the required grade of 8 for the
exam. One exception can be made to this rule. This exception is that a student may resit one modular exam and the
highest result then counts towards determining whether they receive the 'cum laude' distinction. If an exam does not
consist of several modular exams, students can resit that exam.
Exams that are part of an increase of your study load, as described in Part 2, chapter 3, are not taken into
consideration when determining the 'cum laude' distinction.
You may earn no more than 30 credits in exemptions or 'pass' qualifications in the degree course.
5.11.2 With merit
If you pass all the exams that count towards the final assessment with a grade of 7 or higher on your first attempt,
you will pass that final assessment 'with merit'. These are the overall exam grades for each unit of study; separate
grades for the modular exams are not taken into account. If an exam comprises several modular exams, only the
grades for the modular exams that were passed on the first attempt will count towards the required grade of 7 for the
exam. One exception can be made to this rule. This exception is that a student may resit one modular exam and the
highest result then counts towards determining whether they receive the 'with merit' distinction. If an exam does not
consist of several modular exams, students may resit that exam.
Exams that are part of an increase of your study load, as described in Part 2, chapter 3, are not taken into
consideration when determining the 'with merit' distinction.
You may earn no more than 30 credits in exemptions or 'pass' qualifications in the degree course.
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5.12 Overview of results, supporting documents, and declarations
5.12.1 How to request a - certified - overview of your study results
You can make a printout of your exam results as recorded in study information system. If you want to use this
overview as an official document outside HAN, you can submit a request to the Student Affairs Enquiry Desk, via
ASK@han.nl for a certified overview of study results. This certification does not guarantee that the relevant
authorities will also consider the document official.
5.12.2 Exam documentation
You will receive signed documentation from the examiner for each exam or modular exam you take. This may be a
digitally signed document. It gives the name and code of the exam or modular exam, the unit of study, and your
result. The examiner is required to provide you with this document.
Keep these documents in a safe place.
5.12.3 Statement
If you quit the degree course and are not entitled to a degree certificate, but you have passed more than one exam,
you will receive, on request, a statement from the board of examiners listing the exams you passed, for which
degree course, how many credits you earned for these exams and, if applicable, the programme for which the
statement is being issued. This statement includes an appendix with a certified grades list.
5.12.4 Module certificate
Not applicable
You receive a statement from the board of examiners for each module you have passed. This statement specifies
the name of the module, the units of study within the module, the accompanying study load and the results you
obtained for the exams.

5.13 Degree certificate, degree and diploma supplement
5.13.1 Degree and degree title
Once the board of examiners has confirmed you have passed the final assessment, the Executive Board will award
you the degree for your degree course. This degree comes with an official abbreviation you can place after your
surname in the Netherlands and abroad.
Degree course

Degree and degree title

Official abbrevation

Engineering Systems

Master in Science

MSc.

This degree title is also stated on the certificate.
5.13.2 Master degree certificate and diploma supplement
Once the Executive Board has awarded the degree confirmed that you are enrolled in the degree course at HAN
and have met all your financial requirements towards HAN, the board of examiners will award you the degree
certificate for the master course and the corresponding diploma supplement in English.
Please note that from the moment OSIRIS is put into use as the study information system, the following applies:
Once you have passed all the exams for the degree course, you can apply for your certificate through OSIRIS. Only
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after you apply, the board of examiners checks whether you have indeed passed all exams for the degree course,
whether you are enrolled in the degree course, and whether you have met all your financial obligations towards
HAN. Following this, the board of examiners will award the degree certificate and the accompanying diploma
supplement in English. The official date of graduation is the day the board of examiners determines that you have
earned all the required credits.
5.13.3 Different issuing date for master degree certificate
You can request the board of examiners to postpone issuing your degree certificate. This postponement can be
granted for no more than two years.
Please note that from the moment OSIRIS is put into use as the study information system, the following applies: if
you do not want to graduate after you have passed all the exams in your degree course, you need to submit a
request to the board of examiners to postpone issuing your degree certificate.
You can postpone graduation for up to two years. If you do not reapply for the degree certificate within two years,
your degree certificate will automatically be issued in OSIRIS after no later than two years.
If you do not apply for your certificate after you have passed all exams, and you do not request a postponement
within the set time frame, the board of examiners will:
nevertheless proceed to issue the certificate no later than the end of the academic year].

5.14 Appeal
You can lodge an appeal with the HAN Examination Appeals Board against a decision concerning education,
exams, modular exams and final assessments within 6 weeks based on the education and examination regulations.
For more information about which decisions you can appeal and how, go to HAN Insite Complaints and Disputes
Office:
https://www1.han.nl/insite/en/students/contact/complaints-disputes-unacceptable-behavior/examination-appeals-boa
rd/
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6 Description of the education (the units of study)
This chapter describes your degree course in the form of a curriculum overview and description of the units of study.
It also specifies whether the course offers modules and of elective units.
Name of degree course: Engineering Systems
CROHO number: 49136
Degree format

Full-time

Part-time

Language

English

English

Below is a schematic overview that gives you an overall impression of the degree course. It also gives the units of
study and modules in the degree course.

6.1 Units of study
See Appendix to chapter 6 description of the education.

6.2 Graduation specialisations
See Appendix to chapter 6 description of the education. As stated before we offer the following tracks. The main
features of the tracks and subtracks can be found in the appendix to this chapter.

6.3 Other
Not applicable
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7 Evaluation of the degree course
7.1 Evaluation structure
A quality framework has been adopted for all HAN degree courses. This is in line with the accreditation framework of
the Accreditation Organisation of the Netherlands and Flanders (NVAO) and the education policy formulated by
HAN. This framework stipulates, among other things, that regular evaluations must be held among students,
graduates, the professional field and staff.
HAN also carries out evaluation studies to support the evaluations done at degree course level.
Each year all HAN degree courses participate in the National Student Survey (NSE) in which students indicate how
satisfied they are with different aspects of their degree course.
Every year an alumni survey is held via the HBO-monitor. This evaluates for each degree course how alumni look
back on their degree course and how well it was geared to the labour market in their experience.
HAN students who leave a degree course without a degree certificate are contacted to enquire about their reason for
leaving. Also, study progress and drop-outs are monitored for each degree course.
Every six years an accreditation is held by the NVAO, with external reviews beforehand by a committee of experts.
Halfway through the accreditation cycle, an audit is conducted by an internal committee complemented by an
external expert in the relevant field. The aim is to monitor and test the progress of improvement measures relating to
the last external assessment of the degree course. This internal audit results in a report with improvement
recommendations for the dean, for the degree committee and for those responsible for the course content.
The audit is conducted according to HAN guidelines. It includes quality assurance with regards to administrative and
educational law and good implementation of the education and examination regulations.

7.2 Evaluation by the degree course
The head of the school of Engineering and Automotive is responsible for the structure and the quality of the degree
course.
Each year the dean adopts an annual quality assurance report on the degree course. This document, along with the
internal audit report or review report, forms the basis for dialogue about the quality of the degree course. This report
concerns the improvement activities that were agreed on for the reported year, how they were executed and what
results they delivered.
Based on the analysis of evaluation data for the reported year, a description follows of the improvement activities to
be implemented in the current year. The evaluation data come about through evaluations of units of study, annual
evaluations and curriculum evaluations by lecturers, students, alumni and the professional field. Also through
evaluation studies conducted centrally by HAN.
The head of the school of Engineering and Automotive and/or the degree committee, curriculum committee and the
board of examiners are involved in this cycle at degree course level by means of a brief response to this. Their
responses are included in the appendixes to the annual report.

7.3 Role of the degree committee
The tasks, role and responsibilities of the degree committee in the evaluation are set out in the Regulations of the
Degree Committee (see Part 3). The degree committee can also take the initiative to conduct specific evaluations.
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7.4 Degree-specific quality assurance
The aim of our quality assurance is to work continuously on improving and guaranteeing quality. The degree
programs regularly (twice per module) surveys the opinions of students on all kinds of matters relating to education
in its broadest sense. This first relates to the education that students participated in during certain periods, but also
to matters such as the study materials, scheduling of contact hours and study tasks.
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8 Transition regulations
8.1 Effective date for amendments
An amendment to the education and examination regulations can only become effective as of 1 September in the
following academic year. Exceptions to this rule are clerical error, force majeure, fulfilment of legal regulations or
when the amendment is in your favour.
This chapter sets out the rules for respecting acquired rights and legitimate expectations.

8.2 Obtained credits and study results
The result of an exam and its corresponding credits remain valid until the board of examiners has made a
substantiated decision that the examined material is so outdated that it can no longer be used in the profession and
the term of validity has expired as of a date stipulated by the board of examiners.
Results obtained for modular exams remain valid, and may – if they still fit in the new programme – lead to
exemptions for modular exams.

8.3 Participation in education, but not in (modular) exam or has not passed (modular) exam
A student who has participated in the educational activities for a unit of study in the academic year prior to the
programme amendment, but who has not completed an exam or modular exam or has not passed an exam or
modular exam, is entitled to repeat the educational activities at least during the academic year in which the
amendment takes effect, and is entitled to at least two opportunities to take the (modular) exam.
The board of examiners can deviate from this in exceptional cases, in the favour of the student.
If you like, you can directly choose the new programme structure and register for a renewed or modified unit of
study. By doing so, you waive your rights concerning the transition rules.

8.4 Degree-specific transition regulations

2017 – 2018

2018 – 2023

M Vehicle Dynamics & Control

M Advanced Vehicle Dynamics

Automotive Management

Major Project Managing Work processes

2020 - 2021

2022 - 2023

M Electric, Hybrid Fuel Cells
Powertrains

The module M Electric, Hybrid Fuel Cells Powertrains -> M Innovations
in Powertrains

Master of Engineering Systems, all tracks Thomas More
Background: The Framework document allows exemptions for students, formulated in the following way (quote):
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There are possibilities that a candidate has previously completed programs on one or more of the topics of the
introductory program, such as those having successfully followed the last year Engineering program at
Thomas More. In that case, the student may be granted exemptions from carrying out one or more units of
study, being part of the introductory phase of the master. The candidate is never granted an exemption for
(part of the) modules of the specialization program or the final project.

This document discusses the Engineering Systems first semester program and the last year program of Engineering
at Thomas More and concludes that a successful last year in the theoretical track of the courses is awarded by
exemptions for the following units of study. The exemptions will be granted after completion of 30 credits at HAN.

The MES program and Thomas More last year program: The MES program covers the following topics:
MES-1

Systems Modelling (15 EC)

MES-2

Applied Control (15 EC)

MES-3

elective (15 EC)

MES-4

elective (15 EC)

MES-5

Major Project (30 EC)

with the number of credits (EC) between brackets.

The Thomas More Engineering last year program covers the following topics:
TM-1

Mathematics (15 EC)

TM-2

Applied Control, Feedback Control (2 EC)

TM-3

Systems Modelling, Applied Physics (2 EC)

TM-4

Systems Modelling, Introduction Modelling (2 EC)

TM-5

Systems Modelling, Matlab Simulink

TM-6

Graduation Project (30 EC)

TM-7

Electives (7 EC)

(2 EC)

Comparison between MES and last year theoretical track Thomas More: In this section, the last year program will be
considered in comparison with the MES program.

The contents of TM-1 is covered by the module Mathematics
The contents of TM-2 is covered by Applied Control, Feedback Control, part 1
The contents of TM-3 is covered by Systems Modelling, Applied Physics
The contents of TM-4 is covered by Systems Modelling, Introduction Modelling
The contents of TM-5 is covered by Systems Modelling, PMS
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Master of Engineering Systems track Automotive Systems / MAE
Background: The MAE Framework document allows exemptions for students, formulated in the following way
(quote):

There are possibilities that a candidate has previously completed programs on one or more of the topics of the
introductory program, such as those having successfully followed the first year post-graduate program in
Automotive Engineering in Prague (Czech Technical University in Prague, CVUT). In that case, the student
may be granted exemptions from carrying out one or more of the modules, being part of the introductory
phase of the master. The candidate is never granted an exemption for (part of the) modules of the
specialization program or the final project.

This document discusses the Automotive track first semester program and the first year program of the European
Master of Automotive Engineering (MAE) and concludes that a successful first year of the MAE is awarded by
exemptions for the modules mentioned on the next page. The exemptions will be granted after completion of 34
credits at HAN:

The MES AS program and the MAE first year program: The MES AS program (64 credits) covers the following
topics:
MAS-1. Module Advanced Vehicle Dynamics/Smart Vehicles
MAS-2. Innovations in powertrains minor project (5 EC)
MAS-3. Module Applied Control (15 EC)
MAS-4. Module Systems Modelling (4 EC)
MAS-5. Major Project (30 EC)
with the number of credits (EC) between brackets.

The MAE first year program covers the following topics:
EMAE-1.

Internal Combustion Engines (5)

EMAE-2.

Mechanical and Hydraulic Transmissions 1 (4)

EMAE-3.

Micro-Electronics in Vehicles (2)

EMAE-4.

Multibody Modelling for Vehicle Systems (5)

EMAE-5.

Technology for Automotive Production (4)

EMAE-6.

Design against Fatigue (2)

EMAE-7.

Management, Economics and Finance (2)

EMAE-8.

Computation of Fluid Dynamics (4)

EMAE-9.

Foreign Language – I (3)

EMAE-10.

Internal Combustion Engines (2)
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EMAE-11.

Mechanical and Hydraulic Transmissions 2 (2)

MAE-12.

Project and 3D CAD (3)

EMAE-13.

Vehicle Dynamics I & II (6)

EMAE-14.

Vibration of Vehicles (5)

EMAE-15.

Design of Tools and Plastic Parts (3)

EMAE-16.

Vehicle Concept., Structure, Aggregates and Safety (3)

EMAE-17.

Quality (3)

EMAE-18.

Foreign Language – II (3)

In addition to lecturing, the following teaching and study methods are applied:
Practical work (laboratory, practical training) is included in EMAE-2, EMAE-3, EMAE-11
Specific modeling activities and exercises are included in EMAE- 4, EMAE-6, EMAE-7, EMAE-13, EMAE-14.
Individual assignments and project presentations are included in EMAE-5, EMAE-12.
Take-home assignment for almost all topics

Comparison between MES AS and MAE first year: In this section, the MAE first year program will be considered in
comparison with the MAS program.

The contents of MAS-2 is covered (term 1) by the various MAE courses.
The contents of MAS-2 is partly covered (term 2) by the various MAE courses.
The contents of MAS-4 (term 1) is covered by the various MAE courses.
The contents of MAS-4 (term 2) is partly covered by the various MAE courses.
The in-take requirements for MAS and MAE related to Mathematics and Mechanics are identical. The theory
as described in the self-assessment is treated again in MAS-1 to validate this level again. The first year
program covers a sufficient amount of mathematics to ensure that the student will have acquired the output
level of MAS-4.
MAS-Minor Projects are not included in MAE. Instead, MAE-students carry out practical (team-) work
(EMAE-2, EMAE-3, EMAE-11) and individual assignments (EMAE-5, EMAE-12), practicing the minor
assessment aspects of Annex 5. As mentioned before, the MAS puts more emphasis on the communication
part, but that is corrected in MAS-semester 1 (Applied Control and Advanced Vehicle Dynamics) for these
students.

Conclusion: the students, having successfully finished the first year of MAE, are considered partly to master
knowledge and skills according to the MES AS first semester output level, and they are granted exemptions for the
following units of study after completion of 34 credits at HAN:
·

Module Systems Modelling (AP, IM, EBM, MP)

·

Module Innovations in powertrains (IPT T, IPT CS)
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8.5 Adopted amendments to this degree statute
Not applicable
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PART 3 Other regulations
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1 Exam Regulations
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1

Exam Regulations

These regulations stipulate the following:
1.
The rules of conduct for students in written and digital exams and modular exams, insofar as
these are not laid down in the Student Charter and the Education and Examination
Regulations or related regulations.
2.
The rules of conduct for students in review sessions and discussions of exams and modular
exams, insofar as these are not laid down in the Student Charter and the Education and
Examination Regulations or related regulations.

1

Code of Conduct for students during exams

The facilities provided by HAN for students with respect to exams and modular exams are laid down
in the Student Charter and Education and Examination Regulations or related regulations. There is a
code of conduct for students. In addition to general provisions, this code of conduct a lso contains
provisions governing the conduct of students at exam venues. These exam regulations contain
additional provisions regarding student behaviour during written and digital exams in particular.
Behaviour
The student:
1.
follows the instructions given by the supervisor and treats him/her with respect;
2.
behaves in such a way that he/she does not disturb other students at any time during the
exam or when entering or leaving the exam venue. The student is must be silent before,
during and after the exam when in and near the room where the exam is being held;
3.
contacts the supervisor a.s.a.p. if anything is unclear before and/or during the exam.
Identification and admission
The student:
1.
reports to the supervisor 15 minutes before the start of the exam at the exam room;
2.

3.

will only be admitted to the HAN exam if they can identify themselves with a valid student
card or a valid proof of identity. This means:
- a passport;
a European identity card;
a Dutch driving licence;
a European driving licence;
a Dutch residence permit.
if a student is sitting for a national exam they may only identify themselves with proof of
identity;

4.

must place his/her valid student card or other form of identification at the top right-hand
corner of the desk during the exam so the supervisor can check his/her identity;

5.

will have their name checked off the attendance list by the supervisor to confirm his/her
participation in the exam;

6.

must immediately inform the supervisor if they are not listed on the attendance list. That
student will only be given the opportunity to participate in the exam if the course
department or school has given prior approval for additions to the attendance list.
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Theft/loss of identification
If the student is unable to show identification due to theft or loss, they can apply for a certificate of
registration at the Exams Office, which will give them admission to the exam venue. This certificate
will only be issued if the student can show the original police report and/or official request to the
municipal authorities for new identity papers. The study needs to apply for the certificate well in
advance of the exam.
Before the start of the exam
The student:
1.
may only place items needed to complete an exam on/next to the table;
2.

may not – unless expressly stated otherwise – have any of the following in their
possession during the exam: digital data carriers or equipment with an integrated
digital data carrier, such as USB flash drives, calculators, special watches, special
glasses, special earphones, etc.;

3.

may not wear a watch. A clock is provided in all exam venues;

4.

may not – unless expressly stated otherwise – use the following resources during the
exam: hard-copy versions of dictionaries, law books, textbooks, etc.; if these resources
are permitted, they may be checked by the supervisors;

5.

must put their coat, scarf, hat, bags, cases, mobile phone(s), smartphone(s), digital
data carrier(s) and any equipment with an integrated digital data carrier(s) in the place
specified by the supervisor;

6.

must turn off mobile phones, smartphones, etc. before putting them away;

7.

must write their name, student number, class/group and other details requested by the
supervisor on all exam documents at the start of the exam. The student must also
write his/her name on any note paper he/she uses;

8.

will not have direct access to the exam venue after the actual start of the exam.
Students who do not make it to the exam venue on time are still allowed to enter the
exam venue 30 minutes after the actual start of the exam and are allowed to sit the
exam for the remainder of the exam time. The supervisor makes a note of which
students are late. Students strictly observe instructions given by the supervisors
regarding where they are allowed to sit and they do not disturb students who have
already started the exam.

During the exam
The student:
1.
may not take toilet breaks during exam sessions of 120 minutes or less. During exams
that last longer than 120 minutes, students may take a toilet break after 120 minutes if
accompanied by a supervisor. Exceptions are possible for all exams in cases of
physical discomfort, provided the supervisor is notified no later than 15 minutes before
the start of the exam or immediately upon entry when arriving 30 minutes after the
start of the exam;
2.

may not leave or submit their work during the first 30 minutes of the actual start of an
exam (to prevent disruption to other students and/or irregularities); If there are any
students who enter the exam venue 30 minutes after the start, any students who want to
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leave may only do so after the late students have started their exam;
3.

will be given access to additional exam facilities if they are entitled to those facilities in
accordance with a study contract or a decision to that effect by the board of
examiners. These facilities apply if the student has registered for the exam well in
advance;

4.

may not consume any food during exams that last less than 150 minutes; students may
consume food during exam sessions of 150 minutes or longer if this does not cause a
nuisance to fellow students;

5.

may only consume drinks from a resealable bottle/container;

6.

must use the writing materials specified on the cover sheet (black or blue pen or lead
pencil) to complete the exam;

7.

must ensure that multiple-choice forms are filled in correctly and according to the
instructions given by the supervisor;

8.

may not copy an exam or parts thereof in any way or take the exam or its contents
outside the exam venues in any manner.

Resources
The student:
1.
may not use resources other than those permitted. The permitted resources will be
announced in advance by the course department and will be listed on the exam cover
sheet;
2.

must ensure that resources do not have notes, etc. on them unless the exam cover
sheet states that this is permitted.

Suspected irregularity
The student:
1.
will be referred to Part 2 of the degree statute (the education and examination
regulations), and Part 3, chapter 3, of the degree statute (the regulations of the
board of examiners) for provisions concerning irregularities or fraud, penalties for
irregularities or fraud and confiscation of evidence;
2.
will be permitted by the supervisor to complete the exam in the event of a
reasonable suspicion of an irregularity or fraud and will sign the ‘Form for suspected
irregularity or fraud’ (filled in by the supervisor) to confirm they have seen it.
Handing in exam documents
The student:
1.
checks before handing in the exam script and assignment(s) whether their name,
student number, class/group number and any other details requested by the
supervisor have been written correctly on all of the exam documents to be
submitted;
2.
submits all the exam documents including used and unused note paper to the
supervisor and signs the attendance list for confirmation;
3.
makes sure everything is left neat and tidy before leaving the exam venue.
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2
Code of conduct for students during review/discussion sessions of assessed
exam work
There is a code of conduct for students. In addition to general provisions, this code of conduct also
contains provisions governing the conduct of students at exam venues.
Below are additional regulations regarding the review of assessed exam work, hereafter referred to
as ‘review’.
Before the review: Only students who have taken part in the exam for which the review is organised
may be present in the classroom. A lecturer and a supervisor will be present during the review.
Behaviour
The student:
1.
follows the instructions given by the supervisor and treats him/her with respect;
2.
should behave in such a way that he/she does not disturb other students at any time
during the review or when entering or leaving the room in which the review takes
place (hereafter referred to as the ‘room’);
3.
must contact the supervisor a.s.a.p. if anything is unclear during the review.
Identification and admission
The student:
1.
must show the supervisor a valid student card or another valid form of identification:
- a passport;
- a European identity card;
- a Dutch driving licence;
- a European driving licence;
- a Dutch residence permit.
If the student cannot show a student card or a valid form of identification, they will not be
allowed to take part in the review/discussion.
In the case of theft or loss of the identity document, the student can apply for a certificate of
enrolment at the Exams Office, which will give them admittance to the room. This certificate
will only be issued if the student can show the original police report and/or official request to
the municipal authorities for new identity papers.
2.
should have their name checked off the attendance list by the supervisor to confirm their
participation in the review/discussion;
3.
must place their valid student card or other form of identification at the top right -hand corner
of the desk during the review/discussion so the supervisor can check their identity.
Start and resources
The student:
1.
must ensure they have a copy of their answer sheet (yellow carbon copy) when reviewing a
multiple-choice exam with OMR answer sheet;
2.
may only place on the table the permitted resources that are listed on the review cover sheet
or that are announced by the supervisor at the start of the review;
3.
may not – unless expressly stated otherwise – have any of the following in his/her possession
during the review: digital data carriers or equipment with an integrated digital data carrier, such
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4.

5.
6.

as mobile phone, smartphone, USB flash drive, calculator, special watch, special glasses,
special earphones, etc.;
must put their coat, scarf, hat, bags, cases, mobile phone(s), smartph one(s), digital data
carrier(s) and any equipment with an integrated digital data carrier(s) in the place specified
by the supervisor;
must ensure their mobile phone(s), smartphone(s) or other digital data carrier(s) and any
equipment with integrated digital data carrier(s) are switched off before putting them away;
must carefully complete all requested details on the protest form.

During the review/discussion
The student:
1.
may not take a toilet break during the review;
2.
may not eat anything during the review;
3.
may only consume drinks from a resealable bottle/container;
4.
may only place one or more of the following permitted documents on the table:
a. assessment form
b. yellow carbon copy (of the multiple-choice exam with OMR answer sheet)
c. exam script
5.
may not make any annotations or amendments to the completed exam script. If the
student does this anyway, it is reported to the board of examiners as an irregularity.
6.
may not copy or take with them any model answers or assignments. Neither may
students copy their own exam scripts and/or those of other students.
7.
may not copy an exam or parts of an exam in any way or take the exam or its
contents outside the exam venues by any other means.
Suspected irregularity
You can refer to the applicable provisions in Part 2 of the degree statute (the education and
examination regulations) and Part 3, chapter 3, of the degree statute (the regulations of the board of
examiners) for the applicable provisions concerning irregularities or fraud, sanctions for irregularities
or fraud and confiscation of evidence.
Submitting reviewed (assessed) exam work
The student:
1.
submits all the exam documents received for review to the supervisor and signs the
attendance list to confirm this;
2.
must make sure everything is left neat and tidy before leaving the room.
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3

Final provisions

Unforeseen circumstances
In exceptional situations and cases not provided for by these regulations and in which an immediate
decision is necessary, the decision will be taken by:
a. the head of the exams office (in so far as this is within the powers of the exams office);
b. the examiner (in so far this is within their powers);
c. the chair of the board of examiners (in so far as this is within their powers);
d. the supervisor, in consultation with the coordinating supervisor if it is not possible to wait until one
of the above authorised people is present.
The interested parties will be informed of the decision as soon as possible.
Complaints and appeals concerning decisions and procedures of the exams office
For more on this, see these HAN regulations:
- ‘Complaints Regulations’;
- ‘Regulations for Legal Protection of Decisions Concerning Education’.
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4

Appendix

Formulier geconstateerde vermoedelijke onregelmatigheid of fraude
Form for suspected irregularity/fraud
Naam surveillant Name of supervisor
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Naam student Name of student
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Studentnummer Student number
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Code/naam tentamen Code/name of exam
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Datum Date
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Tijdstip van de vermoedelijke onregelmatigheid of fraude Time of suspected irregularity/fraud
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Tentamenlokaal Exam room
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Plaats Place
………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………….…..
Beknopt verslag door de surveillant van het gebeurde:
Brief written report of the events by the supervisor:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Korte reactie van de student (je bent niet verplicht dit in te vullen, je krijgt nog de kans je
verhaal te doen bij de examencommissie):
Brief response by the student (you are not required to fill out this form, you will still have the
opportunity to tell your story to the Board of Examiners):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ _____
Handtekening surveillant Supervisor’s signature
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
Handtekening 'voor gezien' van student
Student’s signature to confirm he/she has read the form
.………………………………………………………………..……………………………………………….
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De surveillant grijpt in geval van een redelijk vermoeden van een onregelmatigheid of fraude direct in.
Hij laat de student onder voorbehoud het tentamen afmaken en neemt alle bescheiden in waarmee
de vermoedelijke onregelmatigheid/fraude heeft plaatsgevonden. De surveillant vult dit formulier in en
levert dit met alle bescheiden na afloop van het tentamen direct in bij de coördinator -surveillant. De
student ontvangt een kopie van het ingevulde formulier. Via het Tentamenbureau gaat het formulier
vervolgens naar de examencommissie. De examencommissie neemt contact op met de student.
The supervisor intervenes immediately in case of a suspected irregularity or fraud. He or she
provisionally allows the student to finish the exam, and seizes all documents that he or she suspects
are involved in the suspected irregularity/fraud. The supervisor fills in this form and submits it to the
coordinating supervisor along with all accompanying items immediately after the exam. The student in
question receives a copy of the completed form. The form is then sent to the Board of Examiners via
the exams office. The Board of Examiners will contact the student.
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2 OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams
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Document can be found on Onderwijs Online ‘ General Information’.
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3 Regulations of the Board of Examiners
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Document can be found on Onderwijs Online ‘ General Information’.
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4 Regulations of the Degree Committee
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Document can be found on Onderwijs Online ‘ General Information’.
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Appendix to chapter 6 description of the education
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Degree Statute for the Master’s Degree Course

Engineering Systems

of HAN University of Applied Sciences academic year 2022 - 2023

Part 2

Education and Examination Regulations (EER)
chapter 6
Course catalogue
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1

Description of the education

1.1.

Outline of the curriculum

The professional master’s program is offered as a full-time and a part-time degree course and covers 90
EC. 60 credits for the teaching phase, 30 of which are targeted at the study track, and 30 credits of the
program are offered to all students jointly and 30 EC for the major project.
The full-time programme takes approximately 18 months, including the major project, based on a
weekly study load of 40 hours and a break during the summer. Part-time takes approximately three
years, based on a weekly study load of 20 hours, including the major project. The degree course is
divided in modules of 15 EC.
The Master’s Degree Program Engineering Systems offers 2 compulsory modules:
 Applied Control and
 Systems Modelling
We offer you the following elective modules grouped by tracks:
Tracks
AS
Automotive Systems:

CES
Control & Embedded Systems
SE
Sustainable Energy

Elective modules
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics
Advanced Controller Design
Hydrogen technology
Innovations in Powertrains
Sustainable Fuel Engines and Emissions
Smart Infrastructure
Smart Vehicles
Advanced Controller Design
Big Data & Small Data
Distributed Systems
Hydrogen Technology
Smart Power Supply
Sustainable Energy Systems (mandatory for SE)
Theoretical part of Big Data & Small Data : can be
followed by students AS and SE during the
electives or together with the major project.

3
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1.2.

Competences / final qualifications and the Dublin descriptors

The competences (final qualifications) for the Master are defined as follows:
Final qualification
Description
C1
Analysing and defining
To be able to critically analyse the engineering problem through
active communication with the problem owner, to translate this to
problems
a problem formulation, feasible solution approaches and
scientifically valid conclusions and recommendations, to be
communicated again to the problem owner.
C2
Design
To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a
model at an abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms
of model and problem requirements) and to validate results
against the real life situation and problem formulation.
C3
Testing
To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a
concrete level, and to validate results against the real life situation
and problem formulation.
C4
Managing work
To be able to put engineering activities within the perspective of
engineering company processes, including quality control
processes:
principles. To be able to incorporate the economical (cost) and
societal (safety, sustainability) consequences in the design or
development process.
C5
Conducting research
To have gained specialized scientific knowledge and skills in the
field of engineering.
C6
Communication and
To be able to work on a problem within a multidisciplinary context
in an industrial environment. To be able to work on a problem in
collaboration
an international engineering context in an industrial environment
C7
Professional development To be able, through self-reflection, to improve one’s own
professional acting
And the following Dublin descriptors:
Dublin descriptor
Description
DD1 Knowledge and
Provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing or
applying ideas often in a research context.
understanding
DD2
DD3
DD4

DD5

Applying knowledge and Through problem solving abilities applied in new or unfamiliar
understanding
environments within broader (or multidisciplinary) context.
Making judgements
Demonstrates the ability to integrate knowledge and handle
complexity, and formulate judgements with incomplete data.
Communication
Of their conclusions and underpinning knowledge and rationale
(restricted scope) to specialist and non-specialist audiences
(monologue).
Learning skills
Study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or
autonomous.

4
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The modules (mentioned on page 3) consists of a number of units of study. All these study units relate
to the qualifications (page 4) we intend to teach you. The description relates the content of an individual
study unit to the qualifications, through the test criteria of the assessment of the study unit. These test
criteria are included in the description as the learning outcomes. This relation between the criteria per
study unit, the qualifications and the Dublin descriptors are summarized in Assessment why and how. As
all modules together cover all qualifications, a completion of the modules with a sufficient mark entitles
you to receive the degree Master of Science (MSc.).

1.3.

Modules and the units of study

Below you find a schematic overview that gives you an overall impression of the degree program. It also
describes the elective units in the degree program.
Units of study: mandatory (60 EC)
M SM

Module Systems Modelling

Teaching Term

Semester 1
EC

Units of Study

Overview units of study

Applied Physics

2.0

56

M SM IM

Introduction Modelling

2.0

56

M SM PMS

Practice Modelling and Simulation

2.0

56

M SM EBM

Energy Based Modelling

2.0

56

M SM SI

System Identification

2.0

56

M SM MP

Systems Modelling Minor Project including Research Skills

5.0

140

15

420

M AC

Module Applied Control

Teaching Term

Semester 1 / Semester 2
EC

Units of Study

Overview units of study

study load

M SM AP

study load

M AC FC

Feedback Control

4.0

112

M AC ACS

Apply Control Strategy

2.0

56

M AC CI

Controller Implementation

2.0

56

M AC MSO

Multivariable systems and optimizations

2.0

56

M CD MP

Applied Control Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

5
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M MAJP

Module Major Project

Teaching Term

Semester 1 / Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

M MAJP MP

Major Project

M MAJP
MWP

Managing Work Processes

study load

28

784

2

56

30

840

Modules and units of study: electives
Track Automotive:
a. Advanced Vehicle Dynamics & Control
M AVD

Module Advanced Vehicle Dynamics

Teaching Term

Semester 1 / Semester 2
EC

Units of Study /
Overview units of study

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Theory

7.5

210

M AVD CS

Advance Vehicle Dynamics Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M AVD MP

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

M ACD

Module Advanced Controller Design

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study

Overview units of study

study load

M AVD T

study load

M ACD T

Advanced Controller Design Theory

7.5

210

M ACD CS

Advanced Controller Design Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M ACD MP

Advance Control Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

b. Green Mobility
M IPT

Module Innovations in Powertrains

Teaching Term

Semester 1 / Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

study load

M IPT T

Innovations in Powertrains Theory

7.5

210

M IPT CS

Innovations in Powertrains Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M IPT MP

Innovations in Powertrains Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

6
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M HT

Module Hydrogen Technology

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

Hydrogen Technology Theory

7.5

M HT CS

Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M HT MP

Hydrogen Technology Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

M SFEE

Module Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

study load

M HT T

210

study load

M SFEE T

Sustainable Fuel Engines and Emissions T

5.0

140

M SFEE I

Sustainable Fuel Engines and Emissions CS

5.0

140

M SFEE MP

Sustainable Fuel Engines and Emissions Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

c. Smart Mobility
M SI

Module Smart Infrastructure

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

M SI T

Smart Infrastructure Theory

7.5

M SI CS

Smart Infrastructure Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M SI MP

Smart Infrastructure Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

M SV

Module Smart Vehicles

Teaching Term

Semester 1 / Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

study load
210

study load

M SV T

Smart Vehicles Theory

7.5

210

M SV CS

Smart Vehicles Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M SV MP

Smart Vehicles Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

7
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Track Control & Embedded Systems:
M ACD

Module Advanced Controller Design

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study

Overview units of study

M ACD T

Advanced Controller Design Theory

7.5

210

M ACD CS

Advanced Controller Design Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M ACD MP

Advance Control Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

M BDSD

Module Big Data & Small Data

Teaching Term

Semester 1 / Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

study load

M BD DCML

Data Collection and machine learning

7.5

210

M BD ASI
M BD MP

Apply Systems Identification (Capita Selecta)
Big Data & Small Data Minor Project

2.5
5.0

70
140

15

420

M DS

Module Distributed Systems

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study

Overview units of study

study load

study load

M DS T

Distributed Systems Theory

7.5

210

M DS CS

Distributed Systems Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M DS MP

Distributed Systems Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

Track Sustainable Energy:
M HT

Module Hydrogen Technology

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

study load

M HT T

Hydrogen Technology Theory

7.5

210

M HT CS

Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta

2.5

70

M HT MP

Hydrogen Technology Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

8
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M SPS

Module Smart Power Supplies

Teaching Term

Semester 2
EC

Units of Study

Overview units of study

Energy Management

2.5

70

M SPS PC

Power Control

2.5

70

M SPS PQ

Power Quality

2.5

70

M SPS AM

Asset Management

2.5

70

M SPS MP

Smart Power Supplies Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

M SES

Module Sustainable Energy Systems

Teaching Term

Semester 1
EC

Units of Study
Overview units of study

study load

M SPS EN

study load

M SES T

Sustainable Energy Technology

5.0

140

M SES I

Energy System Integration

5.0

140

M SES MP

Sustainable Energy Minor Project

5.0

140

15

420

9
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Details of study: general modules
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Module code
AEA MES M AC
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating Lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Applied Control
Master Engineering Systems
All students, mandatory
Richard Kaandorp
In case of first semester: week 0
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3 / 4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Design and test a controller
Models
15 EC / 420 hours
Simultaneously to the Module Systems Modelling or (for part
time students) after taking classes Systems Modelling
In this module the student will gain knowledge on designing a
PID, lag-lead or digital controller. Furthermore, the usefulness of
a specific control strategy will be discussed using different
papers. This strategy can solve problems that can occur when
using the classical control theory. Finally, when having various
options for defining a controller, an optimal path would be
helpful. This can reduce cost for example and makes it necessary
to define an objective function.
The theory learned will be implemented in a platform and run on
a practical setup.
The student learns to design a controller for a practical setup in
the following design steps and tasks:
 Creating a feedback controller
 Analysing an uncontrolled system
 Applying an advanced control strategy
 Applying a controlled system

Final Qualifications

Units of study

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Feedback Control (4 EC)
Apply Control Strategy (2 EC)
Controller Implementation (2 EC)
Multivariable systems and optimizations (2 EC)
Applied Control Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AC FC
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Feedback Control

Feedback Control
Feedback Control
Feedback Control
AEA MES M AC FC
M AC FC
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
4 EC / 112 hours
38 contact hours + 3 contact hours exam
It is expected that the student has mastered basic mathematics
skills specifically 1st and 2nd order differential equations, matrix
calculations and calculations with complex numbers.

Content and organization
General description

In this course students will learn how to design a PID, lag-lead or
digital controller. A variety of processes is used to illustrate the
design procedure.
The controllers will be presented in functional block diagrams
and within the time, Laplace and frequency domain. Specific
techniques are used, such as notch filtering, wind-up prevention
and Smith predictor. Also, a digital controller will be designed.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Nise N.S., Control Systems Engineering, John Wiley & Sons
Handouts
Specific articles about control structures
-

Required software

Matlab, Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study: Applied Control
Module: Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, Working on assignments and exercises, Modelling
with Matlab-Simulink

12
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Work Forms: Lectures, review exercises, discussion
Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design of controllers

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems, design of controllers)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (design of
controllers)
- Making judgements (design of controllers)
The student can analyse the physical system (first and second
order, higher order) and/or a model (linear/ nonlinear,
SISO/MIMO).
The student can apply techniques such as Pole/zero-plot and
step/ramp responses in order to determine the requirements of
the controlled system.
The student can agree on specifications (stability, offset, settling
time, overshoot, phase and gain margin) of the controller with
the client.
The student can apply techniques such as Bode plots (open loop,
closed loop) and Nyquist diagrams in order to determine the
requirements of the controlled system.

Assessment criteria

The student can model components in the digital control loop
and make use of sampling and conversions to agree on
specifications of the controller. (M AC FC HTE)
M AC FC WE assessment criteria:
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:
 clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
 without irrelevant additional information
 using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
 using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.
M AC FC HTE assessment criteria:
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation form. (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
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Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources

Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

MES AC FC written
exam
AEA MES AC FC WE

MES AC FC Home
taken exam
AEA MES AC FC
HTE
Week 4.5 / 4.6
Week 4.12 for
August

Week 3.5 / 3.6
Week 4.12 for
August
Till date of exam

Week 1.9 / 3.9
Week 2.9 and 4.9
Richard Kaandorp / Nico Bouwman /
Stefan Sterkenburg / Hatim Mala
Written exam
Home taken exam
Open book exam
Everything, but all
Book Nise
results must be the
Computer with
student’s own
Matlab-Simulink
work
1
1
mark

mark
55

45
1
1

45
1
1

yes
Week 2.4 and 4.4
Evaluation form
week 3.4 and 4.12

Regular classroom
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Feedback Control part 2: Digital Control
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Student number:
………………………………
Mark

Motivation

Applying knowledge and
understanding
C1 Analysing en defining problems
C2 Design
The student can apply the basics of
discrete signal processing of linear
time-invariant systems (z-transform,
discrete transfer function, difference
equation).
The student can derive the
frequency behaviour of a discrete
(control) system.
The student can design a discrete
control system using sampling
principles, the theorem of Shannon
and z-transform.
The student can apply Tustin and
Euler approximations.
The methods and techniques are
properly used.
The student shows sufficient
analytical skills to master the
problem at hand.
Making judgments
C2 Design

Weight
factor
1

1

The student can assess the stability
and transient response behaviour of
discrete systems.
The student is able to correctly
interpret the quality of the results.
Mark total
Date:

Signature examiner:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
MES M AC ACS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Apply Control Strategies

Apply Control Strategies
Apply Control Strategies
Apply Control Strategies
AEA MES M AC ACS
M AC ACS
Semester 1 (term 2)
Semester 2 (term 4)
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
Simultaneously to the Module Systems Modelling or after taking
classes Systems Modelling

Content and organization
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

In this course students learn how to design specific structures in
which there is interaction between control loops. The goal is to
improve the transient response behavior.
The control strategy (feedforward, cascade, compensation,
override) is used for a limited amount of control goals.
The students will work on a few case-studies that are based on
scientific papers.
Handouts

Scientific papers

Required software

MATLAB/Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study: Applied Control
Module: Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, warm-up tests, case studies
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting

Examinations
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Final Qualifications

C2 Design
C5 Conducting Research

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (design of
controllers and testing of controlled systems)
- Making judgements (testing controlled systems)

Assessment criteria

The student can apply control strategies such as feedforward,
cascade, compensation and override with use of frequencyresponse and root-locus techniques.
M AC ACS HTE assessment criteria:
The student will be assessed on the criteria (the questions)
mentioned on the evaluation form (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES AC ACS Home taken exam
AEA MES AC ACS
Week 4.5 / 4.6
Week 4.12 for August
Till date of exam
Week 2.9 and 4.9
Richard Kaandorp / Dixon
Devasia / Karl Wallkum
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must
be the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
No
Evaluation form week 3.4 and
4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Apply Control Strategies
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………………………
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and
1
understanding
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
The student can design different
control strategies to deal with
specific control problems.
The student is able to review
scientific papers and to apply the
suggested control structures (e.g.
feedforward, cascade,
compensation, override).
The student is able to apply Rootlocus and frequency-response
techniques.
The methods and techniques are
properly used.
The student shows sufficient
analytical skills to master the
problem at hand.

Making judgments
C2 Design

1

The student can assess the stability
and transient response behaviour of
control systems.
The student is able to correctly
interpret the quality of the results.
Mark total
Date:

Signature examiner:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AC CI
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Controller Implementation (Capita Selecta)

Controller Implementation
Controller Implementation
Controller Implementation
AEA MES M AC CI
M AC CI
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
Simultaneously to the Module Systems Modelling or after taking
classes Systems Modelling

Content and organization
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

In this course the implementation and evaluation of a controller
on different platforms (SIL, PIL, HIL) or for an application in
vehicle dynamics control is set up. It is important to structure the
program to keep a good overview. Also, safety should be taken
into account. The programs Labview and Matlab Simulink can be
downloaded from internet. For PLC the Codesys software is
provided. After a short introduction, a practical example is
worked out and tested.
Lecturing material and hand-outs available on Onderwijs Online

-

Required software

Matlab, Simulink, Simmechanics, Labview, PLC, Hantune

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling
Units of study Applied Control

Compulsory participation

Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Home study, working on practical assignments
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting

Examinations
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Final Qualifications

C3 Testing controlled system

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (testing of
controlled systems)
- Making judgements (testing of controlled systems)
- Communication ( testing)
- Learning skills (testing

Assessment criteria

The student can implement, test and evaluate a controller on an
appropriate specific platform (e.g. SIL, PIL, HIL) for
thermodynamic, hydraulic, mechanic processes or an application
in vehicle dynamics and can check whether control specifications
are met.
M AC CI HTE assessment criteria:
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation form (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam
OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES AC CI home taken exam
AEA MES AC CI HTE
Week 4.5 / 4.6
Week 4.12 for August
Till date of exam
Week 2.10 and 4.10
Richard Kaandorp / Nico Bouwman /
Karl Wallkum
Hand in: MES AC supervisors of MP
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
No
Evaluation form in week 3.4 and 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Control Systems lab
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Controller Implementation, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Student number ……………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and understanding
1
C3: Testing
The student is able to identify the fields of application
of different platforms using relevant literature.
The student can demonstrate and explain how a
controller can be implemented in each platform.
The student can reflect on specific aspects, such as
non-ideal sensors and actuators, signal conditioning,
digitizing.
The central questions have been answered.
The methods and techniques properly used.
The student shows sufficient analytical skills to master
the problem at hand.

Making judgments
C3: Testing

1

The student is able to compare the different platforms
on three key aspects.
The student can determine the strengths and
weaknesses of every platform.
The student id able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality of the results.

Communication
C3: Testing

1

The student reports in a way that the text is clearly
understandable and in grammatically sound language.

Learning Skills
C3: Testing

1

The student displays discernible eagerness to tackle
the task.
The student shows problem solving skills.
The student is self-reliant.
The student reflects on the choices.

Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AC MSO
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Multivariable systems and optimization

Multivariable systems and optimization
Multivariable systems and optimization
Multivariable systems and optimization
AEA MES M AC MSO
M AC MSO
Semester 1 (term 1)
Semester 2 (term 3)
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours and 3 contact hours exam
It is expected that the student has mastered basic mathematics
skills specifically differential equations and matrix calculations.

Content and organization
General description

This course covers the essential concepts of linear systems and
control methodologies based on state-space models with
(possibly) multiple inputs and multiple outputs. First, several
structural properties are considered, such as input-output
stability, internal stability, controllability and observability.
Secondly, feedback strategies based on the state and the output
are studied, and includes the notions of stabilizability and
detectability, as well as the design of state observers and
dynamic compensators. In the last part of the course, the theory
of linear quadratic regulators (LQR) and the application of cost
functions is introduced to optimally tune the feedback
controllers.
Computations, analysis and control designs will be mainly
performed using Matlab's “Control Systems Toolbox” and applied
to real-life systems. This course is complementary to the course
“Feedback Control”, i.e., state space models versus transfer
function based analysis and design. Time-domain versus
frequency domain approach. Together with the course “Feedback
Control” this course will form the essential basis to enter the
world of control systems engineering and beyond.
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Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Nise N.S., Control Systems Engineering, John Wiley & Sons
Handouts / Manuals

Required software

MATLAB/Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling
Units of study Applied Control

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Working on practical assignments
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing control
systems)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (designing
control systems

Assessment criteria

the student is able to
 identify whether a system is fully controllable,
stabilizable, observable, detectable, and can check
internal and input-output stability using state-space
models;
 design pole-placement controllers and state observers;
 specify a cost function and to design an optimal dynamic
compensator.
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.


Information for each exam and modular exam
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Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam
OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES AC MSO written exam
AEA MES AC MSO WE
Week 3.5 / 3.6
Week 4.12 for August
Till date of exam
Week 1.9 and 3.9
Dimitri Jeltsema / Richard
Kaandorp
Written exam
Reader, lecture slides, computer
with Matlab-Simulink
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
No
Week 2.4 and week 4.4

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AC MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Applied Control Minor Project

Applied Control Minor Project
Applied Control MP
Applied Control Minor Project
AEA MES M AC MP
M AC MP
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register
for the educational components you wish to follow. See Part 3
‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for
more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
28 contact hours and
4 contact hours presentation
Simultaneously to the Module Systems Modelling or after taking
classes Systems Modelling

Content and organization
Professional task
(Professional) products

Development of a controller
Controller implementation,
documentation/presentation

General description

The Project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in correspondence with
a subset of the final qualifications. The project covers the following
topics:






The problem to be solved requires an understanding and
active analysis of distinctive disciplines.
The project will always include the step from a real-life
problem to a more abstract representation of the problem.
physical system: PN-plot, bode, step responses,
linear/nonlinear; Control goals; Requirements: Stability,
Offset, Settling time, Overshoot, Phase and gain margin;
SISO/MIMO; system engineering
Controller design:
[analog] PID, lead, lag, anti-windup, smith predictor,
bumpless transfer.
[digital] Euler/Tustin, zoh, sampling, PWM, bang-bang.
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The problem analysis will result in a problem solution to be
translated in such terms that conclusions can be drawn based on the
extent the problem has been solved and objectives fulfilled.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas Andeweg,
Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591

Recommended literature
Required software
Cohesion
Relationship

Matlab Simulink
Units of study Applied Control

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Yes
Research
Work Forms: Lectures, Assignment

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
-

-

-

Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design of controllers, testing of
controlled systems, conducting research)
Making judgements (analysing and defining problems,
design of controllers, testing of controlled systems,
conducting research)
Communication (managing work processes, communication
and collaboration)
26
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-

Learning skills (professional development)

Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in a
structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such as
e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
The student can design and create an analog and/or digital
feedback controller for linear physical system choosing appropriate
techniques (applying anti-windup and bumpless transfer schemes,
selecting resolution and sample rate).
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass or
no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use the
outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass). If
the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark will be
given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.
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Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name

MES AC MP
Project Plan

Exam code

AEA MES AC
MP PP
2.2 /4.2

MES AC MP
group
contribution
AEA MES AC
MP GC
-

MES AC MP RP
Report &
Presentation
AEA MES AC
MP RP
4.10

Registering for reexam OSIRIS
Deregistering for
Till date of exam
exams
Exam week
1.9 / 3.9
2.9/2.10 and 4.9/4.10
First examiner: Richard Kaandorp / Nico Bouwman /
Aishwarya Aswal / Hatim Mala
Exam method
Project Plan
Group
Report &
contribution presentation
Permitted resources: Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
Number of
1
At least 1
2
examiners:
Assessment
Pass
pass
Mark
Pass mark
Pass
pass
55
Minimal result
Pass
pass
55
Weight
0
0
1
Reassessment
1 (2.4 / 4.4)
1 ( 4.12)
Compensation
No
Review: Feedback after presentation / evaluation form in week 3.4
and 4.12
Other information
Required classroom

Control systems lab
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Project Applied Control: Project plan
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and
1
understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding
about the topic?
Has the problem been clearly defined?
Is the background relevant to the problem?
Is the project objective clear and correct?

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Have the students presented a clear
justification for their approach?
Have reliable sources been used to come
up with an approach?
Do the students account for different
alternatives before finalizing the approach?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are the students able to guide their own
work and that of others?
Do the students plan effectively?
Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Do the students display discernible
keenness to tackle the task (initiative,
deadline handling)?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?

Pass total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner

:
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Project Applied Control: Report and Presentation
Evaluation and Awarding Marks

Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

The student is able to identify the process model
and operating point based on white box or black
box modelling, using relevant literature.
The student is able to use appropriate control
design techniques using Matlab-Simulink and
create an analog and/or digital feedback
controller for a linear physical system.
The student uses relevant literature to design a
controller.
The student shows sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge.
The central questions have been answered.
The methods and techniques are properly used.
The student shows sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand.
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

The student is able to validate both process
model and the behaviour of the controlled
process.
The student has critical appraisal that has been
successfully incorporated.
The student is able to correctly interpret and
evaluate the quality of the results.
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Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

The student can communicate his project findings
and defend choices in a clear and structured
manner in oral and written forms.
The student is able to present the results to a
problem owner.
The student is able to work in a project team.
The text is clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language.
The formal requirements for literary sources have
been met.
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

The student is able to reflect on his role in the
project and on his professional development.
Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
The problem owner is involved adequately.
The student shows problem solving skills.
The student is self-reliant.
The student reflects on the choices made.
Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Name and signature examiner 1 :
Name and signature examiner 2 :
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Module code
AEA MES M SM
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Systems Modelling
Master Engineering Systems
All students, mandatory
Frank Poelmans
In case of first semester education: week 0
Modelling Systems
Models
15 EC / 420 hours
First module after admission to the program (basic module)

In this module the student will gain knowledge on analysing
physical systems in the mechanical, electrical and thermodynamic/
fluid dynamic domains.
Models for physical systems will be established by using white box
modelling and by using experimental data.
Furthermore computer simulations of established models will be
performed to analyse the systems behaviour.
The models will be validated by collecting relevant datasets or
designing a validation experiment.
Finally the theory learned will be implemented in a modelling case
where the student also learns to evaluate relevant literature on
modelling and learns to create a report and a presentation on the
modelling-simulation-validation process.

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Units of study

Applied Physics (2 EC)
Introduction Modelling (2 EC)
Energy Based Modelling (2 EC)
Practice Modelling and Simulation (2 EC)
System Identification (2 EC)
Systems Modelling Minor Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SM AP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Applied Physics

Applied Physics
Applied Physics
Applied Physics
AEA MES M SM AP
M SM AP
Term 1
Term 3
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow.
See Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours +
3 contact hours exam
It is expected that the student has mastered basic mathematics
skills specifically differential equations.

Content and organization
General description

The course Applied Physics (AP) covers the following topics:
Mechanical systems:
 Dynamics and kinematics of general motion of a body
(translations, rotations, moment of inertia, transmissions,
energy conservation)
 Vibrations with multiple DOF (free vibrations, excited
vibrations)
 1st and 2nd order mechanical systems
Electrical systems:
 Electrical networks
 Operational amplifier circuits
 Electromechanical systems
Thermodynamic/Fluid dynamic systems:
 Energy balances, mass balances
 Heat transfer, Bernoulli flow equation
 1st law and 2nd law of thermodynamics
 Reversible changes of ideal gas, thermodynamic diagrams

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’




Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 10th
edition, International Student Version (2011)
Engineering Mechanics: Dynamics SI Edition,
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Recommended literature

R.C. Hibbeler, 14th Edition, Pearson, ISBN 9781292088723
Norman S. Nise, Control Systems Engineering, 8th edition
(EMEA edition), Wiley, ISBN 978-1-119-59013-2
Reader Introduction Dynamics, E. Tazelaar et al, HAN, 2016
Lecturing material available on Onderwijs Online
Transport Phenomena, The art of Balancing
H. vd Akker, R.F. Mudde, Delft Academic Press, ISBN
9789065623584

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Self-study, Working on assignments and exercises
Work Forms: Lectures

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
The student is able to analyse moderately complex physical
systems in the mechanical, electrical and/or thermodynamic/fluid
dynamic domains by describing the systems with differential
equations. The system descriptions are found via white box
modelling.

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on answering the questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.

Information for each exam and modular exam
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Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams

MES SM AP written exam
AEA MES SM AP WE
Week 3.5 and 3.6
Week 4.12 in case of August
Till date of exam

Exam week
First examiner

Week 1.9 and 3.9
Frank Poelmans / Joke Westra /
Aishwarya Aswal
Written exam
Open book
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
No
Week 2.4 and 4.4

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SM IM
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Introduction Modelling
Introduction Modelling
Introduction Modelling
Introduction Modelling
AEA MES M SM IM
M SM IM
Term 1
Term 3
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours +
3 contact hours exam
It is expected that the student has mastered basic mathematics
skills specifically Differential equations, Linear algebra, Laplace
transforms and Complex numbers.

Content and organization
General description

The course Introduction Modelling (IM) covers the following
topics:
 Modelling goals, process definitions, data flow diagram
 4+1 step approach
 Model equations and mathematical solutions
 Conversion of differential equations into transfer functions
 Model simulation (Simulink, pole-zero map, step-response,
bode plot)
 Conversion of differential equations into state space
models
 Process delays, nonlinear systems
 Introduction to multi domain systems

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Erwin Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 10th edition,
International Student Version (2011)
Norman S. Nise, Control Systems Engineering, 8th edition (EMEA
edition), Wiley, ISBN 978-1-119-59013-2
Reader Introduction Dynamics, E. Tazelaar et al, HAN, 2016
Lecturing material available on Onderwijs Online
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Recommended literature

-

Required software

Matlab, Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, Working on assignments, Simulation exercises, Case
studies
Work Forms: Lectures

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (Design physical
systems)

Assessment criteria

The student is able to analyse moderately complex physical
systems in the mechanical, electrical and/or thermodynamic/fluid
dynamic domains by describing the systems with either differential
equations, transfer functions, state-space models or Bode
diagrams in order to determine the system characteristics and be
able to perform computer simulations. The student is able to
describe the system using methods like white box modelling or
step response experiments assuming lowest possible complexity
for the analysis of relevant system characteristics.
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.

Information for each exam and modular exam
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Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES SM IM written exam
AEA MES SM IM
Week 3.5 and 3.6
Week 4.12 in case of August
Till date of exam
Week 1.9 and 3.9
Richard Kaandorp /
/ Mitul Saini / Georges Jreij
Written exam
Open book
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
No
Week 2.4 and 4.4

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SM PMS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Practice Modelling and Simulation

Practice Modelling and Simulation
Practice Modelling and Simulation
Practice Modelling and Simulation
AEA MES M SM PMS
SM PMS
Term 1 / Term 3
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
There are no further entry requirements after admission

PMS covers model assignments and simulations with MatlabSimulink.
 General software introduction in Matlab, Simulink
 Simulation and analysis a system using different models
(i.e. differential equations, state-space and transfer
functions)
 Analysis of basic cases (exercises at HAN, home taken, by
each student separately) based on the domains treated
in AP and IM (i.e. mechanical, electrical and
thermodynamic/fluid dynamic)
 Performing system verification and validation
 Perform parametric analysis on systems for using loops.
 Creating an efficient connection between scripting and
Simulink modelling
 Effectively plotting relevant data
Lecturing material and hand-outs available on Onderwijs Online

-

Required software

Matlab, Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

Units of study Systems Modelling

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Home study, working on practical assignments

No, but attendance will be registered
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Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting, presentations
Examinations
Final Qualifications

C2 Design
C3 Testing

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
Applying knowledge and understanding (design, testing)

Assessment criteria

The student is able to analyse, model, verify and validate a given
system (in terms of differential equations) which can be from
different application fields (i.e. mechanical, electrical and
thermodynamic/fluid dynamic) in modelling software (e.g.
Matlab, Simulink or similar tools).
The student is able to convert the system into different models
i.e. state-space and transfer function models.
The verification is performed with logical inputs along with logical
references. The validation is done by importing, filtering and
comparing relevant datasets with the model data and/or by
performing sensitivity analysis on the system parameters.
The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions)
mentioned on the evaluation form. (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations
Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam
from 01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

MES SM PMS Home Taken Exam
AEA MES SM PMS
Week 3.5 and 3.6
Week 4.12 in case of August
Till date of exam
Assignment: week 1.5 and 3.5
Hand in: week 1.9 and 3.9
Hatim Mala / Mitul Saini
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
No
Evaluation form in week 2.4 and
4.4

Regular classroom
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Practice Modelling and Simulation
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………………………….
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analyzing and defining
problems
Has the candidate acquired
appropriate knowledge to
model the system (differential
equation, transfer function,
state space)?
Is the modelled system
represented in the software
tool clearly, effectively and
error free?
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C2: Design

1

Is the model verified using
logical inputs with sufficient
justification?
Has the candidate sufficient
knowledge to validate the
system using relevant data
(literature, experiment)?
Has the candidate performed a
justified sensitivity analysis on
the system parameters?
Do the results show complexity
and depth?
Mark total

Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SM EBM
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Energy Based Modelling

Energy based Modelling
Energy based Modelling
Energy based Modelling
AEA MES M SM EBM
M SM EBM
Term 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours and 3 contact hours exam
It is expected that the student has mastered basic mathematics
skills specifically differential equations and matrix calculations.

Content and organization
General description

The course Energy Based Modelling (EBM) covers the following
topics:
 Introduction to Energy Based Modelling
 Generalized variables and coordinate transformations
 Energy and power functions
 Euler-Lagrange equation
 Hamilton’s principle, Hamiltonian systems
 Modelling complex systems in mechanical and electrical
domain
 Modelling multi-domain systems

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Lecturing material and hand-outs, available on Onderwijs Online

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Self-study, Working on assignments and exercises
Work Forms: Lectures

-
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Final Qualifications

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C5 Conducting Research
Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems, conducting research)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (design)

The student is able to analyse complex mono-/multi-physical
systems in the mechanical, electrical and/or
thermodynamic/fluid dynamic domains by describing the systems
with either differential and algebraic equations, transfer
functions or state-space representations.
The system descriptions are found via advanced white box
modelling based on the internal energy of the system.
Assessment criteria
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:
 clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
 without irrelevant additional information
 using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
 using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.
Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES SM EBM written exam
AEA MES SM EBM
Week 4.12
Till date of exam
Week 2.9
Dimitri Jeltsema / Frank
Poelmans
Written exam
Calculator, handouts
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
no
Week 3.4

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SM SI
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

System Identification

System Identification
System Identification
System Identification
AEA MES M SM SI
M SM SI
Term 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
There are no further entry requirements after admission to the
program.

Content and organization
General description

Topics:






Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’




Data use
Parameter estimation
Sensitivity analysis
Validation
Reader System Modelling, Data Regression and System
Identification,
Lecture notes, P. van Kan, HAN 2018
Lecturing material available on Onderwijs Online

Recommended literature

-

Required software

Matlab

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Self-study, working on assignments
Work forms: lectures

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C6 Communication and collaboration
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Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
 Knowledge and understanding (Analysing and defining
problems)
 Applying knowledge and understanding (Design)
 Communication (Reporting))
The student is able to demonstrate understanding of systems
identification on an introductory level regarding data and model
structure.
The student is able to estimate parameters in a linear/nonlinear
systems model from real measurement data using (weighted)
least-squares methods.
The student is able to evaluate a model structure based on
output data and goodness of fit.

The student communicates the findings of the assignment in a
clear and structured manner in written form.
Assessment criteria
The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions)
mentioned on the evaluation form. (next page)
Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SM SI Home Taken Exam
AEA MES SM SI
Week 4.12
Till date of exam
Assignment: week 2.6 and 4.6
Hand in: week 2.9 and 4.9
Paul van Kan / Hatim Mala
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must
be the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
No
Evaluation form in week 3.4

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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System Identification
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark

Motivation

Knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining
problems

Weight
factor
1

Do the results show complexity
and depth?
Has the candidate acquired
appropriate knowledge?
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C2: Design

1

Does the candidate show
sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge (literature,
experiments)?
Are the methods and
techniques properly used and
described?
Communication
C6: Communication and
Collaboration
The student communicates in a
clear and structured manner in
written form.

V / NV
(=
sufficient/
not
sufficient)

For a sufficient mark this item
should be sufficient

0

Have the requirements for
technical reporting been met?
Mark total

Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SM MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
Professional task
(Professional) products
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Recommended literature

Systems Modelling Minor Project
Systems Modelling Minor Project
Systems Modelling MP
Systems Modelling Minor Project
AEA MES M SM MP
M SM MP
Semester 1
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register
for the educational components you wish to follow. See Part 3
‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for
more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
28 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
There are no further entry requirements after admission to the
program.
Evaluate relevant literature and
Analyse and validate the model
Model
Report (literature review) and presentation
The students have to carry out an assignment, of which model
development and analysis as well as experimental validation are
essential parts.
The Project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in correspondence with
a subset of the final qualifications and the course discusses the skills
needed to perform a research project and includes performing a
literature study.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
B. Hanington, B. Martin, Universal Methods of Design, Rockport
Publishers Inc. 2012
Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas Andeweg,
Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-
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Required software

Matlab Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Units of study Systems Modelling

Compulsory participation

Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Research
Work Forms: Lectures, Assignment

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Dimensions of assessment
- Knowledge and understanding (Conducting Research)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (Analysing and
defining problems, Design, Conducting Research)
- Making judgements (Analysing and defining problems,
Design, Conducting Research
- Communication (Managing work processes, Communication
and Collaboration)
- Learning skills (Professional development)
Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively (M SM MP PP).
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques. The system descriptions are found via white
box modelling or step response experiments.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in a
structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such as
e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development (M SM MP RP).
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Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass or
no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use the
outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass). If
the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark will be
given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.
Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations
Exam name
MES SM MP MES SM MP MES SM MP RP
Project Plan
Group
Report &
Contribution Presentation
Exam code
AEA MES SM AEA MES SM AEA MES SM
MP PP
MP GC
MP DD
Registering for re- Week 2.2
Week 4.5 / 4.6
exam OSIRIS
Deregistering for Till date of exam
exams
Exam week
Week 1.9
Week 2.10
Week
2.9/2.10
Report/Pres
First examiner
Frank Poelmans
Exam method
Project Plan
Group
Report and
contribution Presentation
Permitted
Everything, but all results must be the student’s
resources
own work
Number
1
At least 1
2
examiners
Assessment
Pass
Pass
mark
Pass mark
pass
Pass
55
Minimal result
pass
Pass
55
Weight
0
0
1
Reassessment
1 (2.4)
1 (4.12)
Compensation
No
No
Review
Evaluation
Feedback after presentation /
form in week evaluation form in week 3.4 and
2.4
4.12
Other information
Required classroom
Regular classroom
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Project Systems Modelling: Project plan
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass Motivation
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

Weight
factor
1

Do the candidates show understanding
about the topic?
Has the problem been clearly defined?
Is the background relevant to the
problem?
Is the project objective clear and
correct?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Have the students presented a clear
justification for their approach?
Have reliable sources been used to
come up with an approach?
Do the students account for different
alternatives before finalizing the
approach?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Are the students able to guide their
own work and that of others?
Do the students plan effectively?
Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

1

1
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Do the students display discernible
keenness to tackle the task (initiative,
deadline handling)?
Is the problem owner involved
adequately?
Pass total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner

:
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Project Systems Modelling: Report and Presentation
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number………………………………………………………………………..
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining
problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

With the range and content of the
references selected by the student, does
the student shows that he has a good
overview of the topic of the research
question?
Are the methods and techniques for
modelling and simulation are properly
used?
Does the student show sufficient
familiarity with current, basic
knowledge?
Have the central questions been
answered?
Does the student show sufficient
analytical skills to master the problem at
hand.

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining
problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Does the student give a relevant
reflection on the content and usefulness
of the selected references?
is the student is able to validate the
process model?
Does the student has critical appraisal
that has been successfully incorporated?
Is the student is able to correctly
interpret and evaluate the quality of the
results?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and

1
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Collaboration
Can the student communicate his
project findings and defend choices in a
clear and structured manner in oral and
written forms?
Is the student able to present the results
to a problem owner?
Is the student able to work in a project
team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for
literary sources been met?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development
is the student able to reflect on his role
in the project and on his professional
development?
Does the student displays discernible
eagerness to tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved
adequately?
Does the student show problem solving
skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices
made?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be
sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner 1
Signature examiner 2

:
:
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3

Elective Modules
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Module code
AEA MES M ACD
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Advanced Controller Design
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Dimitri Jeltsema
Week 2.3/2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3/4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Analyse, synthesize and apply advanced control methods
Models
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control
Systems Modelling
This module deals with modelling, analysis and control of
nonlinear, time-varying and uncertain systems.
This module learns the student to:
 distinguish between linear and nonlinear systems
properties;
 decide when to apply linear and when to apply nonlinear
theory;
 determine several stability properties for nonlinear
systems;
 apply energy-based concepts for stabilization;
 determine controllability and observability properties for
nonlinear systems;
 design linearizing feedback transformations;
 formulate and synthesize optimal control problems;
 apply robust, adaptive and predictive control methods;
work in both continuous and discrete time settings.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Advanced Controller Design Theory (7.5 EC)
Advanced Control Design Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Advanced Control project (5.0 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M ACD T
General Information

Advanced Controller Design Theory

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Advanced Controller Design Theory
Advanced Controller Design T
Advanced Controller Design Theory
AEA MES M ACD T
M ACD T
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organization
General description

The student learns how to apply several linear and nonlinear
analysis and control techniques to different nonlinear processes
and simulate them using Matlab.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Lecturing material (readers, papers and handouts) will be made
available on Onderwijs Online

Recommended literature

-

Required software

Matlab / Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Advanced Controller Design CS
Advanced Controller Design MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, case-studies, working on practical assignments.
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting practical assignments.

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C2 Design of controllers
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Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysis)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (design of
controllers)
The student is able to apply and evaluate various linear techniques
applied to nonlinear systems. The student is able to carry out a
basic analysis of nonlinear systems.
The student is able to apply energy-based modelling and control to
various real-life systems. ACD T HTE1

Assessment criteria

The student is able to apply adaptive, robust and optimal control
techniques to linear and nonlinear systems. The student is able to
carry out further analysis of nonlinear systems. (ACD HTE2)
The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form. (next page)

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for reexam OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES ACD T Home
taken exam 1
AEA MES ACD T
HTE1
Week 4.12

MES ACD T Home
taken exam 2
AEA MES ACD T
HTE2
Week 4.12

Till date of exam
Week 3.9
Week 4.9
Dimitri Jeltsema / Hatim Mala / Aart-Jan de
Graaf
Home taken exam
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
1
1
Mark

Mark
55

45
1
1 (August)

45
1
1 (August)

yes
Evaluation form in
Evaluation form in
week 3.4
week 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom + H2.04
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Theory classes of advanced controller design
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C2 Design

Motivation
-

Weight
factor
1

Can the student use first
principles to model a given
system?
Does the student understand
the limitations of the models
and can the student decide
when to use linear or nonlinear
techniques?
Does the student understand
the analysis techniques and the
outcomes of the analysis?
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C2 Design

1

Can the student apply the
analysis techniques, interpret
the outcomes and design
controllers?
Can the student implement the
control strategies and simulate
them in Matlab/Simulink?
Does the student understand
the practical constraints and
limitations of the approach?
Is the report complete, well
organized, and clearly written?
Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M ACD CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Advanced Controller Design Capita Selecta

Advanced Controller Design Capita Selecta
Advanced Controller Design CS
Advanced Controller Design Capita Selecta
AEA MES M ACD CS
M ACD CS
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 56 hours
32 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Study various linear and nonlinear control techniques and apply
two particular ones (student’s own choice) to the experimental
setup designed in the Minor Project.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Advanced Controller Design T
Advanced Controller Design MP
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and instructional
formats

To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting research
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Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- knowledge and understanding (conducting research
and Professional Development)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (conducting
research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
- Communication (conducting research)
- Learning skills (conducting research)
The student shows how to implement and evaluate control
methodologies in a real-life environment.

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources

Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES ACD home taken exam
AEA MES ACD CS
week 4.10
Till date of exam
Week 4.9
Dimitri Jeltsema / Hatim
Mala / Aart-Jan de Graaf
Home taken exam: Article
Everything, but all results
must be the student’s own
work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Evaluation form in week 4.10

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom / H2.04
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Advanced Controller Design: Capita Selecta
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C5: Conducting Research
Provides a basis or opportunity for
originality in developing or applying
ideas often in a research context.

Applying knowledge and
understanding
C5: Conducting Research

1

Through problem solving abilities
applied in new or unfamiliar
environments within broader (or
multidisciplinary) context.

Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Demonstrates the ability to integrate
knowledge and handle complexity, and
formulate judgements with
incomplete data.

Communication
C5: Conducting Research

1

Of their conclusions and underpinning
knowledge and rational (restricted
scope) to specialist and non-specialist
audiences (monologue).

Learning Skills
C5: Conducting Research

1

Study in a manner that may be largely
self-directed or autonomous.

Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M ACD MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Advanced Controller Design Minor Project
Advanced Controller Design Minor Project
Advanced Controller Design MP
Advanced Controller Design Minor Project
AEA MES M ACD MP
M ACD MP
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5.0 EC / 140 hours
64 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
Professional task

Synthesis of a control system in incremental steps

(Professional) products

Controller implementation
Project documentation, Presentation

General description

The project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in correspondence
with a subset of the final qualifications. The problem to be solved
requires application of advanced control theory to real-life
problems.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature
Required software

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
Matlab / Simulink. Students will build their own Arduino-based
control system. Please reserve (approximately) 100 euro to order
the required components and materials.
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Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Advanced Controller Design T and CS
Yes
Research
Work Forms: Lab sessions and assignments
Development of a control system.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Assessment dimensions:





Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design, testing, conducting research)
Making judgements (analysing and defining problems, design,
testing, conducting research)
Communication (managing work processes, communication
and collaboration)
Learning skills (professional development)

Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
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The student evaluates, justifies and applies various linear and
nonlinear analysis and control techniques for a given process.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 2 exams:
1. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners.
The examiners can use the outcome of the peer review, but also
can deviate from it.
2. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given
by the examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the
group mark provided that the student’s Group Contribution is
sufficient (pass). If the Group Contribution of the student is
insufficient, no mark will be given and the student is unable to
finish the minor project.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for re-exam
from 01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

MES ACD MP
Group
Contribution
AEA MES ACD MP
GC
-

MES ACD MP
Documentation
and Defence
AEA MES ACD MP
DD
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
Week 4.9 / 4.10
Dimitri Jeltsema / Hatim Mala / Aart-Jan
de Graaf
Group
Documentation /
contribution
presentation
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation /
evaluation form in week 4.12

Control systems lab (H2.04)
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Advanced Controller Design: Project Documentation and Presentation,

Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………………………………………………………

Mark

Motivation

Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

Weight
factor
1

Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner

Signature examiner
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Module code
AEA MES M AVD
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics

Professional Products

Project plan
Report
Model + data
Presentation (progress and final)

Credits / Study load

15 EC / 420 hours

Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Systems Modelling and
Applied Control

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Units of study

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Theory 7.5 EC
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Capita Selecta 2.5 EC
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Minor Project 5.0 EC

Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Saskia Monsma
Week 2.3/2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3/4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Model and validate linear and nonlinear vehicle dynamics

The module covers:
modelling and validation of vehicle dynamics: linear and nonlinear,
steady state and non-steady state, without and with (driver)
control, emphasizing tires, driver, passenger cars, articulated
vehicles and motorcycles.
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AVD T
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Theory

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Theory
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics T
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Theory
AEA MES M AVD T
M AVD T
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours + 3 contact hours exam
(written exam AVD1 and 20 minutes oral exam AVD2 )
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

General description

The study unit covers modelling of vehicle dynamics: linear and
nonlinear, steady state and non-steady state, without and with
(driver) control, emphasizing tires, driver, passenger cars,
articulated vehicles and motorcycles.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Readers, book chapters, papers and lecturing material and handouts, all available on Onderwijs Online
Alessandro Genta and Giancarlo Genta, Road Vehicle Dynamics,
Fundamentals of Modeling and Simulation, 2016, World Scientific,
ISBN 9814713430, 9789814713436
Joop P. Pauwelussen, Essentials of Vehicle Dynamics, 2014,
Butterworth-Heinemann, ISBN: 9780081000366
R.J. Jagacinski, J.M. Flach.: Control Theory for Humans, ISBN nr.
0805822925
V. Cossalter.: Motorcycle Dynamics, 2nd edition (2006), ISBN nr. 978
– 1 – 4303 – 0861 – 4

Required software

P.Sweatman (ed.).: PBS Explained, Performance Based Standards
for Road Transport Vehicles, report Australian Road Transport
Suppliers Association (2003)
Matlab/Simulink
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Cohesion
Relationship

Compulsory participation

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics CS
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, Working on assignments
Work Forms: Lectures (flipped classroom)

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
 Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
The student is able to analyse, synthesize and evaluate (AVD WE):
 linear and nonlinear tire dynamics and models, including
main influences like load transfer, combined slip, camber,
suspension characteristic
 steady state vehicle handling based on the single-track
vehicle model including nonlinear tire models
 vertical vehicle dynamics related to road input
The student is able to analyse, synthesize and evaluate (AVD OE):
 steady state and non-steady state dynamics of tires,
passenger vehicles, articulated vehicles and motorcycles
 closed-loop driver vehicle system dynamics and modelling
with the preview driver model.

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed (M AVD WE and M AVD OE) on
answering the questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.

M AVD WE and M AVD OE: The WarmUp Test result given by the
lecturer during the lecturing of the theory determines 20% of the
score of the written (re-) exam M AVD WE and 20% of the oral
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(re-)exam M AVD OE. There are no separate WarmUp Tests for the
re-exams.
Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES AVD T written
exam
AEA MES AVD T WE
Week 3.5 and 3.6
Week 4.12

MES AVD T oral
exam
AEA MES AVD T OE
Week 4.5 and 4.6
Week 4.12

Till date of exam
Week 1.9 / 3.9
Week 2.9 / 4.9
Saskia Monsma / Thymen Kamerling / Karel
Kural / Mitul Saini / Rene Gerritsen
Written exam
Oral exam
Simple scientific
none
calculator
1
2
Mark

Mark
55

45
1
1

45
1
1

yes
Week 2.4 / 4.12
Feedback after
presentation /
evaluation form
week 3.4 and 4.12

Regular classroom / ARLA
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Advanced Vehicle Dynamics T (oral part)
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
MES AVD 2 Exam dimensions of assessment:
 Dublin descriptor:
1. Knowledge and understanding
 Competence (final qualification):
1. Analysing and defining problems
Topics

Assessment

Mark:

Date:

Examiner 1 name:

Signature:

Examiner 2 name:

Signature:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AVD CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Capita Selecta

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Capita Selecta
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics CS
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Capita Selecta
AEA MES M AVD CS
M AVD CS
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

The theory of AVD is deepened and extended with relevant,
actual topics, for example:
-

vehicle modelling and simulation
control applications in AVD
tire design and performance
race car data analysis
scientific papers on AVD

This will be done with different work forms, for example:
-

guest lectures from industry and/or research
modelling and simulation assignments
review and presentation of scientific papers
workshops

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Handouts

Required software

Matlab/Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics T
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics MP

-
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Compulsory participation

Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C2 Design
C5 Conducting Research

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
 Knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
 Applying knowledge and understanding (conducting
research)

Assessment criteria

The student has gained a deepened and /or applied scientific
knowledge and skills in the topics covered in this Capita Selecta.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES AVD CS Article
AEA MES AVD CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
Week 2.9 and 4.9
Saskia Monsma / Mitul Saini /
Thymen Kamerling / Karel Kural
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must
be the student’s own work
1
Mark (= mean of all assignment
marks)
55
55
1
1
No
Review week 3.3 / 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Advanced Vehicle Dynamics: Capita Selecta, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C5: Conducting Research
Provides a basis or opportunity for
originality in developing or applying
ideas often in a research context.
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C5: Conducting Research

1

Through problem solving abilities
applied in new or unfamiliar
environments within broader (or
multidisciplinary) context.
Using correct equations and models
for the situation (for example when to
use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in
equations, graph labels, etc.
Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Demonstrates the ability to integrate
knowledge and handle complexity, and
formulate judgements with
incomplete data.
Communication
C5: Conducting Research

1

Of their conclusions and underpinning
knowledge and rational (restricted
scope) to specialist and non-specialist
audiences (monologue).
(Clearly and to the point, including
sufficient relevant explanation and
depth as stated in the assignment
without irrelevant additional
information)
Learning Skills
C5: Conducting Research

1

Study in a manner that may be largely
self-directed or autonomous.
Mark total

Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M AVD MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Minor Project
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Minor Project
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics MP
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Minor Project
AEA MES M AVD MP
M AVD MP
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
20 contact hours and
4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
Professional task

Model and validate linear and nonlinear vehicle dynamics

(Professional) products

Model, report, presentation and defence

General description

Students have to carry out an assignment including a literature
survey, of which model development and analysis as well as
(vehicle instrumentation and) experimental validation and
parameter identification are essential parts.
Examples are:
 To improve a chassis design through damper adjustment
 To derive and validate an experimental way to identify and
analyse driver control parameters (gains, lead- and lag times,
delay time,..)

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
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Recommended literature

-

Required software

Matlab/Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control, Module Systems Modelling
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics T
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics CS
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Research
Work Forms: Lectures, assignment, lab/testing guidance,
supervisor meetings
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Dimensions of assessment:
 Applying knowledge and understanding (Analysing and
defining problems, Design, Conducting Research)
 Making judgements (Analysing and defining problems, Design,
Conducting Research
 Communication (managing work processes, communication
and collaboration)
 Learning skills (professional development)
Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
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Assessment criteria

Information for each exam
Examinations

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use
the outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass).
If the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark
will be given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.
Exam name

MES AVD MP
Project Plan

Exam code

AEA MES AVD
MP PP
Week 2.2/4.2

Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

MES AVD MP
Group
Contribution
AEA MES
AVD MP GC
-

MES AVD MP
Doc. &
defence
AEA MES
AVD MP DP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
Week 1.9/3.9
Week 2.9/2.10 and 4.9/4.10
Saskia Monsma / Thymen Kamerling / Mitul
Saini / Rene Gerritsen
PP and
Group
Documentati
presentation
contribution on / defence
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
2
At least 1
2
Pass
pass
Mark
Pass
pass
55
Pass
pass
55
0
0
1
1, 2.4 / 4.4
1, week 4.12
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation form

Regular classroom and lab
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Project Advanced Vehicle Dynamics: Project plan
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and
1
understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding
about the topic?
Has the problem been clearly defined?
Is the background relevant to the problem?
Is the project objective clear and correct?

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Have the students presented a clear
justification for their approach?
Have reliable sources been used to come
up with an approach?
Do the students account for different
alternatives before finalizing the approach?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are the students able to guide their own
work and that of others?
Do the students plan effectively?
Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Do the students display discernible
keenness to tackle the task (initiative,
deadline handling)?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?

Pass total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner
:
Signature examiner
:
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Project Advanced Vehicle dynamics: Project Documentation and Defence,
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………………………..

Mark

Motivation

Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

Weight
factor
1

Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner :

Signature examiner :
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Module code
AEA MES M BDSD
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Big Data & Small Data
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Dixon Devasia
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3 / 4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Collect dataset, interpret features of dataset and create
prediction model

Professional Products

Models

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

15 EC / 420 hours
Module Systems Modelling

The module covers the following tasks:





Collect a relevant dataset
Interpret the features of the dataset
Offline create prediction model using either system
identification techniques or supervised machine learning
Evaluate the model

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Units of study

Data Collection and machine learning (7,5 EC)
Capita Selecta in Machine learning (2.5 EC)
Project Big Data & Small Data (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M BDSD T
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Big Data and Small Data Theory

Big Data and Small Data Theory
Big Data and Small Data T
Big Data and Small Data Theory
AEA MES M BDSD T
M BDSD T
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
7.5 EC / 210 hours
80 contact hours
Joined classes in Systems Modelling and Applied Control

Content and organisation
General description

The students have to carry out assignments in which they learn
how to clean up a dataset so that it is directly usable for
prediction purposes. Furthermore students will analyse the
data within the dataset and find e.g. correlation among
variables.
The student also learns how to make prediction models using a
large number of supervised machine learning algorithms. The
student can apply these models to datasets and knows the
advantages and disadvantages of the different methods.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Coursera course: Machine learning (Andrew NG)

Required software

Matlab Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Big Data and Small Data CS
Big Data and Small Data MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Compulsory participation

-
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Activities and/or instructional
formats

Working on applied assignments using a simulation
environment
Work forms: Lectures, flipped classroom, assignments

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (Analysing and defining
problems, design and testing algorithms)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (design)
- Making judgements (testing)
The student formulates a question on what they want to
achieve with the dataset (BDSD HTE1)
The student judges if the dataset contains enough data and the
data contains the right features to answer the formulated
question. He or she knows how to deal with missing or
erroneous data and can scale that dataset if necessary and can
select test and validation sets (BDSD HTE1)
The student interprets the features of the dataset. He or she is
able to use clustering techniques line K-means and look for
correlation between data and use PCA (BDSD HTE1)
The student can apply supervised machine learning techniques
for predictive analysis like linear regression, logistic regression
and neural networks and motivate why they chose that
particular technique. (BDSD HTE1)
The student can evaluate and compare models by picking a
relevant metric like e.g. R2. (BDSD HTE1)
The student can apply supervised machine learning techniques
for predictive analysis like techniques from System
Identification. (BDSD HTE2)

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions)
mentioned on the evaluation form. (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
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Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexams from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES BDSD T
home taken exam
1
AEA MES BDSD T
HTE1
Week 3.5 and 3.6
Week 4.12

MES BDSD T
home taken exam
2
AEA MES BDSD T
HTE2
Week 4.5 and 4.6
Week 4.12

Till date of exam

Till date of exam

Week 1.9 and 3.9 Week 2.9 and 4.9
Marijn Jongerden / Hatim Mala /
Saskia Monsma / Dixon Devasia /
Aishwarya Aswal
Home taken
Home taken
exam
exam
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
1
1
Mark
Mark
55
45
45
3
1
1
1
yes
Evaluation form
Evaluation form
in week 2.4 and
in week 3.4 and
4.4
4.12

Regular classroom
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Big Data and Small Data: Data Collection and Machine Learning, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
Can the student explain how supervised
machine learning algorithms for
predictive analysis like linear regression,
logistic regression, neural networks and
System Identification techniques work?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C2 Design

1

Can the student identify when feature
scaling is needed?
Can the student apply supervised
machine learning algorithms for
predictive analysis like linear regression,
logistic regression, neural networks and
System Identification techniques work to
a dataset?
Can the student evaluate and compare
models by picking a relevant metric?
Making judgments
C3: Testing
Can the student motivate choices they
made in the application of a particular
machine learning algorithm ?

1

Can the student interpret and explain the
results obtained from a particular
machine learning algorithm?
Can the student motivate why they chose
a certain metric to compare models?
Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
M BDSD CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Big Data and Small Data Capita Selecta

Big Data and Small Data Capita Selecta
Big Data and Small Data CS
Big Data and Small Data Capita Selecta
AEA MES M BDSD CS
M BDSD CS
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Critical review of literature on machine learning in a certain
application area

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Scientific papers

Required software

Matlab, Simulink,

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Big Data and Small Data T
Big Data and Small Data MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Compulsory participation

-

Activities and instructional
formats
Examinations

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: Lectures, reporting / presentations

Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting Research

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
- Applying knowledge and understanding
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-

Making judgements (conducting research)

The student can critically review work of others on machine
learning applications and suggest how to improve the work.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation form. (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam
from 01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam Week
First examiner

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES BDSD CS Article
AEA MES BDSD CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
Week 2.9 / 4.9
Marijn Jongerden / Hatim Mala /
Dixon Devasia / Aishwarya
Aswal/Trung Nguyen
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1
no
Evaluation form in week 3.4 and
4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Big Data and Small Data: Capita Selecta
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C5: Conducting Research

Can the student explain and
compare the machine learning
algorithms used in literature?

Applying knowledge and
understanding
C5: Conducting Research

1

Can the student review the
application of the machine
learning algorithm in literature
? (e.g. data used, settings, etc.)

Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Can the student motivate how
the machine learning algorithms
used in literature might be
improved?

Mark total

Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
M BDSD MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Big data and Small Data Minor Project

Big Data and Small Data Minor Project
Big Data and Small Data MP
Big Data and Small Data Minor Project
AEA MES M BDSD MP
M BDSD MP
Semester 1 /
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
32 contact hours and
4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor project Systems
Modelling

Content and organisation
Professional task

Create a predictive model

(Professional) products

A predictive model,
Project documentation,
Presentation

General description

The Project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in correspondence
with a subset of the final qualifications.
The project covers the following topics:
- Analysing data of a real life problem
- Developing a prediction model for this problem.
The problem analysis will result in a problem solution to be
translated in such terms that conclusions can be drawn based on
the extent the problem has been solved and objectives fulfilled.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session
the contribution of the group members to the project is
determined by the group members themselves. The focus is on
content and collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also
present, but that is not strictly necessary. Students should be
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aware of their own functioning within the project group, so
should arrange peer feedback within their project group regularly
(at least twice during the project).
Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929

Recommended literature

Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-

Required software

Matlab, Simulink, R, python, SPSS

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Big Data and Small Data T
Big Data and Small Data CS
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats

Research
Work Forms: Lectures, Assignment
Analysing data and creation of a predictive model using
techniques from system identification and/or machine learning.

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design, testing, conducting research)
- Making judgements (analysing and defining problems,
design, testing, conducting research)
- Communication (managing work processes,
communication and collaboration)
- Learning skills (professional development)
Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
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The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings
in a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider
public in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed
by peers and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
The student can make a motivated choice of which machine
learning techniques he/she uses.
The student can evaluate and compare models by picking a
relevant metric like e.g. R2.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms.
The result of the minor project is determined by 2 exams:
1. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can
use the outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
2. Documentation and defence:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given
by the examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the
group mark provided that the student’s Group Contribution is
sufficient (pass). If the Group Contribution of the student is
insufficient, no mark will be given and the student is unable to
finish the minor project.

Information for each exam and modular exam
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Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for re-exam
from 01-02-2023
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES BDSD MP
Group
contribution
AEA MES BDSD
MP GC
-

MES BDSD MP
Report and
defence
AEA MES BDSD
MP DP
4.10

Till date of exam
Week 2.9/2.10 and 4.9/4.10
Marijn Jongerden / Dixon Devasia /
Aishwarya Aswal / Saskia Monsma/
Group
Documentation /
contribution
defence
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
2
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 week 4.12
No
Feedback after presentation /
evaluation form in week 3.4 and 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Big Data & Small Data: Project Documentation and Defence, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number…………………………………………………..

Mark

Motivation

Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

Weight
factor
1

Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner:

Signature examiner:
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Module
AEA MES M DS
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Distributed Systems
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Aart-Jan de Graaf
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Design, implement, verify, and test distributed embedded control
systems
Minor Project: Project plan, Report, Presentation
Theory: Design
Capita Selecta: Article
15 EC / 420 hours
 A basic level of programming experience, preferably in the C
programming language
 Systems Modelling
The module provides an understanding of the principles on which
distributed embedded systems are based, such as architectural
design, protocols, algorithms, fault handling, and maintenance.
The key principle is real-time behaviour and how this affects
quality requirements (resource limited reasoning).
These principles are applied during a minor project that follows the
values and principles of agile software development and uses the C
programming language.

Final Qualifications

Units of study

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
This module consists of the following 3 units:
Distributed Systems Theory (7.5 EC)
Distributed Systems Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Distributed Systems Minor project (5.0 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M DS T
General Information

Distributed Systems Theory

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Distributed Systems Theory
Distributed Systems T
Distributed Systems Theory
AEA MES M DS T
M DS T
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)

7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours +
3 contact hours exam
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

The course provides the design concepts and principles of
distributed embedded systems, such as architectural design, realtime aspects, protocols, fault handling, and maintenance.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Kopetz, H. (2011). Real-time systems: design principles for
distributed embedded applications. Springer Science & Business
Media.

Recommended literature

Lecturing materials and hand-outs on OnderwijsOnline
Pfeiffer, O., Ayre, A., & Keydel, C. (2016). Embedded networking
with CAN and CANopen. Copperhill Media.
Tanenbaum, A. S., & Van Steen, M. (2007). Distributed systems:
principles and paradigms. Prentice-Hall.

Required software
Cohesion
Relationship

https://www.distributedsystems.net/index.php/books/distributed-systems-3rd-edition2017/
MATLAB/Simulink
Module Systems Modelling
Module Applied Control
Distributed Systems CS
Distributed Systems MP
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Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, case-studies, working on assignments and exercises
Work forms: Lectures, lab exercises

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining problems)
Applying knowledge and understanding (Design and Testing)
Learning outcomes:
 The student is able to relate an abstract design model to a
digital implementation of a simple control application
 The student knows how design decisions affect efficiency,
scalability, and maintenance of distributed systems.
 The student knows time related aspects of real-time
behaviour, such as order, measurement, synchronization, and
scheduling.
 The student knows the characteristics of real-time
communication and how to use a time-triggered protocol.
 The student designs a fault tolerant distributed system.
 The student interprets electrical and protocol specifications,
such as CAN or FlexRay, and relates this to the design.

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on answering the questions (WE):





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.

The student will be assessed (HTE) on the criteria mentioned on
the evaluation form.
Information for each exam
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Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources

Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

MES DS T
home taken exam
AEA MES DS T HTE
Week 4.12

MES DS T
oral exam
AEA MES DS T OE
Week 4.12

Till data of exam
Week 3.9
Week 4.9
Aart-Jan de Graaf, Dixon Devasia / Nikhil
Muthakana
Home taken exam
oral exam
Everything, but all Simple scientific
results must be the calculator
student’s own work
1
2
Mark

Mark
55

45
1
1 (August)
Evaluation form
week 4.4

45
1
1 (August)
Yes
4.12

Regular classroom
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Theory classes of Distributed Systems
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………………
Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C2 Design

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

The student is able to relate an
abstract design model to a
digital implementation of a
simple control application

Applying knowledge and
understanding
C2 Design
C3 Testing

1

The student designs a fault
tolerant distributed system.

Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M DS CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Distributed Systems Capita Selecta

Distributed Systems Capita Selecta
Distributed Systems CS
Distributed Systems Capita Selecta
AEA MES M DS CS
M DS CS
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2,5 EC / 70 hours
32 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

The course explores the use of distributed systems in
contemporary applications, such as the Internet of Things, M2M
solutions, the cyber physical world, and systems-of-systems. This
exploration is achieved by means of a literature study, with
literature from papers, articles, blogs and/or other relevant
resources. The results are presented in a literature study report.
To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Distributed Systems MP
Distributed Systems T
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: Lectures, interactive simulation exercises,
assignments, reporting

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
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Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (Conducting
Research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
- Communication (conducting research)






Assessment criteria

The student is aware of distributed systems in one or more
contemporary applications.
The student finds and selects relevant scientific resources for a
selected topic.
The student determines the validity of a referenced resources.
The student writes a literature study report with a trailer, a
main text, a conclusion, a discussion and references.
The student specifies references according a literacy standard.

The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES DS CS Presentation
AEA MES DS CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
Week 4.6
Aart-Jan de Graaf /Dixon Devasia /
Nikhil Muthakana
Home taken exam: Article
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation
Evaluation form week 4.9

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Distributed Systems Capita Selecta, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

The trailer
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Does the trailer describe the essence of the article and
does the trailer advertise further reading of the
article?

The main text
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Introduction: contains problem description,
hypothesis/research questions that you evaluate in
the article and the structure of your story.
Are the reasons for choosing this specific subject
clarified in the article?

Methodology used and research undertaken
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are design/research/development questions
elaborated logically?
Is the article structured logically?
Are the reasoning and the results based on literature
from the professional domain?
Is the difference between fact and opinion sufficiently
clear?

Discussion and conclusion
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

about the conclusion:
Do the conclusions provide the answer to the research
questions in the introduction?
Do the conclusions result from the described theory
and the elaborated experiments?
about the discussion:
Does the author return to the aim of the research?
Does the author reflect critically on his/her own work?

References
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?

Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
M DS MP
General Information

Distributed Systems Minor Project

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Distributed Systems Minor Project
Distributed Systems MP
Distributed Systems Minor Project
AEA MES M DS MP
M DS MP
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

5 EC / 140 hours
20 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor project Systems
Modelling.

Content and organisation
Professional task
(Professional) products
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Design, implement, verify and test distributed embedded systems.
Documentation / presentation / defence
Source code
In this course students will design, implement, verify, and test the
principles of distributed systems in a project. The project approach
follows the values and principles of agile software development
and uses the C programming language.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
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Recommended literature
Required software
Cohesion
Relationship

Compulsory participation

Kopetz, H. (2011). Real-time systems: design principles for
distributed embedded applications. Springer Science & Business
Media.
Pfeiffer, O., Ayre, A., & Keydel, C. (2016). Embedded networking
with CAN and CANopen. Copperhill Media.
Matlab, simulink, C
Applied Control
Systems Modelling
Distributed Systems CS
Distributed Systems T
Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Two students working together in a group,
progress meetings with supervisor

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design, testing, conducting research of
principles of distributed systems in C)
- Making judgements (analysing and defining problems,
design, testing, conducting research of principles of
distributed systems))
- Communication (managing work processes,
communication and collaboration)
- Learning skills (professional development)
Learning outcomes (general):
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
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The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.

Assessment criteria

Learning outcomes (specific):
The student applies the values and principles of agile software
development.
The student designs a distributed embedded system for a given
problem description.
The student justifies the real-time aspects of the designed
distributed embedded system.
The student implements the designed distributed embedded
system by using the C programing language and selected hardware
platforms, tests the design, and demonstrates the realization.
The student shows by means of test reports the fault tolerance
capabilities of the implemented distributed system.
The student reports realistically about efficiency, scalability, and
maintenance of the implemented distributed system.
The student uses a protocol standard, such as CANopen or FlexRay,
for transferring data between embedded systems.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use
the outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass).
If the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark
will be given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.
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Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES DS MP
Project
Plan
AEA MES
DS MP PP
4.2

MES DS MP
Group
Contribution
AEA MES DS
MP GC
-

MES DS MP
Report and
Presentation
AEA MES DS
MP RP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
3.9
Week 4.9/4.10
Aart-Jan de Graaf / Dixon Devasia / Nikhil
Muthakana
Project
Group
Doc. and
Plan
Contribution presentation
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
1
At least 1
2
Pass
pass
Mark
Pass
pass
55
Pass
pass
55
0
0
1
4.4
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation
form in week 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Project Distributed Systems: Project plan, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and
1
understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding
about the topic?
Has the problem been clearly defined?
Is the background relevant to the problem?
Is the project objective clear and correct?

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Have the students presented a clear
justification for their approach?
Have reliable sources been used to come
up with an approach?
Do the students account for different
alternatives before finalizing the approach?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are the students able to guide their own
work and that of others?
Do the students plan effectively?
Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Do the students display discernible
keenness to tackle the task (initiative,
deadline handling)?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?

Pass total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner

:
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Distributed Systems: Report and Presentation, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………………………….

Mark

Motivation

Weight
factor

Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully
incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and
evaluate the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a
problem owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date:

Signature examiner

:

Signature examiner

:
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Module
AEA MES M HT
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Professional Products

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Hydrogen Technology
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Bram Veenhuizen
Week 2.3/2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.4/4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Understand, analyze and contribute to technical and societal
aspects of hydrogen technology and the interactions.
Project plan (project)
Report (project and capita selecta)
Presentation (progress and final)
Test plan and test report (project) if appropriate
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control
Systems Modelling
The Module H2 focuses on the role hydrogen can play in the
energy transition. We will mainly focus on decentralized systems,
ranging from electrolysers and fuel cell stacks to internal
combustion engines running on hydrogen. System design,
integration and control will be important aspects, but also safety
and other standards will be addressed. A separate course on safe
working with hydrogen is part of the module. Applications will
range from static sustainable energy storage to mobile applications
in cars, trucks and inland shipping. All main design aspects will be
covered, mainly by using model based design techniques.
The student will get familiar with analyzing and performing
technical- and economical calculations on energy systems.

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Next to that the student will learn how to apply and understand
relevant state-of-the art scientific literature. The students will work
in a project to apply the knowledge, application skills and insights
acquired during the lectures. The student will get the opportunity
to perform lab experiments.
C1 Analyzing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Hydrogen Technology Theory (7.5 EC)
Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Hydrogen Technology Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M HT T
General Information

Hydrogen Technology Theory

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Hydrogen Technology Theory
Hydrogen Technology T
Hydrogen Technology Theory
AEA MES M HT T
M HT2 T
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)

7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours +
6 contact hours exam (2 written exams)
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

The course Hydrogen technology covers the following topics:











Role of hydrogen in the energy transition (Storage (MH, LH2,
LOHC)
Applications of hydrogen
Hydrogen systems (engines, combustion, FC, DCDC, heaters,
etc.), modelling, Energy management and sizing
Safety course on working with hydrogen
Rules and regulations (Automotive, Stationair)
Hydrogen sources ( Electrolysis, Gas reforming, Biological
sources)
Aspects of Process technology
Electrochemistry and thermodynamics (Bindingsenthalpie,
Catalyse and Elektroliet)
Heat production and use
System durability

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Fuel Cell Handbook / 7th Edition 2004
Atkins, P. and Jones, L., Chemical Principles: The Quest for Insight,
W. H. Freeman.

Recommended literature

Lecturing materials and hand-outs on Onderwijs Online
Not applicable
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Required software

Matlab Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Systems Modelling
Module Applied Control

Compulsory participation

Hydrogen Technology CS
Hydrogen Technology MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Lectures, Self-study, Working on assignments, discussion of
literature

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
 Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems), analysis, fundamentals and applications
Learning outcomes: The student
 has developed knowledge and understanding of the
fundamentals of hydrogen, its practical applications and its
role in the energy transition.
 Is able design on a concept level, able to analyse and
suggest improvements on system level for hydrogen based
energy systems
 Can apply rules and regulations for system design

Assessment criteria

Has practical knowledge on how to work with hydrogen according
to safety regulations
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:




Clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
Without irrelevant additional information
Using correct equations and models for the situation
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Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources

Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES HT T
home taken
exam
AEA MES HT
T HTE
Week 4.12

MES HT T
Written
exam 1
AEA MES
HT T WE1
Week 4.12

MES HT T
Written
exam 2
AEA MES
HT WE2
Week 4.12

Till data of exam
4.6
3.9
4.9
Bram Veenhuizen, Georges Jreij, Leo Polak,
Rik Catau
Home taken Written
Written
exam
exam
exam
Everything, Open book
but all
results must
be the
student’s
own work
1
1
1
Mark
45
1

Evaluation
form week
4.12

Mark
55
45
1
1 (August)
Yes
Review
Week 4.4

Mark
45
1

Review week
4.12

Regular classroom
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Hydrogen Technology - HTE
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Mark
Knowledge and Understanding:
C1 Analysing and defining
problems

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

Does the student show
sufficient familiarity with
current, basic knowledge?
Do the results show depth?
Applying knowledge and
understanding:
C1 Analysing
and defining problems
C2 Design

1

Does the candidate show
sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Are the methods and
techniques properly used and
described?
Is the student able to correctly
interpret and evaluate the
quality of the results?
Mark total

Date
Signature examiner

:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M HT CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta

Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta
Hydrogen Technology CS
Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta
AEA MES M HT CS
M HT2 CS
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2,5 EC / 70 hours
32 contact hours and 1 contact hour presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Relevant literature is provided and papers are discussed in a
journal club.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Handouts and papers

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Systems Modelling
Applied Control
Hydrogen Technology MP
Hydrogen Technology T
Yes

Compulsory participation

-

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Self-study, discussion of literature.
Work Forms: Lectures, Colloquia

Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting Research

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
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-

Communication (conducting research)
Learning skills (conducting research)

Learning outcomes:
The student is able to understand scientific literature and presents
and discusses the contents with fellow students while providing a
relevant context..
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES HT CS Presentation
AEA MES HT CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
3.9
Bram Veenhuizen / Chris Huijboom
Presentation and defence
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
2
Mark
55
55
1
1 (4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation
Evaluation form week 4.4

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Hydrogen Technology Capita Selecta
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C5: Conducting Research

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

Student makes a critical analysis
of a scientific paper on
innovations in powertrains.
Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Student identifies the strengths
and potential shortcomings of
the scientific paper and comes
up with a proposal for
extending or enhancing the
research.
Communication
C5: Conducting Research

1

Student is able to communicate
the outcome of his analysis to a
specialist audience
(monologue). Student is able to
discuss his analysis with a
specialist audience.
Learning Skills
C5: Conducting Research

1

Study in a manner that may be
largely self-directed or
autonomous.
Mark total

Date
Signature examiners

:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
M HT MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Hydrogen Technology Minor Project

Hydrogen Technology Minor Project
Hydrogen Technology MP
Hydrogen Technology Minor Project
AEA MES M HT MP
M HT2 MP
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
32 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
Professional task

The professional task consists of:
-

(Professional) products
General description

Design a hydrogen based Energy system, make a model
and simulate output
Perform tests on a hydrogen based energy system

Determine economic and social, legal viability and safety of
hydrogen based energy system(s)
Project plan,
Report and Presentation/Defence
The Project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in correspondence
with a subset of the final qualifications.

The project covers the following topics:
 The problem to be solved requires an understanding and
active analysis of distinctive disciplines.
 The project will always include the step from a real-life
problem to a more abstract representation of the
problem.
Required results are described under the professional product
section. The problem analysis will result in a problem solution to
be translated in such terms that conclusions can be drawn based
on the extent the problem has been solved and objectives fulfilled.
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Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929

Recommended literature

Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-

Required software

MATLAB/Simulink

Cohesion
Relationship

Applied Control
Systems Modelling
Hydrogen Technology CS
Hydrogen Technology T

Compulsory participation

Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Research
Work Forms: Assignments, lectures

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment
-

Applying knowledge and understanding (Analysing and
defining problems, Design, Conducting Research)
Making judgements (Analysing and defining problems,
Design, Conducting Research
Communication (managing work processes,
communication and collaboration)
Learning skills (professional development)
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Learning outcomes (general):
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
Learning outcomes (specific):
The student can critique on and analysis of problems in the field of
energy system design, system simulation and testing, feasibility
study.
The student evaluates energy models and make informed
decisions based on scenario information.

Assessment criteria

The student creates a proposal for improvement on an analysed
and evaluated energy system or plan a new design for an energy
system; taking into account use of renewable resources, energy
efficiency and environmental sustainability.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use
the outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass).
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If the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark
will be given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.
Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name

MES HT MP
Project Plan

Exam code

AEA MT HT
MP PP
4.2

Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES HT MP
Group
Contribution
AEA MES HT
MP GC
-

MES HT MP
Report and
Presentation
AEA MES HT
MP RP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
Week 4.9/4.10
Bram Veenhuizen / Georges Jreij
Project Plan
Group
Report &
Contribution presentation
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
1
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation form
in week 3.4 and 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Project Hydrogen Technology: Project plan, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and
1
understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding
about the topic?
Has the problem been clearly defined?
Is the background relevant to the problem?
Is the project objective clear and correct?

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Have the students presented a clear
justification for their approach?
Have reliable sources been used to come
up with an approach?
Do the students account for different
alternatives before finalizing the approach?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are the students able to guide their own
work and that of others?
Do the students plan effectively?
Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Do the students display discernible
keenness to tackle the task (initiative,
deadline handling)?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?

Pass total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner

:
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Hydrogen Technology: Report and Presentation
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number …………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark
Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

1

1

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner

Signature examiner
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Module
AEA MES M IPT
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Professional Products

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Innovation in Powertrains
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Ad Oomen
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3 / 4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Understand, analyse and contribute to innovations in electric
hybrid and fuel cell powertrains
Minor Project: Project plan, Report, Presentation
Theory: Model and report
Capita Selecta: Presentation
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control
Systems Modelling
In this module the student will gain knowledge on analysing
innovative powertrains concerning performance, energy efficiency,
environmental sustainability, costs or any other relevant aspect.
Theory: In the theory part the student will gain knowledge of the
physics required for analysing powertrains. The working principals
of the powertrain, its subsystems and components will be studied.
The student will model powertrains using grey box models.
Attention will be paid to relevant control aspects of powertrains
regarding optimization of energy efficiency in hybrid systems. The
student will learn the physical implications of the concept choices
made.

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Project: The student will implement the theory learned in a
modelling project having the appropriate level of detail and
showing the powertrain layout, relations between components
and powertrain output. Validation will be done using experimental
data.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
This module consists of the following 3 units:
Innovation in powertrains Theory (7.5 EC)
Innovation in powertrains Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Innovation in powertrains Minor Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M IPT T
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

Innovation in Powertrains Theory

Innovation in Powertrains Theory
Innovation in Powertrains T
Innovation in Powertrains Theory
AEA MES M IPT T
M EHFP T
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours +
6 contact hours exam (2 written exams)
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

The course covers the following topics:








Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Recommended literature

Required software

Cohesion
Relationship



The vehicle powertrain as a system
Main powertrain functions
Powertrain subsystems and components
Powertrain modelling and model validation
Optimization of energy efficiency
Analysis on environmental sustainability
Control aspects of powertrains

Mehrdad Ehsani, Yimin Gao, Ali Emadi, Modern Electric, Hybrid
Electric, and Fuel Cell Vehicles, Third edition, ISBN
9781138330498




Lecturing materials and hand-outs on OnderwijsOnline
Lino Guzzella, Antonio Sciarretta, Vehicle Propulsion systems,
Third edition, Print ISBN 9783642359125 and online ISBN
9783642359132
MATLAB/Simulink, AME-sim
Laptop with sufficient internal memory
Module Systems Modelling
Module Applied Control
Innovations in Powertrains CS
Innovations in Powertrains MP
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Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Lectures, Self-study, Working on assignments

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
The student analyses advanced and innovative configurations of a
complete vehicle powertrain and is able to make conceptual
design choices concerning it.
The student uses relevant white box or grey box modelling
methods to determine the physical model of a vehicle powertrain.
The student understands relevant control aspects of powertrains
regarding optimization of energy efficiency. (WE1 and WE2)
The student is able to analyse a problem in the field of automotive
powertrains by using state of the art Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) tools.
The student is able to create an optimized solution for an
automotive powertrain. (HTE)

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on answering the questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.

M IPT WE1 and WE2: The WarmUp Test result given by the lecturer
during the lecturing of the theory determines 20% of the score of
the written (re-) exams. For re-exams the WarmUp Test result of the
previous attempt no longer counts.’

Information for each exam
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Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources

Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES IPT T
MES IPT T
home taken Written
exam
exam 1
AEA MES
AEA MES
IPT T HTE
IPT T WE1
Week 4.5 /
Week 3.5 /
4.6
3.6
Week 4.12
Week 4.12
Till data of exam

MES IPT T
Written
exam 2
AEA MES
IPT WE2
Week 4.5 /
4.6
Week 4.12

Week 2.7 /
Week 1.9 /
Week 2.9 /
4.7
3.9
4.9
Ad Oomen / Bram Veenhuizen / Aishwarya
Aswal / Thymen Kamerling
Assignment Written
Written
CAE
exam
exam
CAE
Everything, but all results
must be the student’s own
work
1
1
1
Mark
45
1
1
Evaluation
form week
4.12/3.4

Mark
55
45
2
1
Yes
Review
Week 4.4 /
2.4

Mark
45
2
1
Review week
4.12 / 3.4

Regular classroom
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Innovation in powertrains - HTE
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Mark
Knowledge and Understanding :
C1 Analysing and defining
problems

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

Does the student show
sufficient familiarity with
current, basic knowledge?
Do the results show depth?
Applying knowledge and
understanding:
C1 Analysing
and defining problems
C2 Design

1

Does the candidate show
sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Are the methods and
techniques properly used and
described?
Is the student able to correctly
interpret and evaluate the
quality of the results?
Mark total

Date
Signature examiner

:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M IPT CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Innovation in Powertrains Capita Selecta

Innovations in Powertrains Capita Selecta
Innovations in Powertrains CS
Innovations in Powertrains Capita Selecta
AEA MES M IPT CS
M EHFP CS
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2,5 EC / 70 hours
16 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Make a thorough comparative analysis of a peer reviewed
scientific paper(s) on innovations in drive lines.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Innovations in Powertrains T
Innovations in Powertrains MP
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats

-

Self-study, Instruction on demand, reporting, presenting

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting Research
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Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
- Communication (conducting research)
The student is able to analyse a scientific paper on innovations in
powertrains and to identify its strengths and potential
shortcomings.
The student is able to formulate a proposal for extending or
enhancing the analysed scientific research.
The student understands the role of powertrain innovations and
developments in the perspective of the modern, evolving society.

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES IPT CS Presentation
AEA MES IPT CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
Week 2.1 / 4.1
Ad Oomen / Bram Veenhuizen /
Aishwarya Aswal/ Thymen
Kamerling
Presentation and defence
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
2
Mark
55
55
1
1 (4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation
Evaluation form week 2.8 / 4.8

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Innovation in powertrains - Capita Selecta
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C5: Conducting Research

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

Student makes a critical analysis
of a scientific paper on
innovations in powertrains.

Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Student identifies the strengths
and potential shortcomings of
the scientific paper and comes
up with a proposal for
extending or enhancing the
research.
Communication
C5: Conducting Research

1

Student is able to communicate
the outcome of his analysis to a
specialist audience
(monologue). Student is able to
discuss his analysis with a
specialist audience.
Mark total

Date
Signature examiner 1
Signature examiner 2

:
:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M IPT MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Innovation in Powertrains Minor Project

Innovation in Powertrains Minor Project
Innovation in Powertrains MP
Innovation in Powertrains Minor Project
AEA MES M IPT MP
M EHFP MP
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
20 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
Professional task
(Professional) products

General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Conducting literature research
Modelling and validation
Project plan
Model
Report
Presentation
The students have to carry out an assignment of which model
development and analysis as well as experimental validation are
essential parts. The Project serves to challenge the students to
apply their knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in
correspondence with a subset of the final qualifications and the
course discusses the skills needed to perform a research project
and includes performing a literature study.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
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Recommended literature

Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-

Required software

MATLAB/Simulink, AMEsim

Cohesion
Relationship

Applied Control
Systems Modelling
Innovations in Powertrains CS
Innovations in Powertrains T

Compulsory participation

Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Research
Work Forms: Assignment

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment
- Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design, conducting research)
- Making judgements (analysing and defining problems,
Design, Conducting Research
- Communication (managing work processes,
communication and collaboration)
- Learning skills (professional development)
Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
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The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
The student is able to analyse a real life problem concerning
powertrains.
The student is able to create a model for a powertrain problem
and to perform a relevant analysis.
The student is able to validate modelling results against the reallife situation and problem definition.

Assessment criteria

The student is able to formulate a proposal for improvement of a
powertrain problem and is able to make an assessment of its
viability taking into account energy efficiency and environmental
sustainability using proper techniques like prototyping, modelling
or analysis.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use
the outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass).
If the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark
will be given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.

Information for each exam
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Examinations

Exam name

MES IPT MP
Project Plan

Exam code

AEA MES IPT
MP PP
2.2 / 4.2

Registering for
re-exam from
01-02-2023
OSIRIS
Deregistering
for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES IPT MP
Group
Contribution
AEA MES IPT
MP GC
-

MES IPT MP
Documentation
and defence
AEA MES IPT
MP DP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
1.9 / 3.9
Week 2.9/2.10 and 4.9/4.10
Ad Oomen / Bram Veenhuizen / Aishwarya
Aswal / Thymen Kamerling
Project Plan
Group
Documentation
Contribution / presentation
Everything, but all results must be the student’s
own work
At least 1
At least 1
2
Pass
pass
Mark
Pass
pass
55
Pass
pass
55
0
0
1
1 (2.4 / 4.4)
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation form
in week 3.4 and 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Minor Project Innovations in Powertrains: Project plan
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and
1
understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding
about the topic?
Has the problem been clearly defined?
Is the background relevant to the problem?
Is the project objective clear and correct?

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Have the students presented a clear
justification for their approach?
Have reliable sources been used to come
up with an approach?
Do the students account for different
alternatives before finalizing the approach?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are the students able to guide their own
work and that of others?
Do the students plan effectively?
Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Do the students display discernible
keenness to tackle the task (initiative,
deadline handling)?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?

Pass total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner
:
Signature examiner
:
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Innovation in powertrains - Minor Project: Project Documentation and defence
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number…………………………………………………………..
Mark

Motivation

Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

Weight
factor
1

Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner:
Signature examiner:
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Module
AEA MES M PCD
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Process Development
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Stef Tiggeloven
Not applicable
(Re-)design and improve manufacturing processes
(Re-)design and improvement of manufacturing processes
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control
Systems Modelling
In this module students will learn and apply lean principles and
methods for the design, operational control and improvement of
manufacturing processes. The focus of the module is on the design
and planning & control of manufacturing system. The use of new
technology to support Lean Manufacturing plays an important role
in the module: as well new manufacturing as Industry 4.0 techn.
Students will gain the knowledge and ability to apply important
Lean principles, methods and techniques, in combination new
technologies, to (re-)design manufacturing processes. Discrete
simulation, supporting the modelling and analysis of a system, is
part of the course as well as the quality control methods. Next to
this, students will gain knowledge on various top-down and bottomup Continuous Improvement methods and tools (routines) to be
applied in manufacturing companies.
Students will apply this knowledge in an improvement project in
industry related projects where they use the (PDCA) A3
methodology and reporting method. This methodology consists of
context analysis, describing the current state, formulating
objectives, future state design, implementation planning and followup design. Students will also learn to search for relevant scientific
literature which supports their improvement project. They will learn
to link this literature to practice.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Process Development Operations Design (4 EC)
Process Development Operations Planning and Control (3.5 EC)
Process Development Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Process Development Minor Project (5.0 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M PCD OD
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components
Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Operations Design
Operations Design
Operations Design
Operations Design
AEA MES M PCD OD
M PCD OD
Semester 1
Not applicable
4 EC / 112 hours
32 contact hours + 3 contact hours exam
Joined classes in Systems Modelling
The course focuses on the design of manufacturing processes and
contains the following topics:
 Lean Introduction : Customer value and key lean principles
 Value Stream Analysis and Design
 Key Factory Physic laws: Little law, Utilization law, bottleneck
principle
 Manufacturing Strategy (Product Profiling, Performance
Importance Matrix, Policy Deployment)
 Factory Flow Analysis, Layout Types, Clustering Methods, ,
Multi criteria decision making
 Process and LEAN4.0 Technologies






Recommended literature

-

Required software

-

Operations Management, Nigel Slack, Alistair Brandon-Jones
and Robert Johnston, 9e edition (2019). Another Textbook on
Operations Management, which also focuses on master level,
is fine. In the module, references will be made to this
particular text book.
The Lean Six Sigma Pocket Toolbook” van Michael L. George,
David Rowlands, Mark Price and John Maxey. ISBN 978-0-07144119-3 (available electronically on O.O)
Learning to See – Value Stream Mapping to Create Value and
eliminate Muda, van Mike Rother and John Shook, ISBN/EAN
9780966784305 (available on O.O)
The Lean Toolbox, John Bicheno, 5th edition, ISBN
9780956830753
Reader Applied Manufacturing Management: papers + sheets
used in the classes.
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Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications
Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

Module Systems Modelling
Module Applied Control
Study units Process Development
No, but attendance will be registered
Lectures, Self-study, Working on assignments

C1 Analysing and defining problems with respect to process design
C2 Design of a manufacturing process/system
Dimensions of assessment:
 Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
 Applying Knowledge and understanding: Application of lean
and operations management methods
The student is able to analyse and design (manufacturing)
processes.
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:




Information for each exam
Examinations

Other information
Required classroom

clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES PCD OD Written exam
AEA MES PCD OD
3.5 / 3.6
Till data of exam
1.9
Stef Tiggeloven
Written exam
Open book
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (3.9)
no
Review week 2.4

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M PCD OPC
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components
Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Operations Planning and Control
Operations Planning and Control
Operations Planning and Control
Operations Planning and Control
AEA MES M PCD OPC
M PCD OPC
Semester 1
Not applicable
3.5 EC / 98 hours
32 contact hours and 3 hours written exam
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
The course focuses on the design of planning and control systems
for manufacturing processes and contains the following topics:
 Topic related to methods of planning & control (medium
theories):Inventory Control
 MRP
 JIT – planning & control methods
 Production Activity Control / Job Shop Control
Topic which concern basic knowledge needed for developing
planning & control systems for a particular situation (basic
theories):
 Push / Pull control principles
 TQM and Quality Control (including statistics)
 Factory Physics – variability, Kingsman’s Equation
 Discrete Simulation
 Operations Management, Nigel Slack, Alistair Brandon-Jones
and Robert Johnston, 9e edition (2019), or another basic text
book on Operations Management, which also focuses on
master level educations. In the module, references will be
made to this particular text book.
 The Lean Six Sigma Pocket Toolbook” van Michael L. George,
David Rowlands, Mark Price and John Maxey. ISBN 978-0-07144119-3
 The Lean Toolbox, John Bicheno, 5th edition, ISBN
9780956830753



Reader Applied Manufacturing Management (papers + sheets
used in the classes

Recommended literature

-

Required software

-

Cohesion / Relationship

Units of study Process Development
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Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Self-study, Working on assignments
Work Forms: Lectures and teamwork

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

C1 Analysing and defining problems with respect to process design
C2 Design of a planning and control system for a manufacturing
process
Dimensions of assessment:
 Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
 Applying Knowledge and understanding (Application of lean
and operations management methods for designing the
planning and control for manufacturing processes)
The student is able to design and to perform a planning and
control system for manufacturing processes.

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on answering the questions:
clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant explanation
and depth, comparable with the depth of the literature studied
without irrelevant additional information

Information for each exam
Examinations

Other information
Required classroom

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES PCD OPC Written exam
AEA MES PCD OPC
4.5/4.6
Till date of exam
2.9
Stef Tiggeloven
Written exam
Open book
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (4.9)
No
Review week 3.4

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M PCD CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components
Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Process Development Capita Selecta
Process Development Capita Selecta
Process Development CS
Process Development Capita Selecta
AEA MES M PCD CS
M PCD CS
Semester 1
Not applicable
2.5 EC / 70 hours
32 contact hours
After taking classes Systems Modelling
In the Capita Selecta, students will study scientific literature and
link this to the elements in the courses Operations Design,
Operations Planning & Control. Ideally on elements of their minor
project. The topics concerns the impact of technology on
operations design and operations planning & control. Students will
learn to present their (new) insights in a paper, short reports as
well as in presentations.
Part of the CS is the peer review: In a peer review session the
quality of the content of the report is reviewed by other (at least 2)
PCD students. Students should arrange peer feedback themselves.
To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

Required software
Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications
Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Systems Modelling
Units of study Process Development
Attendance will be registered; at least joined 6 (out of 10) Capita
Selecta presentations.
Study lectures, literature research, writing reports and presenting.

C5 Conducting research
Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
- Communication (Clear reports and presentations)
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Assessment criteria
Information for each exam
Examinations

The student is able to study scientific literature and link this to the
elements in the field of Operations Design and Operations Planning
& Control.
The student is able to present their (new) insights in short reports
as well as in presentations.
The student is able to understand specialized applied scientific
knowledge in relevant topics concerning the impact of
manufacturing and Industry 4.0
(Smart Industry) technologies on Operations Design and Planning
& Control.
Students are able to understand technology elements in the field
of Process Improvement.
The student communicates the findings in a clear and structured
manner with colleagues, in oral and written forms. The content has
been reviewed by peers.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms.
Exam name
Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES PCD CS Peer
Review
AEA MES PCD CS
PR
-

MES PCD CS Report
& Presentation
AEA MES PCD CS
RP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
2.9 / 2.10
Stef Tiggeloven / Wilfred Knol
Peer review
Report &
Presentation
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation
form in week 3.4

Regular class room
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Process Development: Capita Selecta
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C5: Conducting Research
Finding and understanding
relevant and recent literature
on the topic chosen. Able to
explain the content.
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C5: Conducting Research

1

Applying the
concepts/theories/methods in
the context of Lean Process
Improvement, in a creative way.
Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Demonstrates and discusses the
applicability (internal and
external validity) of the
applications.
Communication
C5: Conducting Research

1

Presentation (oral and in a
written report) of the research
issue, methods and conclusions
to specialist and non-specialist
audiences.
Learning Skills
C5: Conducting Research

1

Study in a manner that may be
largely self-directed or
autonomous.
Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner 1

:

Signature examiner 2

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M PCD MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components
Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Process Development Minor Project

Process Development Minor Project
Process Development MP
Process Development Minor Project
AEA MES M PCD MP
M PCD MP
Semester 1
Not applicable
5 EC / 140 hours
32 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor project Systems
Modelling

Content and organisation
Professional task

(Re-)Design and/or Improve of a Manufacturing System (design
and planning & control + implementation issues), indicating the
role of technology.

(Professional) products

Report applying common research structure as presented in
previous modules
Project report

General description

Presentation appr. 20 minutes
Students have to carry out an assignment on the (re-)design or
improvement of a product profiling in a company, including a
related literature survey.
Example problems:






Improvement of an assembly line by using an Augmented
Reality technology;
Development of the Conwip-Fifo-Takt system for a particular
situation;
Design of a U-shape cell for a particular case;
Feedback and feedforward control mechanisms for improving
the use of automated manufacturing technology;
Development of Digital Twin control system

Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
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the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591

Recommended literature

-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Applied Control
Systems Modelling
Units of study Process Development
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Research
Work Forms: Team work, intervision and Assignment

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Assessment dimensions:





Applying knowledge and understanding (Analysing and
defining problems, Design, Conducting Research)
Making judgements (Analysing and defining problems, Design,
Conducting Research
Communication (Managing work processes, Communication
and Collaboration)
Learning skills (Professional development)
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Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
The student is able to carry out an assignment on the (re-)design or
improvement of a product profiling in a company, including a
related literature survey.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms.
The result of the minor project is determined by 2 exams:
1. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners.
The examiners can use the outcome of the peer review, but also
can deviate from it.
2. Project documentation and defence:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given
by the examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the
group mark provided that the student’s Group Contribution is
sufficient (pass). If the Group Contribution of the student is
insufficient, no mark will be given and the student is unable to
finish the minor project.

Information for each exam
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Examinations

Exam name

MES PCD MP
Group Contribution

Exam code

AEA MES PCD MP
GC
-

Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES PCD MP
Documentation
and defence
AEA MES PCD MP
DP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
Week 2.9/2.10
Stef Tiggeloven, Wilfred Knol
Group Contribution Documentation /
defence
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation
form in week 3.4

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Process Development: Project Documentation and defence, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name, student nr.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mark Motivation
Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Applies adequate principles and methods when describing
the context of process improvement. In this way it is
convincing for stakeholders and others.
Applies adequate methods to describe the current way of
working and provides meaningful data and information.
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Applies adequate analysis methods and knows how to
position the results well within the organization.
Applies good methods and principles when redesigning the
process. Adequately motivates the choice of methods and
principles. Makes informed choices from alternatives.
Know how to identify the gap between the current
situation and the desired situation. Formulates a sensible
change strategy, taking into account the different
stakeholders.
Acts adequately with regard to the capacity for change and
support for change in the organization.
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the text clearly understandable and in grammatically
sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources been
met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development
Does the student display discernible eagerness to tackle the
task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Mark total
For a pass all items should be sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner , Signature examiner

Weight
factor
1

1

1

1
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Module code
AEA MES M SES
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Sustainable Energy Systems
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Rik Catau
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3 / 4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Understand and design Sustainable Energy Systems
Models
15 EC / 420 hours
Simultaneously to the Module Systems Modelling or after
taking classes Systems Modelling
During the Module SES the student will learn about the
broad range of renewable energy generation options that
exist. The student will get familiar with analysing and
performing energy balancing and power balancing -systemsolutions and calculations. Student will evaluate the
feasibility of system solutions in their societal and
engineering context. Also incorporated in the module SES
are storage applications which have a rapidly increasing
role in such systems. The connections of energy storage
and high levels of sustainable energy sources to the energy
grid and discussion of their role within the energy
transition are part of this module.
The student will become familiar with the policy context
because the increase in renewable energy applications is
highly dependent on policies and geopolitics. The student
will also learn about environmental aspects as well as
interaction between actors which can be complex for
energy systems.

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Additionally, the student will learn how to apply and
understand relevant state-of-the art scientific literature.
The students will work in a project to apply the knowledge,
application skills and insights acquired during the lectures.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Sustainable Energy Systems Theory (7.5 EC)
Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Energy Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SES T
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Sustainable Energy Systems Theory

Sustainable Energy Systems Theory
Sustainable Energy Systems T
Sustainable Energy Systems Theory
AEA MES M SES T
M SES T
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

The course sustainable energy systems theory gets the student
familiar with several sustainable energy technologies. It covers
the following topics:
-

-

-

-

-

Energy systems:
o Overview of energy carriers and sources
o Overview of generation, transport and
consumption
Electrical energy generation
o Introduction to electricity generation
o Solar energy (PV & CSP)
o Modelling PV systems with PVLabs
o Grid scale wind energy
Storage & conversion of electrical energy
o Grid storage applications and technologies
o Specifics of battery energy storage
o Specifics of hydrogen energy storage
o Storage in autonomous systems
Modelling, scenarios & application of energy
o Explore modelling tools for creating scenarios
Introduction into energy modelling
Heat applications
o Conventional thermal generation & biomass
o Waste heat & heat storage
o Heat pump systems & cooling.
o Applications in the built environment & industry
Environment, emissions & regulation:
o Emission protocols such as the European Emission
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Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Trading System (ETS)
o Emission calculations & verification
o Overview policy instruments & outlook
- Markets & stakeholders:
o Introduction to electricity markets
o Energy market overview, business and geopolitical
implications
o Stakeholder, who are the main relevant
stakeholders
Renewable Energy in Power Systems, 2nd Edition 2020 Author:
D. Infield, L. Freris, Publisher Wiley, ISBN: 978-1-118-64993-0
Handouts
Not applicable

Required software

Software that is required will be made available
(Amongst others EnergyTransitionModel).

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Sustainable Energy Systems CS
Sustainable Energy Systems MP
Attendance will be registered for regular classes and contact
moment.
Self-study, discussion of literature, assignments and
exercises.

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

The topics of M SES T taught in the 1st half of the semester are
assessed in the 1st written exam (WE1) and the topics taught in
the 2nd half of the semester are assessed in the 2nd written
exam (WE2). The topic of modelling is separately assessed with
the home taken exam (HTE).
M SES T WE assessment dimensions:
 Knowledge and understanding: analysis, fundamentals
and applications
Learning outcomes:
 The student has developed knowledge and
understanding of the fundamentals of sustainable
energy systems and its applications.
 Is able to apply, analyse and evaluate wind- & solar
energy-, power balance- and storage application
problems
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Is able to apply, analyse and evaluate thermal energy
conversion and CO2 emissions & emissions trading
system problems, general energy policy questions, and
can distinguish and make relevant observations on
stakeholder problems.
Can distinguish (engineering) bottlenecks in an energy
system and propose improvements to the system.
The student has developed an understanding of the
societal impact of sustainable energy and the context of
regulations.

The written exams are set up in such a way that a selection in
the focus on the learning outcomes may be made. This is to
allow for greater depth in the assessment within the set time.
All learning outcomes should at least always be a minor part of
the exam, possibly being integrated within assessment of
another learning outcome which is a major part of the exam.
The goal is to shift the focus on the learning outcomes in
between exams so that overall learning outcomes are equally
covered in consecutive exams. The student is not informed in
advance on which learning outcome emphasis will be put and
thus must prepare for all topics.
M SES T HTE assessment dimensions:
 Knowledge and understanding: analysis, fundamentals
and applications

Assessment criteria

Learning outcomes:
 The student is able to use energy modelling to
formulate strategies and work on moderately complex
energy scenario problems in the form of an assignment
 The student is able to compare and draw conclusions on
the outcomes of an assignment on moderately complex
energy scenario problems
M SES T WE
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:
 Clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of
the literature studied
 Without irrelevant additional information
 Using correct equations and models for the situation
(for example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
 Using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.
M SES T HTE
Criteria assessed in the assignment made by the student are:
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Strategies are well formulated, consistent and contain
sufficient variables per strategy
 Scenarios are established based on strategies
containing explained choices and sufficient detail
 The comparison between the scenarios and discussion
and conclusions are formulated clearly
 Judgements and decisions are supported and reporting
is concise, complete, unambiguous and readable.
Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week

MES SES T
MES SES T
written
written
exam 1
exam 2
AEA MES
AEA MES
SES T WE1
SES T WE 2
Week 3.5
Week 4.5
and 3.6
and 4.6
Week 4.12 Week 4.12
Till date of exam

MES SES T
home
taken exam
AEA MES
SES T HTE
Week 4.5
and 4.6
Week 4.12

Week 1.9 / Week 2.9 / Week 2.9 /
3.9
4.9
4.9
First examiners: Rik Catau, Leon Bunthof, Leo Polak, Joke
Westra, Mitul Saini
Exam method
Written
Written
Home
exam
exam
taken exam
Permitted resources Non-graphical calculator
PC
Number of
At least 1
1
examiners
Assessment
Mark
mark
Mark
Pass mark
55
55
55
Minimal result
45
45
55
Weight
5
4
1
Reassessment
1
1
1
Compensation
yes
No
Review
Week 2.4 / Week 3.4 / 4.12
4.4
Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Sustainable Energy Systems HTE
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining
problems

Motivation
-

Weight
factor
1

Do the results show complexity
and depth?
Has the candidate acquired
appropriate knowledge?
Knowledge and understanding
C2: Design

1

Is the student able to work on
moderately complex energy
modelling problems and answer
questions on definition of
energy or emission scenarios in
the form of an assignment?
Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SES CS
General Information

Sustainable Energy Systems Capita Selecta

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Sustainable Energy Systems Capita Selecta
Sustainable Energy Systems CS
Sustainable Energy Systems Capita Selecta
AEA MES M SES CS
M SES CS
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Relevant literature is provided and papers are discussed in a
journal club.

Compulsory literature

Handouts and papers

Recommended literature

-

Software and other materials

-

Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Sustainable Energy Systems T
Sustainable Energy Systems MP
Presence at colloquia, journal club meetings and presentations is
mandatory.
Self-study, discussion of literature.
Work Forms: Lectures, Colloquia and Journal Club

Compulsory participation
Activities and instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting research

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Assessment dimensions
 Knowledge and understanding: analysis, fundamentals
and applications
 Application and making judgments: structuring of
research, design and testing
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Communication of knowledge; oral and in the form of a
presentation

Learning outcomes:
The student is able to understand scientific literature and
presents and discusses the contents with fellow students while
providing a relevant context.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria (the questions)
mentioned on an evaluation form which will be provided as part
of the course material, which will be used as input for the final
evaluation which is included on the next page.

Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
MES SES CS Presentation
Exam code
AEA MES SES CS
Registering for exam from
Week 4.10
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Till date of exam
Exam week
Week 2.9 / 4.9
First examiners: Leon Bunthof , Rik Catau, Mitul Saini
Exam method
Presentation
Permitted resources
Preferred presentation format
Number of examiners
2
Assessment
Mark
Pass mark
55
Minimal result
55
Weight
1
Reassessment
1
Compensation
No
Review
Feedback after presentation,
Evaluation form week 3.3 / 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Sustainable Energy Systems, Capita Selecta, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
Student number: …………………………………………………………………………………………………....
Mark
Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C5: Conducting Research

Student makes a critical analysis
of a scientific paper on a
sustainable energy subject.
Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

1

Student identifies the strengths
and potential shortcomings of
the scientific paper and comes
up with a proposal for
extending or enhancing the
research.
Student assesses the relevance
of the scientific papers to the
research and/or professional
fields.
Communication
C5: Conducting Research

1

Student is able to communicate
the outcome of their analysis to
a non-specialist audience with a
technical background
(monologue). Student is able to
discuss their analysis with this
non-specialist audience, as well
as critically discuss the analysis
of their peers.
Mark total
Date
Signature examiner
Signature examiner

:
:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SES MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Sustainable Energy Systems Minor Project

Sustainable Energy Systems Minor Project
Sustainable Energy Systems MP
Sustainable Energy Systems Minor Project
AEA MES M SES MP
M SES MP
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
20 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
General description

The Project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in correspondence
with a subset of the final qualifications.
The project covers the following topics:
 The problem to be solved requires an understanding
and active analysis of distinctive disciplines.
 The project will always include the step from a real-life
problem to a more abstract representation of the
problem.
Required results are described under the professional product
section. The problem analysis will result in a problem solution to be
translated in such terms that conclusions can be drawn based on
the extent the problem has been solved and objectives fulfilled.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
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Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Recommended literature
Required software

Cohesion
Relationship

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
No required specific purpose software. Students may choose to
use modelling software such as MATLAB & Simulink with a license
provided by HAN for the minor project. If students choose to use
dedicated modelling software there are allowed to do to. Licensing
costs are in this case to be paid by the students themselves.
Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Sustainable Energy Systems T
Sustainable Energy Systems CS
Yes
Research
Work Forms: Lectures, Assignment
Development and analysis of (sustainable) energy system(s) by
working on a problem with fellow student.

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:







Knowledge and understanding: analysis, fundamentals and
applications
Application and making judgments: structuring of
research, design and testing
Communication of knowledge; oral and in the form of a
presentation and in a report
Conducting research and generating working hypotheses
Organizing work processes and implementing
communication and collaboration
Learning skills (professional development)

Learning outcomes (general):
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The student presents a clear justification of the project
approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life
problem in which model development and analysis as well
as experimental validation are essential parts by applying
knowledge and understanding and making judgements
based on analysis and validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the
engineering domain and is able to effectively communicate
the core findings in a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for
information, such as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear
and structured manner with colleague, customers and the
wider public in oral and written forms. The content has
been reviewed by peers and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on
his/her professional development.

Learning outcomes (specific):
 The student can critique on and analysis of problems in
the fields of energy system design, power balancing,
system simulation and feasibility studies.
 The student evaluates relevant models and makes
informed decisions based on scenario information.
 The student creates a proposal for improvement on an
analysed and evaluated energy system or plans a new
design for an energy system; taking into account use of
renewable resources, power balance, energy efficiency,
possible need for energy storage and overall feasibility
including environmental sustainability.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 2 exams:
1. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners.
The examiners can use the outcome of the peer review, but also
can deviate from it.
2. Project documentation and defence:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given
by the examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the
group mark provided that the student’s Group Contribution is
sufficient (pass). If the Group Contribution of the student is
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insufficient, no mark will be given and the student is unable to
finish the minor project.
Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name

MES SES MP Group
Contribution

Exam code

AEA MES SES MP GC

Registering for
exam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
Till date of exam
exams
Exam week
Week 2.10 / 4.10
First examiners: Rik Catau, Miel Stapel
Exam method
Group contribution
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SES MP
Documentation and
defence
AEA MES SES MP DP
Week 4.10

Documentation /
defence
Presentation software, report, spreadsheet
or MATLAB /Simulink files allowed as result.
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1, week 4.12
No
Feedback after presentation and evaluation
form week 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Sustainable Energy Systems: Project Documentation and defence
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Student number………………………………………….
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

1

1

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date :
Signature examiner 1, Signature examiner 2
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Module
AEA MES M SFEE
Degree Program
Target Group
Coordinating Lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Professional Products

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Adam Daya
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Understand, analyse and contribute to technical and societal
aspects of sustainable fuels, engines and emissions, and their
interactions.
Project plan (project)
Report (project and capita selecta)
Presentation (progress and final)
Test plan and test report (project) if appropriate
15 EC / 420 hours
Module Systems Modelling
Preferred: basic knowledge of ICE/thermodynamics
In this module the student will gain knowledge on analysing
combustion engines and fuels, concerning: emissions,
performance, fuel consumption, environmental sustainability,
chain sustainability, efficiency, (costs) or any other relevant aspect.
Theory: In the theory part the student will gain knowledge of
physics required for analysing combustion engines. The principal
functioning of the engine and its subsystems will be studied.
Modelling of engines will be done by using white box modelling.
Furthermore attention will be paid to the relation between engine
behaviour and fuel properties, which ties in to the theme of
sustainability where alternative/renewable fuels are investigated.
Relevant control methods will be covered and the influence of
software calibration on the engine behaviour will be studied.
Applying in project: The theory learned will be implemented in a
project. Modelling will be done at the appropriate level of detail.
For validation experimental data can be used. Depending on the
chosen project application or calibration will be done at an engine
testbed or HIL/MIL/SIL setup. Project results and conclusions will
be presented in a report and explained orally.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Theory (7.5 EC)
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SFEE T
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions theory

Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Theory
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions T
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Theory
AEA MES M SFEE T
M SFEE T
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours +
6 contact hours exam (written exam WE 1 / 2)
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

The course covers the following topics:









The combustion engine as a system
Engine subsystems, components and processes
Modelling of combustion engines
Analysing different fuels and their effects on the engine,
the combustion process
Analysing the complete chain sustainability of alternative
fuels
Control aspects and calibration of combustion engines
Fuel chain sustainability
Environmental sustainability, Well-to-Wheel (WTW)
emissions and the impact of CO2

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Heywood, Internal Combustion Engines Fundamentals 2E, ISBN
978-1260116106
Lecturing materials and hand-outs on Onderwijs Online
Ghazi A. Karim, Dual- fuel DIESEL ENGINES (2015) CRC Press

Required software

Matlab, Simulink, GT Power

Cohesion
Relationship

Systems Modelling
Applied Control
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions CS
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions MP
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Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Lectures, Self-study, Working on (lab)assignments

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
The student analyses advanced and innovative configurations of
engines and fuels and is able to make, and defend, conceptual
design choices concerning them.
The student understands the application of alternative fuels in
Internal Combustion Engines, as well as the influence of these fuels
on emissions, climate change, and fuel chain sustainability.
The student understands the role of fuels and engines in the
perspective of the modern, evolving society.
The student is able to analyse the consequences for performance
and emissions and can design methods for further improvements.
(WE1 & WE2)
The student analyses a problem in the field of combustion
engines. In doing so, he applies modern Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) tools, also used frequently in the relevant
industry and applied research institutes. (M SFEE HTE)

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on answering the questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.

M SFEE WE1 and WE2: The WarmUp Test result given by the
lecturer during the lecturing of the theory determines 10% of the
score of the written exams.
There are no separate WarmUp Tests for the re-exams.
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Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES SFEE T
home taken
exam
AEA MES
SFEE HTE
4.12

MES SFEE T
written exam
1
AEA MES
SFEE WE1

MES SFEE T
written exam
2
AEA MES
SFEE WE2

Till date of exam
4.6
3.9
4.9
Adam Daya / Hans vd Vinne / Bram
Veenhuizen / Menno Merts
Written
Written
Written
exam
exam
exam
CAE
Open book
1
1
1
Mark
45
1
1
Evaluation
form week
4.12

Mark
55
45
1
1
Yes
Review
Week 4.4

Mark
45
1
1
Review week
4.12

Regular classroom
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Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions - HTE
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Mark
Knowledge and Understanding :
C1 Analysing and defining
problems

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

Does the student show
sufficient familiarity with
current, basic knowledge?
Do the results show depth?
Applying knowledge and
understanding:
C1 Analysing
and defining problems

1

Does the candidate show
sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Are the methods and
techniques properly used and
described?
Is the student able to correctly
interpret and evaluate the
quality of the results?
Mark total

Date
Signature examiner

:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SFEE CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Capita Selecta

Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Capita Selecta
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions CS
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Capita Selecta
AEA MES M SFEE CS
M SFEE CS
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 56 hours
16 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Make a thorough analysis of a peer reviewed scientific paper on
innovations in engines or fuels.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Handouts

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Systems Modelling
Applied Control
M SFEE T and M SFEE MP
Yes

Compulsory participation

-

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: Instruction on demand, reporting

Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting Research

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
- Communication (conducting research)
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-

Learning skills (conducting research)

The student critiques a scientific paper related to the topic of their
M SFEE MP, judging the quality of the paper as a literature source
by identifying its strengths and shortcomings.
The student formulates a proposal for extending or enhancing the
analysed scientific research.
The student defends their choice of scientific paper by arguing its
relevance to the M SFEE MP.
The student demonstrates their knowledge and understanding by
using the theory learned to understand and judge the scientific
paper, selecting key points of consideration to argue.
Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SFEE CS Presentation
AEA MES SFEE CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
3.9
Adam Daya / Hans vd Vinne / Bram
Veenhuizen / Menno Merts
Presentation and defence
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
2
Mark
55
55
1
1 (4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation
Evaluation form week 4.4

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions: Capita Selecta
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark
Knowledge and understanding
C5: Conducting Research
Provides a basis or opportunity
for originality in developing or
applying ideas often in a
research context.
Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research
Demonstrates the ability to
integrate knowledge and handle
complexity, and formulate
judgements with incomplete
data.
Communication
C5: Conducting Research
Of their conclusions and
underpinning knowledge and
rational (restricted scope) to
specialist and non-specialist
audiences (monologue).
Learning Skills
C5: Conducting Research

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

1

1

1

Study in a manner that may be
largely self-directed or
autonomous.
Mark total

Date
Signature examiner 1

:
:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M IPT MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Minor Project
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Minor Project
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions MP
Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions Minor Project
AEA MES M SFEE MP
M SFEE MP
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
20 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
Professional task
(Professional) products

General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Conducting literature research
Modelling and validation
Project plan
Report
Presentation
Students must carry out an assignment, of which model
development and analysis as well as experimental validation are
essential parts. The project serves to challenge the students to
apply their knowledge and skills on a real-life problem, in
correspondence with a subset of the final qualifications and the
course discusses the skills needed to perform a research project
and includes performing a literature study.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-
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Required software

Matlab simulink, GT Power

Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

M SFEE T and M SFEE CS
Module: Systems Modelling
yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Research
Work Forms: Lectures, Assignment

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Dimensions of assessment
- Applying knowledge and understanding (Analysing and
defining problems, Design, Conducting Research)
- Making judgements (Analysing and defining problems,
Design, Conducting Research
- Communication (managing work processes,
communication and collaboration)
- Learning skills (professional development)
Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear project plan and a justification of the
project approach.
The student investigates the problem and makes judgements
based on, and supported by, analysis and validation techniques.
The student is able to create a model for an engine problem
and/or fuel problem and perform a relevant analysis.
The student is able to validate modelling results against the reallife situation and problem formulation.
The student is able to formulate a proposal for improvement on
their own results, reflecting on their own decisions during the
project.
The student plans effectively.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
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Assessment criteria

Information for each exam
Examinations

The student reflects on their role in the project and on their
professional development.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 2 exams:
1. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners.
The examiners can use the outcome of the peer review, but also
can deviate from it.
2. Project Documentation and defence:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given
by the examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the
group mark provided that the student’s Group Contribution is
sufficient (pass). If the Group Contribution of the student is
insufficient, no mark will be given and the student is unable to
finish the minor project.
Exam name

MES SFEE MP
Group Contribution

Exam code

AEA MES SFEE MP
GC
-

Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SFEE MP
Documentation
and defence
AEA MES SFEE MP
DP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
4.9/4.10
Adam Daya / Hans vd Vinne / Bram
Veenhuizen / Menno Merts
Group Contribution Documentation /
defence
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation
form in week 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Sustainable Fuel, Engines and Emissions: Project Documentation and defence
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number …………………………………………………….
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark
Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

1

1

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner

Signature examiner
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Module
AEA MES M SI
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Smart Infrastructure
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Frans Tillema
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Model and evaluate current mobility challenges to enable suitable
advice and strategy.
Detailed design/model of a technical Smart Infrastructure solution
and Intervention and advisory report (MP)
Impact assessment report of new technology (CS)
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control, Systems Modelling
Relationship: Smart Vehicles
Smart Infrastructure deals with the design and deployment of new
technological smart infrastructure related solutions to overcome
the current negative externalities of traffic and transport i.e. local
air pollution, noise pollution, safety hazards, community severance
and congestion. The module focuses on the following topics:
- History of Intelligent Mobility
- Traffic and transport modelling and simulations
- Modelling of Smart traffic lights (+control)
- Impact and relationship of transport modalities (MAAS)
- Architecture of C-ITS solutions
- Communication protocols of C-ITS
- Data exchange
- (Big)Data in traffic and transport
- Smart logistics
- Governance/Policy of Smart Infrastructure systems
- Privacy and Security
- Societal impact of Smart Infrastructure solutions
- Human behaviour with respect to technology
Infrastructure adaptation
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Smart Infrastructure Theory (7.5 EC)
Smart Infrastructure Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Smart Infrastructure Minor Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SI T
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Smart Infrastructure Theory

Smart Infrastructure Theory
Smart Infrastructure T
Smart Infrastructure Theory
AEA MES M SI T
M SI T
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours +
3 contact hours written exam
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organization
General description

The theory focuses on the following topics:
-

History of Intelligent Mobility
Traffic and transport modelling and simulations
Modelling of Smart traffic lights (+control)
Impact and relationship of transport modalities (MAAS)
Architecture of C-ITS solutions
Communication protocols of C-ITS
Data exchange
(Big)Data in traffic and transport, AI and Deep learning
Smart logistics
Governance/Policy of Smart Infrastructure systems
Privacy and Security
Societal impact of Smart Infrastructure solutions
Human behaviour with respect to technology
Infrastructure adaptation

Theory consist of the following sub-courses:
-

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Multi Modal Traffic Management and C-ITS (112 h.)
Governance of Intelligent Mobility (42 h.)
Societal Impact and Behaviour (56 h.)

Lecturing materials and hand-outs on Onderwijs Online
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Recommended literature

-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Systems Modelling
Module Applied Control

Compulsory participation

Smart Infrastructure CS
Smart Infrastructure MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, Working on assignments
Work Forms: Lectures

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C5 Conducting research

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (Conducting Research,
Analysing and defining problems on optimizing the traffic
and transport system)
The student applies smart infrastructure technology to optimize
the traffic and transport system.
The student analyses multidisciplinary factors of influence of the
ecosystem (Sociological, psychological, political, technological)

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed (written exam) on answering the
questions:





clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations and models for the situation (for
example when to use linear or nonlinear models)
using correct units for quantities in equations, graph
labels, etc.
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Information for each exam
Examination(s)

Other information
Required classroom

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner

MES SI T Written exam
AEA MES SI T WE
Week 4.12

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners

Till data of exam
3.9
Frans Tillema / Marith Dieker /
Gijs van Stekelenburg
Written exam
Open book
1

Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
no
Review Week 4.4

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M IPT CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Smart Infrastructure Capita Selecta

Smart Infrastructure Capita Selecta
Smart Infrastructure CS
Smart Infrastructure Capita Selecta
AEA MES M SI CS
M SI CS
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 70 hours
20 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organisation
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Analyse current negative externalities of traffic and transport i.e.
local air pollution, noise pollution, safety hazards, community
severance and congestion, analyse the impact of new technology
and relate to:
• Human behaviour
• Machine behaviour
• Psychology
• Ethics
in case-studies based scientific papers
handouts

-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Compulsory participation

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Smart Infrastructure T
Smart Infrastructure MP
Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: interactive feedback lectures

Examinations
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Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting Research

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (conducting research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
- Communication (conducting research)
The student analyses current negative externalities of traffic and
transport i.e. local air pollution, noise pollution, safety hazards,
community severance and congestion and analyses the impact of
new technology and relate to: Human behaviour, Machine
behaviour, Psychology and Ethics.

Assessment criteria

The student writes a literature study report about developments in
smart infrastructure with a trailer, a main text, a conclusion, a
discussion and references.
The student specifies references according a literacy standard.
The student determines the validity of a referenced resources.
The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form.

Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES SI CS Article
AEA MES SI CS
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
4.6
Frans Tillema / Marith Dieker / Gijs
van Stekelenburg
Home taken exam: Article
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (4.12)
No
Evaluation form week 4.9

Regular classroom
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Smart Infrastructure: Capita Selecta, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

The trailer
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Does the trailer describe the essence of the article and
does the trailer advertise further reading of the
article?

The main text
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Introduction: contains problem description,
hypothesis/research questions that you evaluate in
the article and the structure of your story.
Are the reasons for choosing this specific subject
clarified in the article?

Methodology used and research undertaken
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are design/research/development questions
elaborated logically?
Is the article structured logically?
Are the reasoning and the results based on literature
from the professional domain?
Is the difference between fact and opinion sufficiently
clear?

Discussion and conclusion
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

about the conclusion:
Do the conclusions provide the answer to the research
questions in the introduction?
Do the conclusions result from the described theory
and the elaborated experiments?
about the discussion:
Does the author return to the aim of the research?
Does the author reflect critically on his/her own work?

References
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?

Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SI MP
General Information

Smart Infrastructure Minor Project

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Smart Infrastructure Minor Project
Smart Infrastructure MP
Smart Infrastructure Minor Project
AEA MES M SI MP
M SI MP
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)

5 EC / 140 hours
64 contact hours
4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Entry requirements

Successfully finished the exams of the minor project Systems
Modelling
Content and organisation
Professional task

Model and evaluate a new technical smart infrastructure solutions

(Professional) products

Detailed design of a technical Smart Infrastructure solution
Policy Intervention advisory report

General description

The minor project deals with modelling and evaluation of a new
technological smart infrastructure related solution to overcome
the current negative externalities of traffic and transport i.e. local
air pollution, noise pollution, safety hazards, community severance
and congestion.
In a practical case, guided by one of the participating governments
of private companies, students are stimulated to work together
with professionals on a real life smart infrastructure case, e.g.:
-

Introduction of new C-ITS technology on junctions
Introduction of connected logistics
Introduction of smart vehicles

Students ale challenged to model the problem on a functional
level, model the technical solution on a functional and profound
level and evaluate the impact on negative externalities.
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Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929

Recommended literature

Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Applied Control
Systems Modelling
Smart Infrastructure CS
Smart Infrastructure T

Compulsory participation

Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Research
Work Forms: Assignment and lectures

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design and conducting research)
- Making judgements (analysing and defining problems,
design, testing, conducting research)
- Communication (managing work processes,
communication and collaboration)
Learning skills (professional development)
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Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.

Assessment criteria

The student evaluates future smart (infrastructure) mobility
solutions.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the
examiner. The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the
execution of the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use
the outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass).
If the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark
will be given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.

Information for each exam
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Examinations

Exam name

Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SI MP
PP Project
Plan
AEA MES SI
MP PP
4.4

MES IPT MP
Group
Contribution
AEA MES SI
MP GC
-

MES SI MP
Report &
Presentation
AEA MES SI
MP RP
4.10

Till date of exam
4.1
4.10
4.9 / 4.10
Frans Tillema / Marith Dieker / Gijs van
Stekelenburg
Project Plan
Group
Report and
Contribution presentation
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
1
At least 1
2
Pass
Pass
mark
Pass
Pass
55
Pass
pass
55
0
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation form
in week 4.4 and 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Project Smart Vehicles - Project Plan, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number…………………………………………………………………….
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding about the
topic? Has the problem been clearly defined? Is
the background relevant to the problem? Is the
project objective clear and correct?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Have the students presented a clear justification
for their approach? Have reliable sources been
used to come up with an approach? Do the
students account for different alternatives before
finalizing the approach?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Are the students able to guide their own work
and that of others? Do the students plan
effectively? Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

1

1

Do the students display discernible keenness to
tackle the task (initiative, deadline handling)? Is
the problem owner involved adequately?
Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date:
Signature examiner:
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Project Smart Infrastructure: Project Report and Presentation, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ……………………………………..
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analyzing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research

1

Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C1: Analyzing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date :
Signature examiner:

Signature examiner:
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Module
AEA MES M SPS
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Smart Power Supply
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Ballard Asare-Bediako
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Understand, apply and analyse aspects related to power supply and
grid stability in a changing energy system, create and evaluate
power supply models
Models
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control
Systems Modelling
In this module the student learns to understand aspects of the
energy supply system (generation, transmission and
distribution systems), which is changing towards a complex
system with centralized and localized sustainable energy
production. Students will understand and be able to apply
fundamentals of power supply:
 Basics of the current energy grid, power supply and assets
 Understand consequences of the energy transition for
electrical grid stability
 Understand the concept of interchangeability of power
and heat/gas as energy
 Select and apply optimization algorithms for energy
management
 Model and simulate power control (systems)
 Analyse, interpret and mitigate power quality problems
 Analyse and design asset management of power system
Apply knowledge to expected and existing energy grid
problems
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Energy Management (2.5 EC)
Power Control (2.5 EC)
Power Quality (2.5 EC)
Asset Management(2.5 EC)
Minor Project (5 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SPS EM
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Energy Management
Energy Management
Energy Management
Energy Management
AEA MES M SPS EM
M SPS EM
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2.5 EC / 70 hours
16 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
This course covers the following topics:
- Power systems structure (physical, economic and regulatory
layers)
- Energy optimization: methods, constraints, boundaries, etc.
- Economic dispatch and unit commitment application to the
power systems.
- Smart Grids: Balancing throughout the power system value
chain
- Grid Evolution & Cyber security
Lecture notes (to be distributed during the lectures) and scientific
papers

Required software

Antonio J. Conejo; Luis Baringo, Power System Operations,
Springer, ISBN:978-3-319-69406-1, 978-3-319-69407-8
Matlab, Excel, Vision Network Analysis

Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

Systems Modelling, Applied Control, Sustainable Energy Systems
Smart Power Supply CS, Smart Power Supply MP
No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Lectures, (company) guest lectures, self-study and case studies,
based on scientific papers.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (Analysing and defining
problems, making judgements)
- Applying Knowledge and understanding (design)
The student explains the different layers of the energy supply
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Assessment criteria
Information for each exam
Examinations

systems – physical, economic and regulatory.
The student differentiates, tests and implements optimization
algorithms for energy management making trade-offs
between technical and economic measures and taking into
account the regulatory aspects.
The student recognizes and describes the Smart Grid concept and is
able to design and implement the desired configuration(s) and the
control system in a power system value chain.
The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned
on the evaluation form.
Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

MES SPS EM home taken exam
AEA MES SPS EM
Week 4.12
Till data of exam
4.9
Ballard Asare-Bediako
Home-taken exam
case study
Everything, but all results must
be the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
No
Evaluation form week 4.12

Regular classroom
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Smart Power Supply, Energy Management, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name and student number ………………………………………………………………………………………
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analysing and defining problems
Can the student explain the demand-supply concept
in the energy supply system?
Can the student analyse if the given set of
consumption data and generation units are enough
to answer the formulated question?
Can the student apply appropriate techno-economic
optimization algorithms to match demand and
supply?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C2 Design

1

Can the student design a model with available
simulation tools for the given question?
Can the student design a model and apply
appropriate simulation tools, matlab, vision, etc. to
solve the given problem?
Can the student apply economic dispatch and unitcommitment to find techno-economic optimum for
a given demand and supply dataset?
Does the student deal with missing or erroneous
data correctly?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems

1

Can the student evaluate and compare models and
optimization techniques?
Can the student motivate the choice of an
optimization algorithm?
Can the student motivate the assumptions made
and explain the results of the model simulations?
Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SPS PC
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Power Control (Capita Selecta)
Power Control
Power Control
Power Control
AEA MES M SPS PC
M SPS PC
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2,5 EC / 70 hours
16 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
This course covers the following topics:
-

Introduction to electrical circuits
Introduction to power systems
Steady-state analysis of power systems
Synchronous generators
Inverter-based generators
Principles of power system control

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

To be announced

Required software

MATLAB, Vision Network Analysis

Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

Units of study Smart Power Supply

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Lectures, (company) guest lectures, self-study and case studies
based on scientific papers.

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

To be announced

No, but attendance will be registered

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 (System) Design
Dimensions of assessment:
Knowledge and understanding (analysing the problem)
Applying knowledge and understanding (Design)
Making judgements (analysing the problem)
The student is able to construct a model of a power system.
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The student can solve power balance problems and perform
technical analysis of a power system performance.

Assessment criteria
Information for each exam
Examinations

The student understands and is able to explain principles used
for power system control.
The student will be assesses on the criteria (questions) on the
evaluation form (next page).

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SPS PC home taken exam
AEA MES SPS PC
Week 4.10
Till date of exam
3.9
Ballard Asare-Bediako
Home taken exam
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
No
Evaluation form week 4.4

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Smart Power Supply, Power Control, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analysing and defining problems
Can the student explain the power
balance principle of the electricity
network, formulate and solve power flow
equations using appropriate
mathematical tools?
Can the student describe voltage and
frequency control concepts of a power
system?
Is the student able to elaborate on the
difference between small-signal and
transient stability analysis of a power
system?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C2 Design

1

Can the student design a power system
model with available simulation tools for
the given question?
Does the student deal with missing or
erroneous data correctly?
Can the student perform power flow
analysis, determine system bottlenecks
and propose solutions to potential
problems?
Is the student able to perform smallsignal stability analysis and determine the
source of potential instability?
Can the student perform transient
stability analysis and calculate the critical
clearing time of a network?
Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SPS PQ
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature
Required software
Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

Power Quality
Power Quality
Power Quality
Power Quality
AEA MES M SPS PQ
M SPS PQ
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2,5 EC / 70 hours
16 contact hours + 3 contact hours exam
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
This unit deals with the quality of the public electricity grid and
electrical installations in general. The use of nonlinear loads and
sensitive electronic equipment in the industry, commercial sectors
and the domestic environments increased considerably over the
last decades. Unfortunately, the same type of equipment often
generates disturbances in the energy supply, which in turn affect
other devices negatively and give rise to poor power quality. Both
theoretical and practical aspects are discussed:
 What is power quality and why it is important;
 Cost of power quality;
 Review of electrical circuits and quantities;
 Power quality phenomena (dips, transients, harmonics,
flicker);
 Fourier theory;
 Efficiency and power factor;
 Asymmetry and unbalance;
 Norms;
 Monitoring and analysis;
 Power conditioning.
Lecture notes (to be distributed during the lectures) and relevant
scientific papers
To be announced
Matlab, Excel and Power Quality Teaching Tools by PSL. Freely
available at http://www.powerstandards.com
Units of study Smart Power Supply
No, but attendance will be registered
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Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications
Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

Information for each exam
Examinations

Lectures, (company) guest lectures, self-study and case studies.

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 System Design
Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (System Design)
- Making judgements (Analysing and defining problems)
The student is able to understand the various aspects of
power quality.
The student applies the obtained knowledge and skills to a
real life power quality problem.
The student is able to analyse power quality problems and
develop solutions.
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:
 clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
 without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations, models and graphs, including labels and
units, for the situation (for example when to use linear or
nonlinear models)

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SPS PQ written exam
AEA MES SPS PQ
Week 4.12
Till date of exam
4.9
Dimitri Jeltsema / Ballard AsareBediako
Written exam
Open book
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
No
Review 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SPS AM
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Asset Management
Asset Management
Asset Management
Asset Management
AEA MES M SPS AM
M SPS AM
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2,5 EC / 70 hours
16 contact hours + 3 contact hours exam
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
This course covers the following topics:

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

 Asset management - why? Philosophies and organization
 Materials for grid components and ageing mechanisms
 Maintenance and Incident management
 Uncertainty and confidence

R. Ross, Reliability Analysis for Asset Management of Electric Power
Grids, John Wiley, (eBook: ISBN: 978-1-119-12519-8; hard copy:
ISBN: 978-1-119-12517-4)

Recommended literature

Reader Material analysis (free pdf)
IAM: Asset Management – an anatomy

Required software

Matlab, Excel, Vision Network Analysis

Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

Units of study Smart Power Supply

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Lectures, (company) guest lectures, self-study and case studies.

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

No, but attendance will be registered

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
Design systems)
The student is able to apply Asset Management methodology
to power grids.
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Assessment criteria

Information for each exam
Examinations

The student is able to evaluate the suitability of materials
and investigate aspects related to failure research and
forensic studies.
The student is able to judge and formulate maintenance
concepts.
The student is able to formulate confidence boundaries and
significance.
The student will be assessed on answering the questions:
 clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied
 without irrelevant additional information
using correct equations, models and graphs, including labels and
units, for the situation (for example when to use linear or
nonlinear models)

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam from
01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SPS AM written exam
AEA MES SPS AM
Week 4.12
Till date of exam
3.9
Ballard Asare-Bediako
Written exam
Open book
1
Mark
55
55
1
1 (August)
No
Review 4.4

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SPS MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Smart Power Supply Minor Project

Smart Power Supply Minor Project
Smart Power Supply MP
Smart Power Supply Minor Project
AEA MES M SPS MP
M SPS MP
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
5 EC / 140 hours
28 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.

Content and organisation
Professional task
(Professional) products

General description

Create models of a selected problem related to expected changes
from the energy transition onto the energy grid
A project report on the modelling of the selected problem
including a detailed analysis of the obtained results from
simulations using the model.
The Project serves to challenge the students to apply their The
project serves to challenge the students to apply their
knowledge and skills on an expected or existing real-life
problem, in correspondence with a subset of the final
qualifications
The project covers the following topics:
 The problem to be solved requires an understanding
and active analysis of distinctive disciplines.
 The project will always include the step from a real-life
problem to a more abstract representation of the
problem in order to be able to create a model
 The project also asks to simulate different conditions
and/or options using the model, and to translate the
results back to the real-life situation.
Required results are described under the professional product
section.
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The problem analysis will result in a problem solution to be
translated in such terms that conclusions can be drawn based on
the extent the problem has been solved and objectives fulfilled.
Part of the project is the peer review: In a peer review session the
contribution of the group members to the project is determined by
the group members themselves. The focus is on content and
collaboration. Ideally the supervisor (tutor) is also present, but that
is not strictly necessary. Students should be aware of their own
functioning within the project group, so should arrange peer
feedback within their project group regularly (at least twice during
the project).
Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929

Recommended literature

Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-

Required software

MATLAB/Simulink, AMEsim

Cohesion
Relationship

Applied Control
Systems Modelling
Sustainable Energy Systems
Smart Power Supply CS
Smart Power Supply T
Yes

Compulsory participation
Activities and/or instructional
formats

Research
Work Forms: Lectures, Assignment
Development and analysis of an energy grid related problem by
working in a team on a problem.

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems, design, testing, conducting research)
- Making judgements (conducting research)
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-

Communication (managing work processes, communication
and collaboration)
Learning skills (professional development)

Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in
which model development and analysis as well as experimental
validation are essential parts by applying knowledge and
understanding and making judgements based on analysis and
validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering
domain and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in
a structured and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such
as e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public
in oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.

Assessment criteria

The student is able to analyse real life problems concerning effects
of energy transition on the power systems.
The student is able to design a power system related model and
perform simulations and tests.
The student is able to interpret results from simulations and tests
and develop solutions to the problem.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms.
The result of the minor project is determined by 2 exams:
1. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass
or no pass will be defined by the examiners.
The examiners can use the outcome of the peer review, but also
can deviate from it.
2. Documentation and defence:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given
by the examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the
group mark provided that the student’s Group Contribution is
sufficient (pass). If the Group Contribution of the student is
insufficient, no mark will be given and the student is unable to
finish the minor project.
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Information for each exam
Examinations

Exam name

MES SPS MP Group
Contribution

Exam code

AEA MES SPS MP
GC
-

Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MES SPS MP
Documentation
and defence
AEA MES SPS MP
DP
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
4.9/4.10
Ballard Asare-Bediako
Group Contribution Documentation /
defence
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
At least 1
2
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
1 (Week 4.12)
No
Feedback after presentation / evaluation
form in week 4.12

Other information
Required classroom

Regular class room
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Smart Power Supplies: Project Documentation and defence, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Mark

Motivation

Applying knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity
with current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills
to master the problem at hand?
Making judgments
C5: Conducting Research

Weight
factor
1

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully
incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and
evaluate the quality?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a
problem owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?
Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date

:

Signature examiner

Signature examiner
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Module
AEA MES M SV
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task

Professional Products
Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations
General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Smart Vehicles
Master Engineering Systems
Elective module
Frans Tillema
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3 / 4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Assess, design and implement new technologies for connected and
automated transport, in the car, bus, bike and other transport
modes.
Project plan, (final) report, model + data, presentations, research
article
15 EC / 420 hours
Applied Control & Systems Modelling
Relationship: Module Smart Infrastructure
Smart Vehicles deals with (1) the design and implementation of new
technologies for connected and automated transport, in the car,
bus, bike and other transport modes and (2) assessing the
implementation of such technologies, keeping in mind their various
capabilities, vehicle types, performance, functional design, security
and privacy concerns, as well as the interplay between the vehicle
and its human users
The module focuses on the following topics:
Vehicle technology: Sensor Technology, Sensor Environmental
Perception, Vehicle Automation (including ADAS) and Integration
and Embedding of SV concepts
AI and Deep learning: Artificial Intelligence, Machine- & Deep
Learning
Governance and Procurement: Functional Safety, Privacy Concerns,
Requirements, Legal Aspects and Cybersecurity
Societal and behavioural impact: Human environmental Perception
and Interpretation, Human Behaviour & Psychology, Human
Machine Interaction and Ethics
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Smart Vehicles Theory (7.5 EC)
Smart Vehicles Capita Selecta (2.5 EC)
Smart Vehicles Minor Project (5.0 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SV T
General Information

Smart Vehicles T

Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term

Smart Vehicles Theory
Smart Vehicles T
Smart Vehicles Theory
AEA MES M SV T
M SV T
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register
for the educational components you wish to follow. See Part 3 ‘OSIRIS
Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for more
information.

Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

7.5 EC / 210 hours
64 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling

Content and organization
General description

In lectures the topics from the general description are discussed to
understand the topic and its relation to the environment of
networked vehicles.
The students will deepen the theory of Smart Vehicles and extend
their knowledge with relevant, actual topics by conducting a
literature review based on scientific papers and other primary
sources. With the review the student shows the ability to analyse and
evaluate problems and conduct research on the implementation of
new technologies for connected and automated transport, keeping in
mind their various capabilities, vehicle types, performance, functional
design, security and privacy concerns, as well as the interplay
between the vehicle and its human users.

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Lecturing material (readers, papers and handouts) will be made
available on Onderwijs Online

Recommended literature

-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Module Smart Infrastructure
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Smart Vehicles CS
Smart Vehicles MP
Compulsory participation

No, but attendance will be registered

Activities and/or instructional
formats

Self-study, Working on assignments, Case study
Work Forms: Lectures and interactive discussions, interactive
exercises, reporting

Examinations
Final Qualifications

Assessments dimensions /
learning outcomes

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C5 Conducting research
Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (analysing and defining
problems)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (Conducting
Research)
- Making judgements (Design)
Learning outcome:
The student is able to analyse, synthesize and evaluate (article + oral
exam):
• Vehicle technology
• AI and Deep learning
• Governance and Procurement
• Societal and behavioural impact

Assessment criteria

The student will be assessed on answering the questions:




Clearly and to the point, including sufficient relevant
explanation and depth, comparable with the depth of the
literature studied;
Without irrelevant additional information;
Using correct equations, models and graphs, including labels
and units, for the situation (for example when to use linear or
nonlinear models).

The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned on
the evaluation form. Furthermore, the paper will primarily
be assessed on its:




Clarity, for teaching staff as well as for other classmates;
Depth, showing and illustrating the complexity of the topic;
Critical thinking, showing and illustrating the student’s critical
view on the reviewed papers and other primary sources.
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In case of a re-exam: students cannot do a re-exam of one category
(paper or oral) , only a full re-exam is possible (paper + Oral exam)
Information for each exam and modular exam

Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam
from 01-02-2023
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner

Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review
Other information
Required classroom

SV Home taken
SV oral exam
exam
AEA MES SV T HTE AEA MES SV T P
Week 3.5 and 3.6
Week 4.5 and 4.6
Week 4.12
Week 4.12
Till date of exam
Till date of exam
Week 2.7 / 4.7
Week 2.9 / 4.9
Chris Huijboom / Frans Tillema / Marith
Dieker / Bas Hetjes / Gijs van
Stekelenburg
Paper
Oral exam
Everything, but all results must be the
student’s own work
1
2
pass
mark
5.5
pass
100%
0
1
4.7 and 4.9 or August
No
Evaluation form in week 3.2 / 4.12

Regular classroom + H2.04
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Smart Vehicles T paper
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Pass / no pass
(= sufficient/
not sufficient)

Motivation
Only in case of no pass

Is the documentation structured according to the
assignment?
Knowledge and understanding
C1 Analysing and defining problems:
Goes the content in-depth on issues with the item
discussed as per the questions in the article
instructions (showing the level of understanding of
the topic by the author)?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C5 Conducting research:
Does the text indicate clearly that the research
activities will lead methodically to the answering of
the main research question?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C5 Conducting research:
Does the text show a methodical approach and are
methods and techniques chosen expertly?
Making judgements
C2 Design:
Does the paper contain an original point of view or
sharp analysis?
Pass / no pass

Pass / no pass

For a pass all items should be sufficient

Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Smart Vehicles T (oral part)
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
MES SV oral part exam dimensions of assessment:
 Dublin descriptor:
Knowledge and understanding
 Competence (final qualification):
Analysing and defining problems
Design
Conducting research
Topics

Assessment

Mark:

Date:

Examiner 1 name:

Signature:

Examiner 2 name:

Signature:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M SV CS
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organisation
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Smart Vehicles Capita Selecta
Smart Vehicles Capita Selecta
Smart Vehicles CS
Smart Vehicles Capita Selecta
AEA MES M SV CS
M SV CS
Semester 1
Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register
for the educational components you wish to follow. See Part 3 ‘OSIRIS
Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for more
information.
2.5 EC / 70 hours
20 contact hours
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
The students will deepen the theory of Smart Vehicles and extend
their knowledge with relevant, actual current state of the art topics by
conducting and writing a literature review article/report based on
scientific paper(s) which can be used in the Minor Project. Part of the
CS is the peer review: In a (scheduled) peer review session the quality
of the report is reviewed by other Smart Vehicle (SV) students.
To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

To be decided during class, depending on the subject.

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship

Compulsory participation

Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Smart Vehicles T
Smart Vehicles MP
Yes

Activities and instructional
formats

Self-study, case studies
Work forms: Lectures, interactive exercises, assignments, reporting

Examinations
Final Qualifications

C5 Conducting research

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
 Applying knowledge and understanding (Conducting research)
 Making judgements (Conducting research)
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Communication (Clear reports and presentations)

Learning outcomes:
The student evaluates smart vehicle technologies and writes a
literature review article/report about developments in smart vehicle
technology. The report has an introduction, a main text, a conclusion,
a discussion and references.
The student specifies references according to a reference manual. The
student determines the validity of referenced resources.

Assessment criteria

Information for each exam
Examinations

The student reviews the article/report of peers (SV students).
The student will be assessed on the criteria (questions) mentioned on
the evaluation form (next page). Furthermore, the paper will primarily
be assessed on its:
 Clarity, for teaching staff as well as for other classmates
 Depth, showing and illustrating the complexity of the topic
 Critical thinking, showing and illustrating the student’s critical
view on the reviewed papers
Exam name
Exam code
Registering for reexam from 01-022023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for
exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

SV Peer Review
AEA MES SV CS PR
-

SV Article
AEA MES SV CS Article
Week 4.10

Till date of exam
Week 2.6 / 4.6
Chris Huijboom / Frans Tillema / Marith Dieker /
Bas Hetjes / Gijs van Stekelenburg
Peer review
Article
Everything, but all results must be the student’s
own work
1
Pass
Mark
Pass
55
Pass
55
0
1
4.12
No
Evaluation form in week 2.10 / 4.10

Regular classroom
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Smart Vehicles: Capita Selecta, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name, student number……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Topic…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mark

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

The trailer
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Does the trailer describe the essence of the article and
does the trailer advertise further reading of the article?

The main text
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Introduction: contains problem description,
hypothesis/research questions that you evaluate in the
article and the structure of your story.
Are the reasons for choosing this specific subject clarified
in the article?

Methodology used and research undertaken
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Are design/research/development questions elaborated
logically?
Is the article structured logically?
Are the reasoning and the results based on literature from
the professional domain?
Is the difference between fact and opinion sufficiently
clear?

Discussion and conclusion
C5: Conducting research
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

about the conclusion:
Do the conclusions provide the answer to the research
questions in the introduction?
Do the conclusions result from the described theory and
the elaborated experiments?
about the discussion:
Does the author return to the aim of the research?
Does the author reflect critically on his/her own work?

References
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Have the formal requirements for literary sources been
met?

Mark total
Date

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
M SV MP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements

Content and organisation
General description

Smart Vehicles Minor Project

Smart Vehicles Minor Project
Smart Vehicles MP
Smart Vehicles Minor Project
AEA MES M SV MP
M SV MP
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register
for the educational components you wish to follow. See Part 3 ‘OSIRIS
Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for more
information.
5.0 EC / 140 hours
64 contact hours and 4 contact hours presentation
Joined classes in Applied Control and Systems Modelling
Successfully finished the exams of the minor projects Systems
Modelling and Applied Control.
The students have to carry out an assignment, including a literature
survey, of which model development and analysis as well as
experimental validation are essential parts. The Project serves to
challenge the students to apply their knowledge and skills on a real-life
problem, in correspondence with a subset of the final qualifications.
In a practical case, students are stimulated to work together on a reallife smart vehicle case, e.g.:
 Introduction of new sensors on cars and buses
 Introduction of automated logistics
 Introduction of AI and deep learning technologies
 Introduction of retro-fit ADAS on existing cars

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Students are challenged to model the problem on a functional level,
model the technical solution on a functional and profound level and
evaluate the impact on human behaviour, people, impact, security,
privacy and functional design.
Throughout the semester multiple progress meetings will take place.
During these meetings the MP-groups will update the project owner,
as well as their fellow peers about the MP progress.
 Project Management, A Practical Approach, Roel Grit, Noordhoff
Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001790929
 Report Writing for readers with little time, Rien Elling, Bas
Andeweg, Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN 9789001812591
-
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Required Software
Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

MATLAB Simulink, Phyton, Olimexino, Jetson and other materials that
may be relevant for the project
Module Applied Control
Module Systems Modelling
Smart Vehicles T, Smart Vehicles CS
Yes

Activities and instructional
formats
Examinations

Research
Work Forms: monitored group work, assignment

Final Qualifications

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Dimensions of assessment:
 Applying knowledge and understanding (analysing and
defining problems, design, testing, conducting research)
 Making judgements (analysing and defining problems, design,
conducting research)
 Communication (managing work processes, collaboration and
communication)
 Learning skills (professional development)

Assessment dimensions /
learning outcomes

Learning outcomes:
The student presents a clear justification of the project approach.
The student plans effectively.
The student carries out a project based on a real-life problem in which
model development and analysis as well as experimental validation
are essential parts by applying knowledge and understanding and
making judgements based on analysis and validation techniques.
The student structures the working process in the engineering domain
and is able to effectively communicate the core findings in a structured
and convincing way.
The student is able to systematically search for information, such as
e.g. models, and judge its relevance.
The student communicates the project findings in a clear and
structured manner with colleague, customers and the wider public in
oral and written forms. The content has been reviewed by peers
and/or supervisor.
The student reflects on his/her role in the project and on his/her
professional development.
The student designs and implements future smart vehicle technology.
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Assessment criteria

Information for each exam
Examinations

The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation forms. The result of the MP is determined by 3 exams:
1. Project Plan:
For the Project Plan a pass or no pass will be defined by the examiner.
The project plan has to be sufficient before starting the execution of
the project.
2. Group Contribution:
For the contribution of the individual student to the group a pass or no
pass will be defined by the examiners. The examiners can use the
outcome of the peer review, but also can deviate from it.
3. Report and Presentation:
For the Report and Presentation a group mark will be given by the
examiners. The individual student mark is equal to the group mark
provided that the student’s Group Contribution is sufficient (pass). If
the Group Contribution of the student is insufficient, no mark will be
given and the student is unable to finish the minor project.
Exam name
Exam code
Registering for
re-exam from
01-02-2023
Deregistering
for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted
resources
Number of
examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

Other information
Required classroom

M SV MP
Project plan
AEA MES SV
MP PP
2.4
4.4

M SV MP Group
contribution
AEA MES SV MP
GC
-

M SV MP Report
& Presentation
AEA MES SV MP
RP
4.10

Till date of exam
Week 2.1 /
Week 2.9 / 2.10 & 4.9 / 4.10
4.1
Chris Huijboom / Frans Tillema / Marith Dieker / Bas
Hetjes / Gijs van Stekelenburg
Project Plan
Group
Report &
contribution
presentation
Everything, but all results must be the student’s own
work
1
At least 1
2
Pass
Pass
Pass
0
Week 2.4 /
4.4
No
Evaluation
form 2.3 / 4.3

Pass
Pass
Pass
0
Week 4.11 / 4.12

Mark
55
55
1

Feedback after presentation /
evaluation form week 2.12/4.12

Control systems lab (H2.04)
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Project Smart Vehicles - Project Plan, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number…………………………………………………………………….
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Do the candidates show understanding about the
topic? Has the problem been clearly defined? Is
the background relevant to the problem? Is the
project objective clear and correct?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Have the students presented a clear justification
for their approach? Have reliable sources been
used to come up with an approach? Do the
students account for different alternatives before
finalizing the approach?
Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration
Are the students able to guide their own work
and that of others? Do the students plan
effectively? Do the students show clarity in the
explanation?
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

1

1

Do the students display discernible keenness to
tackle the task (initiative, deadline handling)? Is
the problem owner involved adequately?
Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date:
Signature examiner 1:
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Project Smart Vehicles – Project Report and Presentation, Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number…………………………………………………………………….
Mark Motivation
Weight
factor
Applying knowledge and understanding
1
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research
Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with
current knowledge?
Have the central questions been answered?
Are the methods and techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient analytical skills to
master the problem at hand?

Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C5: Conducting Research

1

Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate
the quality?

Communication
C4: Managing work processes
C6: Communication and Collaboration

1

Is the student able to present the results to a problem
owner?
Is the student able to work in a project team?
Is the text clearly understandable and in
grammatically sound language?
Have the formal requirements for literary sources
been met?

Learning Skills
C7: Professional development

1

Does the student display discernible eagerness to
tackle the task?
Is the problem owner involved adequately?
Does the student show problem solving skills?
Is the student self-reliant?
Does the student reflect on the choices?

Final Mark (group)
For a pass all marks should be sufficient
Date:
Signature examiner 1:

Signature examiner 2:
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4

Major Project
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Module code
AEA MES M MAJP
Degree program
Target Group
Coordinating lecturer
Registering for educational
components
Professional Task
Professional Products

Credits / Study load
Relationship with and entry
requirements concerning
examinations

General Description

Final Qualifications

Units of study

Major Project
Master Engineering Systems
All students, mandatory
Content: Major Project Board
Organization / procedures: Kea Bouwman
Week 2.3 / 2.4 in case of joining the module in semester 2
Week 4.3 / 4.4 in case of joining the module in semester 1
Not applicable
Project plan (project)
Report/article and documentation (project)
Presentation (progress and final)
30 EC / 840 hours
Major Project: Relationship: all modules
Entry requirements: all requirements from the theoretical phase
are met.
Managing Work Processes: Relationship: all modules
Entry requirements: after taking the first semester classes
The first part is Managing Work Processes: in this unit of study
students are four different subjects distinguished:
a. Landscape: This deals largely with strategic issues,
business trends, product trends and market issues
b. Value chain: From sketch till scrap; the total value chain.
Product lifecycle management. The production & supply
chain and logistics principles.
c. Working processes: Organization models. Simultaneous
engineering. Lean production. Factory control,
management theories.
d. Quality models, tools and techniques: General Quality
models as EFQM,ISO,TS, DFSS. Quality tools in the design
process, and in the production process. The Toyota
model (culture)
The second part is the major project – the graduation project –
itself: this master graduation project is motivated by a real-life
problem, supplied by an engineering company. For a detailed
description and the procedure see the Manual Major Project
published on Onderwijs Online.
C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Managing Work processes (2 EC)
Major Project (28 EC)
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M MAJP MWP
General Information
Long name of unit of study
Short name of unit of study
Alluris unit of study name
Code for unit of study OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study code
Teaching Term
Registering for educational
components

Credits/study load
Study hours (contact hours)
Entry requirements
Content and organization
General description

Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’
Recommended literature

Managing Work Processes
Managing Work Processes
Managing Work Processes
Managing Work Processes
AEA MES M MP MWP
M MAJP MWP
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to
register for the educational components you wish to follow. See
Part 3 ‘OSIRIS Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular
Exams’ for more information.
2 EC / 56 h.
36 contact hours and 4 hours presentation/defence
After taking the first semester classes
Four different modules are distinguished:
a. Landscape: This deals largely with strategic issues,
business trends, product trends and market issues
b. Value chain: From sketch till scrap; the total value chain.
Product lifecycle management. The production & supply
chain and logistics principles.
c. Working processes: Organization models. Simultaneous
engineering. Lean production. Factory control,
management theories.
d. Quality models, tools and techniques: General Quality
models as EFQM,ISO,TS, DFSS. Quality tools in the design
process, and in the production process. The Toyota
model (culture)
Lecturing material, papers and hand-outs (Power Point, on
Onderwijs Online),
-

Required software

-

Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory participation

Units of study Major Project
Minor projects
Yes

Activities and/or instructional
formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Self-study, Working on assignments and exercises
Work Forms: Lectures

Assessment dimensions /
Learning outcomes

Dimensions of assessment:
- Applying knowledge and understanding (C4 Managing
Work processes)

C4 Managing work processes
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-

Assessment criteria

Making judgements (C4 Managing Work processes)

The student has gained understanding of the dynamic world of
the Engineering industry, the driving forces and policies, Quality
and Business approach and working processes, and is able to
apply it in given cases.
The student can demonstrate awareness of system life cycle
aspects.
The student demonstrates knowledge of tools to obtain such
breakdown structure.
The student is able to apply specific management tools and
models, amongst them business plans, implementation plans,
project plans, Quality tools, organization measures.
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the
evaluation form. (next page)

Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations

Exam name
Exam code
Registering for re-exam
from 01-02-2023 OSIRIS
Deregistering for exams
Exam week
First examiner
Exam method
Permitted resources
Number of examiners
Assessment
Pass mark
Minimal result
Weight
Reassessment
Compensation
Review

MP MWP oral exam
AEA MES MP MWP
Week 3.5/3.6 second semester
Week 1.5/1.6 first semester
Till date of exam
First and second semester
Koen Lau / Harold van der Zee
Report and Presentation
Everything, but all results must be
the student’s own work
2
Mark
55
55
1
1 (oral based on reflection report)
No
Feedback after presentation,
evaluation form week 2.10 / 4.10

Other information
Required classroom

Regular classroom
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Managing Work Processes
Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Student number ………………………………………………………………………………………
Mark
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C4 Managing Work Processes
Does the candidate show sufficient
familiarity with current knowledge?
Are the methods, models and
techniques properly used?
Does the student show sufficient
analytical skills to master the
problem at hand?
Making judgments
C4 Managing Work Processes

Motivation

Weight
factor
1

1

Is the student able to correctly
interpret and evaluate the quality?
Communication
C4 Managing Work Processes

1

Is the student able to present the
results to a problem owner?
Is the text clearly understandable
and in grammatically sound
language?
Have the formal requirements for
literary sources been met?
Final Mark (group)
Final Mark (individual student after
peer review)
For a pass all marks should be
sufficient
Date
:
Signature examiner

:

Signature examiner

:
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Unit of Study (UoS)
AEA MES M MAJP MP
General Information
Long name of unit of
study
Short name of unit of
study
Alluris unit of study
name
Code for unit of study
OSIRIS
Alluris unit of study
code
Teaching Term
Registering for
educational
components
Credits/study load
Study hours (contact
hours)
Entry requirements

Major Project
Major Project
Major Project
Major Project
AEA MES M MAJP
M MAJP MP
Semester 1 / Semester 2
For all education offered after 31 January 2023, you need to register for
the educational components you wish to follow. See Part 3 ‘OSIRIS
Regulations for Education, Exams and Modular Exams’ for more
information.
28 EC / 784 h.
16 contact hours
As the student has to demonstrate that he/she can act and function at
master level within the context of the major project, we have the following
entry requirements:
Entry requirements to start the major project: As soon as all requirements
of the theoretical phase are met
1. the student has the possibility (OSIRIS) to do a request for her/his
master degree.
2. The student is allowed to hand in the major project Project Plan.
Entry requirements oral defence: theoretical phase and all other
fulfilments of the module major project.

Content and organization
General description
Graduation projects are motivated by real-life problems, supplied by
engineering companies. A problem analysis will result in a problem
solution, to be translated in terms such that conclusions can be drawn to
what extent the problem has been solved and objectives fulfilled. A
representative of a company is involved, to verify (1) whether the thesis
result match the expectations of the company, and (2) whether the rated
aspects of the major project are relevant for the company. In this way,
feedback is obtained on the professional requirements regarding the
intended learning outcomes.
The assignment is carried out by a single student, communicating with an
external problem owner. The assignment results are presented and
defended in a final presentation, and included in a project report.
A detailed description complemented with a procedure can be found in
the Manual Major Project Master Engineering Systems (#OO).
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Required literature /
description of ‘learning
material’

Recommended
literature
Required software
Cohesion
Relationship
Compulsory
participation
Activities and
instructional formats
Examinations
Final Qualifications

Assessment
dimensions / Learning
outcomes

Lecturing material, papers and hand-outs (Power Point, on Onderwijs
Online),
Report Writing for readers with little time’ van Noordhoff Uitgevers, ISBN
978-90-01-81259-1
Manual Major Project Master Engineering Systems
Units of study Major Project
Minor projects
Chosen elective modules
Yes
Self-study, Work form: research

C1 Analysing and defining problems
C2 Design
C3 Testing
C4 Managing work processes
C5 Conducting research
C6 Communication and collaboration
C7 Professional development
Dimensions of assessment:
- Knowledge and understanding (C1 Analysing and defining
problems, C5 Conducting Research)
- Applying knowledge and understanding (C2 Design, C3 Testing, C4
Managing Work processes)
- Making judgements (C1 Analysing and defining problems, C2
Design, C4 Managing Work processes C5 Conducting Research)
- Communication (C1 Analysing and defining problems,
Communication and Collaboration)
- Professional Skills (Professional Development)
Analysing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyse the
engineering problem through active communication with the problem
owner, to translate this to a problem formulation, feasible solution
approaches and scientifically valid conclusions and recommendations, to
be communicated again to the problem owner.
Design: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a
model at an abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms of
model and problem requirements) and to validate results against the real
life situation and problem formulation.
Testing: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to
a concrete level, and to validate results against the real life situation and
problem formulation.
Managing work processes: To be able to put engineering activities within
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the perspective of engineering company processes, including quality
control principles. To be able to incorporate the economical (cost) and
societal (safety, sustainability) consequences in the design or development
process.
Conducting research: To have gained specialized scientific knowledge and
skills in the field of engineering.
Communication and collaboration: Being able to work on a problem within
a multidisciplinary context in an industrial environment.
Being able to work on a problem in an international engineering context in
an industrial environment
Professional development: To be able, through self-reflection, to improve
one’s own professional acting
Assessment criteria
The student will be assessed on the criteria mentioned on the evaluation
form. (next pages)
Information for each exam and modular exam
Examinations
Exam name
MAJP
MAJP
MAJP
MAJP
MAJP
proposal
project
progress
documenta
defence
For detailed
plan
evaluation
tion
information
Exam code
M MAJP
M MAJP
M MAJP
M MAJP
M MAJP
Manual Major
prop
PP
PE
R
D
Project on
Registering for Immediately after the NO/GO of
Onderwijs
re-exams from
1. The proposal, the project plan, the progress evaluation
Online
01-02-2023
2. Within 2 weeks after NO/GO of the report
Deregistering
For each exam: till date of exam
for exams
First examiner Proposal
Project
Progress
Report
Defence
plan
evaluation
MP board
HAN
HAN
MP board MP board
supersupervisor
visor
Exam method Form
Report
Report
Report
oral
Permitted
Everything, but all results must be the student’s own work
resources
Number of
2
1
1
2
2
examiners
Assessment
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Mark
Pass mark
P
P
P
P
55
Minimal result
P
P
P
P
55
Weight
0
0
0
0
1
Reassessment
1
1
1
1
0
Compensation
Review
Feedback after defence. Evaluation Form within 2 working days
Other information
Required classroom
Regular classroom for presentation and defence
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Proposal Major Project Engineering Systems (including evaluation)
Fill in this form (should fit on 2 pages) and send it to finalthesis.tm@han.nl

General information:
Student name:
Mobile number:
Email address:
Study modules obtained:
(for which you obtained 15 EC)

Study modules currently following:
Company name:
Telephone number (company):
Name of the company supervisor:
E-mail address (company supervisor)
Date:
Major project start
Date Defence:

Day – month – year
Defence in <month>

Major project::
Project title:
Background
Provide a general description of the context of the problem and give the
reason for doing this research. Why should the problem be solved?
Objective:
What is the project trying to achieve?
Formulate a concise and declarative statement that clarifies which
problem should be solved. Note: activities are not objectives!
Activities
How are you going to analyze/solve the problem? Sum up the main
activities, max. 4.
Deliverables :
Sum up the expected final result(s) / deliverables, what will you deliver?
Next to your report, this could be one or more models (also state in which
form, like Matlab, GTPower, ..), software and/or hardware, manuals, etc.
Demonstrating Master level
Master level:
The main goal of working on a Major Project is to demonstrate your
master level. State how you intend to demonstrate your master level.
Why do you think this subject can be helpful? Note: do not sum up your
study modules here. See the document: 9 tcd_level_
descriptors_full_text_council _8_march_06.pdf, esp. the introduction and
section 3.4
The proposal is assessed in light of the following consideration:
is the student able to show master level with this subject?
Confirmation to students by mail / hand in.



…





…
…



Thesis report and
presentation
…
…
…
…






Yes/no
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Evaluation Project plan Engineering Systems
Student name

:

The Major Project plan will be judged by the HAN supervisor
(after feedback from the company supervisor) on:
V / NV
(= sufficient/
not sufficient)
Is the project plan structured according to
the format given on #OO)?

Motivation

Does the text indicate clearly that the
research activities will lead methodically
to the answering of the main research
question?
Does the text show a methodical
approach and are methods and
techniques chosen expertly?
Are the requirements SMART and
complete?
Are the restrictions sufficiently
described?
Are the Activities and Products sufficiently
described?
Are the objectives clear and correct?
Is the English text understandable and of
sufficient level with respect to spelling
and grammar?
Time plan
Present and plausible?
V / NV

V

/

NV

For a pass all items should be sufficient

Date

:

Signature HAN supervisor

:
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Progress evaluation Engineering Systems
Student name

:

Student number

:

The Major Project progress will be judged by the HAN supervisor on:
V / NV
(= sufficient/
not sufficient)

Motivation

Is the major project report structured
according to the format given on #OO?

Does the text show a methodical
approach and are methods and
techniques chosen expertly?
Is the table of contents present and
sufficiently thought out?
Chapter 2:
Is the study of literature performed
adequately and are the references
known?
Chapter 3:
Has the student presented a clear
justification for his/her approach, based
on quantifiable choices?
Is the English text understandable and of
sufficient level with respect to spelling
and grammar?
Are the references correct according to
one consistent standard?
V / NV

V

/

NV

For a pass all items should be sufficient

Date

:

Signature HAN supervisor

:
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Evaluation Major project report by HAN supervisor and major project board
Student name:
Student number:
Check on plagiarism

Percentage:

Check pages

Body text > 40 pages

Decision GO / NO GO

Motivation

GO / NOGO

Decision based on check on
plagiarism an evaluations of
the major project and the HAN
supervisor (next pages).

Date
:
Name HAN supervisor:

Signature

Name member major project board:

Signature

In case you need additional explanation of the given motivation of the marks, contact your examiners.
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The Major Project Report will be assessed by the member of the major project board on:
V / NV
(= sufficient/
not sufficient)

Motivation

Knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C5: Conducting Research
Has the student demonstrated relevant product
knowledge and expertise in the field?
Do the student’s results show complexity and
depth?
Have the central questions been answered?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C2: Design
C3: Testing
Are the methods and techniques properly used and
described?
Do the student’s project results demonstrate a
structured approach?
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C2: Design
C5: Conducting Research
Does the report incorporate critical appraisal?
Communication
C1: Analysing and defining problems
Is the student able to present the content in a
convincing way?
Does the summary display the process of research
and is there a logical consistency between goals
and results?
Have the formal requirements for diagrams, tables,
literary sources etc. been met?
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The Major Project report/article will be judged by the HAN Supervisor on:
V / NV
(= sufficient/
not
sufficient)

Motivation

Knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C5: Conducting Research
Are the goals of the report clear?
Do the conclusions indicate if the goals are
achieved and if not, do they indicate why not?
Applying knowledge and understanding
C2: Design
C3: Testing
Are the results obtained in a logical way and are
they implementable?
Do the recommendations describe their impact
on the company?
Making judgments
C5: Conducting research
Has the student presented a clear justification for
his/her approach, based on quantifiable choices?
Has the student verified the design?
Communication
C1: Analysing and defining problems
C6: Communication and collaboration
How is the language; are the texts well
formulated?
Does the report have a logical structure?
Is the relation between goals and results
described adequately?
References
Is the study of literature performed adequately
and are the references known
and correct according to one consistent
standard?
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Major Project : Evaluation and Awarding Marks
Name, first name
Topic
Company
Company representative
Evaluation (for criteria cf. back of this sheet)
The Master thesis / Major Project will be assessed by the examiners assisted by an external expert, the company
coach and the main supervisor. The names of the examiners will be made known to the Masters candidate when
work on the thesis ends (after the last GO).

Mark

Motivation

Knowledge and understanding
C1: Analysing and defining
problems
C5: Conducting Research
Weight factor 1, mark ≥ 55
Applying knowledge and
understanding
C2: Design
C3: Testing
C4: Managing work processes
Weight factor 1, mark ≥ 55
Making judgments
C1: Analysing and defining
problems
C2: Design
C4: Managing work processes
C5: Conducting Research
Weight factor 1, mark ≥ 55
Communication
C1: Analysing and defining
problems
C6: Communication and
Collaboration
Weight factor 1, mark ≥ 55
Learning Skills
C7: Professional development
Weight factor 1, mark ≥ 55
Mark total
Date
Signature examiner 1
Signature examiner 2

:
:
:

In case you need additional explanation of the given motivation of the marks, contact your examiners within a week after the defence date.
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Masters Degrees
Qualifications which signify the completion of the second cycle (Masters degrees) are awarded to students
who have completed a program of study that enables them to show:
DUBLIN DESCRIPTOR

QUALIFICATION

Knowledge and
understanding
Provides a basis or
opportunity for originality in
developing or applying ideas
often in a research context.

Analysing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyse the engineering
problem through active communication with the problem owner, to translate this
to a problem formulation, feasible solution approaches and scientifically valid
conclusions and recommendations, to be communicated again to the problem
owner.
Conducting research: To have gained specialized scientific knowledge and skills in
the field of engineering.
Design: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a model
at an abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms of model and problem
requirements) and to validate results against the real life situation and problem
formulation.
Testing: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a
concrete level, and to validate results against the real life situation and problem
formulation.
Managing work processes: To be able to put engineering activities within the
perspective of engineering company processes, including quality control
principles. To be able to incorporate the economical (cost) and societal (safety,
sustainability) consequences in the design or development process.

Applying knowledge and
understanding
Through problem solving
abilities applied in new or
unfamiliar environments
within broader (or
multidisciplinary) context.

Making judgements
Demonstrates the ability to
integrate knowledge and
handle complexity, and
formulate judgements with
incomplete data.

Communication
Of their conclusions and
underpinning knowledge
and rational (restricted
scope) to specialist and nonspecialist audiences
(monologue).

Learning skills
Study in a manner that may
be largely self-directed or
autonomous.

Conducting research: To have gained specialized scientific knowledge and skills in
the field of engineering.
Analysing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyse the engineering
problem through active communication with the problem owner, to translate this
to a problem formulation, feasible solution approaches and scientifically valid
conclusions and recommendations, to be communicated again to the problem
owner.
Design: To be able to systematically translate the engineering problem to a model
at an abstract level, (i.e. reducing it to its essentials in terms of model and problem
requirements) and to validate results against the real life situation and problem
formulation.
Managing work processes: To be able to put engineering activities within the
perspective of engineering company processes, including quality control
principles. To be able to incorporate the economical (cost) and societal (safety,
sustainability) consequences in the design or development process.
Analysing and defining problems: To be able to critically analyse the engineering
problem through active communication with the problem owner, to translate this
to a problem formulation, feasible solution approaches and scientifically valid
conclusions and recommendations, to be communicated again to the problem
owner.
Communication and collaboration: Being able to work on a problem within a
multidisciplinary context in an industrial environment.
Being able to work on a problem in an international engineering context in an
industrial environment.
Learning skills: To be able, through self-reflection, to improve one’s own
professional acting
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GUIDELINES
Criteria

The following questions pertaining to the individual criteria are not final and can vary in importance
depending on the type of thesis.
Knowledge and understanding (Dd1)
Provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing or applying ideas often in a research context.
Criteria to scientific know-how:
- Has the student demonstrated relevant product knowledge and expertise in the field?
- Do the student's results show complexity and depth?
- Has the candidate acquired appropriate knowledge?
Criteria to independent scientific thinking / originality:
- Does the candidate use and develop original ideas?
- Are known ideas interwoven in a new way?
- Are the core findings presented in clear statements?
- Does the thesis incorporate critical appraisal?
- Are the possibilities and limitations of the applied method discussed?
Criteria to logic of the structure, scientific argumentation
- Have the central questions been answered?
- Is a comparison made between the results and published data? Are the results placed in a
broader context?
- Are generalizations supported by facts?
- Are the facts clearly distinguishable from hypotheses and suppositions?
- Is the exposition of the topic clear, are the aims logically stated?
- Does the thesis include clearly formulated hypotheses?
- Does the structure of the thesis show a logical approach to the topic?
- Are the results of the research and conclusions clearly and logically presented?
Applying knowledge and understanding (Dd2)
Through problem solving abilities applied in new or unfamiliar environments within broader (or
multidisciplinary) context.
Criteria:
- Does the candidate show sufficient familiarity with current knowledge (literature,
experiments)?
- Is reference made to gaps in knowledge, based on analyses of literature?
- Are the methods and techniques properly used and described?
- Are the methods adopted appropriate to the subject matter?
- Has the research (field work, collecting data, experiments, models, etc.) been carried out
carefully and adequately?
- International sources of information have been explored appropriately
- The relevant state of art has been discussed adequately, from an international industrial
perspective.
- Has the results been sufficiently tested by statistical analyses?
- Do the student's project results show consideration for stakeholders?
- Do the student's project results demonstrate a structured approach?
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Making judgments (Dd3)
Demonstrates the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgements with
incomplete data.
Criteria:
- Has the student presented a clear justification for his/her approach, based on quantifiable
choices?
- Has the student verified the design?
- Is the student able to correctly interpret and evaluate the quality?
- Are issues mentioned that have not been dealt with?
- Has the research been carried out independently?
- Has critical appraisal been successfully incorporated?
Communication (Dd4)
Of their conclusions and underpinning knowledge and rational (restricted scope) to specialist and nonspecialist audiences (monologue).
Criteria:
- Is the student able to operate independently enough in the professional field?
- Is the student able to guide his own work and that of others?
- Does the student work with others in an organization?
- Does the student plan effectively and carry those plans through?
- that they can communicate their conclusions, and knowledge, rationale and processes
underpinning these, to specialist and non-specialist audiences clearly and unambiguously
-

Is the student able to present the content in a convincing way?
Does the student get the message across?
Has the student formulated concrete recommendations based on the results?
Is the student able to effectively converse with people from other relevant fields?
Have the formal requirements for diagrams, tables, literary sources etc. been met?
Is there a comprehensive informative summary?
Is the text scientifically correct, clearly understandable and in grammatically sound
language?
Is the layout attractive for readers?

Learning Skills (Dd5)
Study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or autonomous.
Criteria:
- Does the candidate display discernible keenness to tackle the task?
- The student has taken a clear responsibility in the project taking initiative in the project
finding his way within the company.
- The problem owner (company) has been involved adequately, with feedback actively
explored and used in the project.
- Has the student displayed out-of-the-box thinking?
- Is the student able to make the transition to other areas of expertise?
- Does the student reflect on his/her choices, initiatives and judgments?
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